
katerina 

katerina85: swings legs off the couch stands up making my way over to bear straddles his lap removing the 

hat  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm smile at katerina 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks up at her 

andrea_33: watch out for those paws hes got kat, theyre hiding claws  

blk_bull3000: sits back idly and watches...nice straddle..  

shy blu eyed t bear: shhhhhh lol 

katerina85: runs my finger across his cheek down the side of his neck grins looking into his eyes and circling 

my hips around on his lap slow and seductively  

blk_bull3000: lol andrea  

katerina85: giggles andrea  

andrea_33: she is  brave i must say  

shy blu eyed t bear: grins at her...shifts under her 

D r a z: looks over at kat as she gives blu the treatment  

Ivan_Skavinsky: She must have had one of your lessons, Andrea. 

shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip...tastes blood 

katerina85: winks arches back dropping my head back as my hair flows towards the floor hips rocking back 

and forth towards him  

andrea_33: she needs no lessons from me ivan, shes got it down to perfection  

shy blu eyed t bear: looking through her hair...winks 

shy blu eyed t bear: feels them circling 

katerina85: pushes my butt out  and grinds back onto his lap rolls my shoulders back and then forward 

making my breasts jiggle in the bra  

shy blu eyed t bear: looking at her jiggling breasts...feeling her grinds 

katerina85: grabs a hold of his shirt gripping it and slides my free hand in my hair rolls my hips around in his 

lap pushes down hard on him  

stagforyou_1: i dont think anyone will be sleep watching katerina...lol 

andrea_33: definitely not stag  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmm....rubbing her hips...as she pushes down hard' 

stagforyou_1: hi room 

D r a z: grins watch kat as she dances to  the seductive beat on blu's  lap  

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's steaming my glasses up, Stag. 

shy blu eyed t bear: shifting under her 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, Room. 

katerina85: leans into him and moans into his ear flicking the lobe with my tongue backing up rolls my hips 

slowly around  

stagforyou_1: take them off.or they beer glasses ivan 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmm her flicking...arousing me more 

shy blu eyed t bear: running hands over her hips 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I wouldn't be able to see her clearly if I did, Stag. 

katerina85: wiggles myself back and stands up turns around facing away from him bends my knees and 

grinds pushing my ass back towards him  



stagforyou_1: laughs 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhh..feeling......her ass 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gulpssss* 

D r a z: smiles watching that tight butt grind and shake to  the beat 

katerina85: whips my long hair around and lowers myself to my knees spreading them apart as my short 

skirt raises up my thighs rolling my hips back  

andrea_33: hi cobrea  

shy blu eyed t bear: looking at her skirt....rising...eyes widen 

shy blu eyed t bear: her thighs...glistening 

katerina85: moves onto my hands and on knees rocks my head around to the beat and twists my hips around 

in circles  

shy blu eyed t bear: hands back on her thighs...seeing her hips moving 

gabbyoral: Is it HOT in this room or just me?  

katerina85: pushes back up onto my knees runs both hands over my bra down my tummy to waistband of 

my skirt tugs it down some as my pink panties start to come into view  

stagforyou_1: the ice as melted in my whisky...watering it down 

D r a z: passes gabby  a cold water and insurance waiver  form  

andrea_33: laughs draz  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmm noticing her panties mmmmm mmmmmmm 

D r a z: taps  the oxygen bottle  

katerina85: stands back up as the skirt falls down around my feet dances out from the material and shakes 

my ass back as my breasts jiggle in the bra  

gabbyoral: haaa! haaa! Draz  

andrea_33: gets defribillator ready  

stagforyou_1: empty? 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Do you know how to use one of those, Andrea? 

blk_bull3000: nods in appreciation at kat....watching her ass shimmy in the pink panties  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm her jiggling bra clad breasts....panties 

D r a z: watching kat as she shakes all that her momma gave her  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, Kenny. 

andrea_33: have to know in here ivan , especially when kat is lapdancing  

stagforyou_1: and nature mmmmmmmmm 

kennyw_3: hello Ivan 

Ivan_Skavinsky: True enough. 

katerina85: dances over onto the stage and makes myself reach for the pole  

shy blu eyed t bear: thinks...lucky pole 

katerina85: holding my arm at arms length gripping it and struts around it  

D r a z: watches at kat moves  to  the pole and round it  

shy blu eyed t bear: covers arousal with hat again...watching her work the pole 

katerina85: dances closer to the pole and grinds into it with my hips  

blk_bull3000: eyes grazing her curves and her silken legs  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm   ....*gasps* 

katerina85: pushes my breasts to the pole and slips fingers in the straps on my shoulders slowly working 

them down  



shy blu eyed t bear: watches her breasts against the pole 

D r a z: watching as the straps slip down the arms   

shy blu eyed t bear: jaw drops...rolls tongue back into mouth 

katerina85: steps back from the pole turning away from it leans onto it reaches up over me rolling my ass 

back on it  

D r a z: watche as kat  grin back on the pole 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhh ...her rolling ass...licks my lips 

stagforyou_1: sounds like katerina does yoga to get her body into them positions lol 

katerina85: lowers a hand behind me unclasping my bra  

gabbyoral: I just hope the drool does not wreck my cordless Keyboard?!  

andante4321: lmao 

shy blu eyed t bear: bites my lip 

blk_bull3000: waits bated breath to see whats behind the pink bra....  

katerina85: lowers both arms in front of me letting it drop and frees my breasts grabs the pole and swings 

around it  

stagforyou_1: dream bull..i am mmmm 

blk_bull3000: perfect......grins....  

shy blu eyed t bear: grips...bottom of my chair...mmmm her breasts... 

katerina85 

 

sweet treasure 

sweet treasure: *changes my clothes right there winks and lets my hair down* 

TaylorMae: and she went blue  

dirtyrpgirl: yeah she did 

sweet treasure: *skips up and down the bar pushing glasses with my feet as i roll my hips 

like dirty showed me in the cage* 

sweet treasure: *giggles as i jump into the cage to be safe as i unzip my skirt kicks it free 

and shuts the door* 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to treasure..yeps...just like that 

TaylorMae: she's in the cage *grins*  

sweet treasure: drops to my knees and winks a smy ass rubs against the steel bars while 

i rock my head side to side 

sweet treasure: crosses my arms removes my top to show off no bra ooops  

TaylorMae: *smiles looking in the cage at sweet*  

dirtyrpgirl: now...THAT  is hot !!! 

TaylorMae: very  

dirtyrpgirl: such beautiful breasts !!!! 

sweet treasure: winks at Taylor and pushs my breasts between the bars let me out i was 

framed lol 

TaylorMae: *grins at sweet*  

TaylorMae: one of these days i need to put my cop outfit on tee hee  



sweet treasure: waves and grabs the bar as my boobs rub between them making my 

nipples grow harder and yelllsss get back up there dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles to treasure..... 

sweet treasure: jumps up rips my skirt off an tosses it at the bartender  

sweet treasure: spins around shaking my bare ass at the room as the beat gets faster  

sweet treasure: tosses my head left and right as i rock out to this  

TaylorMae: *watches her dance and shake her assets to the room*  

sweet treasure: bouncing against the cage making it swing more as my hair and boobs 

move with my hips  

dirtyrpgirl: get nekkid !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! treasure !!!!!..............woooooooohooooooooooo 

sweet treasure: rattles the bar and crushs my firm breasts between the bars and rocks 

my ass in circles making the whole cage move 

whynotps33: pulls head up from bar....wipes drool   says what the hell is going on...... 

TaylorMae: mmmmm sweet is dancing nude in the cage  

sweet treasure: giggles as my boy shorts show off my curves looks around and rips them 

off my hips as i spin around in the cage as it moves up and down  

TaylorMae: oops half naked lol  

TaylorMae: i got ahead of myself!  

sweet treasure: winks at Taylor god Harlod is making to much noise i cant hear the music  

TaylorMae: *winks* lol  

dirtyrpgirl: uhmmmmmmmm thats meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee....laughs 

dirtyrpgirl: ya dont just mumble when your dragged behind a horse ya know....winks to 

taylor 

TaylorMae: *grins*  

sweet treasure: kicks my underware onto the bar spins around and lets the room see my 

tanned body as it moves with the beat of the song while the cage moves up and down  

TaylorMae: *smiles up at sweet*  

sweet treasure: squeezes each of my breasts as my ass sways back and fortth letting my 

hair tickle my back as it moves with my shoulders  

sweet treasure: jumps up and down rockin my head with the beat of this song  

TaylorMae: mmmmm so sexy hot  

sweet treasure: opens the cage door jumps to the stage winks and spins around letting 

my hair fly over my shoulders as the whole room gets to see me naked for the first time 

TaylorMae: *smiles*  

D r a z: stomps my feet to the beat watching treasure  

sweet treasure: spins around swats my butt and drops to m y knees as i crawl on the 

stage 

sweet treasure:  got naked while u where away  

optra1: i really like this room its like watchin a spectacl 

james197100: could use a good show this morn  lol 

sweet treasure: winks and shakes my tits so draz can see what the cold air did to my 

nipples 

james197100: looking for a good seat 

D r a z:  smiles at treasure on the stage ...turning the AC up 



dirtyrpgirl: dams..i love that girls tits !!!!!! 

TaylorMae: tee hee  

sweet treasure: wraps a towel around my chest runs up the stairs..bangs on the door god 

Haroldddddddddddd you sure are loud  

D r a z: smiles watching treasure ..... adjusting my tie  

sweet treasure: skips back down to the stage drops my towel on james lap as i move 

around  

sweet treasure: winks back over my shoulder and drops to my knees my back to james 

rolls my hips and leans back so he can see my boobs and my tanned body as it rocks with 

the music 

sweet treasure: winks at Taylor rolls my hips letting james see more of my tanned small 

frame as i sway with the beat  

james197100: damn sweet gonna get me all hot before work   lol 

TaylorMae: she knows how to roll those hips  

TaylorMae: mmmmmm  

sweet treasure: tosses my black hair over my breasts and bucks my hips up and down 

making my ass bounce on the stage  

james197100: i see that 

james197100: watching sweet ever so closely 

sweet treasure: rolls over onto my hands and knees slowly crawls to james letting my ass 

sway right and left a smy hair hides my tits as i move to where he is sitting  

TaylorMae: notice she is in blue too  

TaylorMae: *winks*  

D r a z: grins watching  the nude treasure on stage  

james197100: love to get a room with sweet 

sweet treasure: winks and runs my small hands up his legs and chest as my lower half 

rocks with the beat and smiles  

james197100: smiles back at sweet 

sweet treasure: kisses his nose and pushs him back as i roll onto my baack and kicks my 

feet  

TaylorMae: *smiles*  

james197100: damn 

on thew stage  

D r a z:  going great ............. treasure is danceing nude on stage  

emmaspeaks: waves back at sweet  

sweet treasure: smiles at james as my body shines from the sweat forming on my skin  

james197100: so hot sweet  

sweet treasure: spins around and blows him a kiss as my hair covers my boobs but lets 

the room see everything else 

james197100: blows a kiss back 

james197100: my heart pounding just watching sweet 

sweet treasure: giggles and twrills around winks down at james and bends over to i can 

kiss his lips turns and walks back to get my clothes on 

TaylorMae: whew!  



james197100: damn im all hot now  lol 

TaylorMae: lovely dance sweet  

sweet treasure: ty Taylor  

TaylorMae: *giggles at james*  

D r a z: woo hooooooo .stands and whistles at  treasure ...........  

emmaspeaks: wow nice dancing  

sweet treasure: i need layed now  

james197100: draz may i message you? 

dirtyrpgirl: damnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn treasure...that was soooo fucking hot...jumps up 

and down applauding !!!!!!!!!!!! woot !!!! wooot !!!! 

sweet treasure: giggles did i just say that? 

TaylorMae: *grabs a glass adding ice pouring a cold bottle of water into it adding a twist of lemon for sweet*  

TaylorMae: you did lol  

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhh....giggles 

sweet treasure: ty Taylor takes the water sips some and pors the rest on my chest  

TaylorMae: *smiles* yw  

james197100: i needs a cold shower   lol 

TaylorMae: lol @ james  

sweet treasure: takes james hand come with me  

james197100: takes sweet 

james197100: and follows her 

sweet treasure: smiles winks and tugs him up the stairs two at a time 

TaylorMae: *smiles* have fun you two  

sweet treasure: what room is dirty in? 

sweet treasure: lol ok 

sweet treasure: winks at james ands pulls him into room 19 

james197100: follows willingly behind sweet 
sweet treasure: whistlesssss to dirty ride emmmmm cowboy lol 

 

Rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *shakes my head as my small barely covered body moves aroud the dance floor * 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches her...move 

daviddirects: *smiles..watching rodeo* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks spins around and lets my hair hang down my back while my white shorts and 

light blue top move with the song and my hips* 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm..watching her seductive....form 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I feel the temperature rising again. 

karim99x: humm sexy silhouette  

daviddirects: *beautiful moves* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *moves around looking at all the men as my hips sway with the beat as my hands cup 

my breasts to not show off to much * 

shy blu eyed t bear: very much so 



Ivan_Skavinsky: Trying not to stare goggle-eyed. 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmm....nice breasts....and swaying hips 

shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip...tastes my own blood 

sweet_rodeo_girl: unzips my top spins around and tossses my top at the d/j while my light blue bra shows 

off my tanned tummy * 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhh...such a sight 

karim99x: lucky dj 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Light blue's definitely your colour, Rodeo. 

D r a z: smiles folding the top warching rodeo 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes following her movements 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *twrilss around waving my hands over my head an tugs my hair while my hips move left 

and right making them thrust more than needed * 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm...eyes widen 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Moves to a bar stool to get a better view. 

shy blu eyed t bear: grips table top 

karim99x: cant take my eyes off her swaying hips 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *spins around in small circles letting the room get a good look at my tanned tummy and 

my breasts as the bra barely keeps them in * 

shy blu eyed t bear: my oh my....moans 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm a great believer in centrifugal force. 

daviddirects: *watches the sexy dance..* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *rocks side to side as i smile at each one ...letting my hips thrust side to side as if being 

pulled by a rope * 

D r a z: smiles as we catch the bounce of jiggling breasts 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back. 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm..head following her 

karim99x: gets an eyeful of her breasts as she passes by my stool 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *spins around winks at david drops to my knees,,shaking my shoulders and head right 

and left to keep him from looking at my hands as they fall down to my thighs squeezes and pulls them apart* 

Centuritime: oh my 

shy blu eyed t bear: wow 

D r a z: shes a naughty littlegirl and we like it that way 

shy blu eyed t bear: uh huh draz 

Ivan_Skavinsky: The naughtier the better. 

daviddirects: *leans forward...eyes wide...watching the shake...smiling..* mmmm 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches...the sensuous dancer 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *rocks side to side letting m y hair cover my shoulders while my hips thrust back and 

forth making my bra move up my boobs more as if he is tugging on it* 

shy blu eyed t bear: picks jaw up from floor...rolls tongue back in 

karim99x: and she is just warming up....the best yet to come 

daviddirects: *licks my lips..watching the sexy bounce* 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks for cap...finds it....hides my...*arousal* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Spellbound. 

shy blu eyed t bear: captivated 



sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks as david will my bra up my breasts more..rolls my hips left and right shakes my 

head an squeezes my creamy thighs while the music rocks my hips * 

shy blu eyed t bear: grasps table harder..hears wood crunching 

daviddirects: *leans forward more...watches the hands on the perfect thighs..* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *mmmm winks waves my hands over my tits to distract him and rolls onto my hands 

and knees..crawls up the stage rocking my hiips with the beat as i move* 

D r a z: winks .........Gracie ........... i think rodeo would like some help  

babydoll81: smiles  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks and rocks my ass side to side while i move up the stage letting my breasts sway 

with my movements * 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm 

babydoll81: lol does she Draz?  

karim99x: cant take my eyes off rodeo's creamy thighs as her sexy ass rocks 

sweet_rodeo_girl: waves at karate with my ass *stops and rolls onto my ass kicks my feet up * 

D r a z: shakes my shoulders as i watch  rodeo ,,,,,,,smiles at  doll  

karate820: as i sit in a comfy couch admiring the ladies 

sweet_rodeo_girl: archs my back as i toss my head back letting my hair brush against the stage floor an 

rocks my hips with the rhtyum of the song* 

D r a z: shakes my shoulders to the rythmn watching rodeos hips 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *bucks my hips up and down bouncing on the stage while my hands open and close my 

creamy thighs* 

babydoll81: watches her hips buck and bounce  

D r a z: `she gonna make ya move alright 

babydoll81: whewwwww  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *looks at babydoll winks and unbzips my white shorts tugs them down just enought to 

show off my blue thong and purple panties as i roll my hips with the music* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's getting hotter still. 

babydoll81: winks back at her  

sweet_rodeo_girl: hops onto my knees shakes my hair loose as my ass sways and looks back over my 

shoulder * 

D r a z: watches as baby doll fids it dificult to sit still to the beat as we watch rodeo rock 

out the beat 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *wiggles and pushs my shorts down to each of my knees rols onto my back and kicks 

them off * 

babydoll81: begins dancing on the chair watches rodeo kick off her shorts  

D r a z: claps to the beat as we show the heat build on the stage  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Don't know which way to look now. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks at draz thrusts my hips up and down as my fingertips tug my thong rocks my 

hips and wets my lips as my eyes look from one guy to the next * 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Now I know which way to look. 

babydoll81: for sure on the stage ivan giggles  

daviddirects: alternating glances from rodeo to Gracie and back* 

D r a z: watches as the girls  get  into  the heavy beat 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's a close thing, Babydoll. 



sweet_rodeo_girl: *blws a kiss to babydoll as my hips thrust up and down bouncing my ass on the stage 

and tugs my thong down my hips more * 

Ivan_Skavinsky: If I bend my glasses a bit, I can see you both. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: We need more mirrors in this room, Draz. 

D r a z: laffs you could be right 

babydoll81: smiles at the kisses mmmm ty rodeo  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *rolls onto my hands and knees smiles and even so slowly i crawl up the stage rockin 

my hips with the new beat letting my hair hang down my face and cover my tits* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Turn the fan a bit faster, Draz. 

babydoll81: whewwwwwww its hot in here  

D r a z:  passes out the water and turns the ac up 

sweet_rodeo_girl: gets to the end rocks my hips shimmys my shoulders and lets the room see my tanned 

tummy and thighs as the thong moves with each thrust of my hips* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: WOW! 

karate820: smiles...watching the dancer 

D r a z: looks at rodeo singing naughty naughty 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at reforger..rocks the top half of my body making my boobs move under my bra 

to show the room something * 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *stands up smiles ay babydoll come here please* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Something to remember. 

D r a z: shes contagious  

Ivan_Skavinsky: With a bit of luck. 

babydoll81: smiles stands up making my way over to the stage where rodeo is  

D r a z: watching doll walk with wiggle and jiggle  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at baby leans down as i kiss her lips i whisper into her ear  

karim99x: watches doll's hips as she walks toward rodeo 

babydoll81: kisses her back on her lips  

babydoll81: smiles at the whisper and whispers back  

sweet_rodeo_girl: takes her hand in mine smiles and puts it on my left breast winks and wiggles so she 

can feel its real  

babydoll81: smiles squeezes her breast a bit  

sweet_rodeo_girl: ok guys snaps my fingers look up here plzz? 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Looking. 

karim99x: staring at her hand as she squeezes your breast 

D r a z: drags my eyes from thighs ..thru breasts...to ..........eyes 

D r a z: god almighty  look at that body 

karate820: smiles... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I already am, Draz. 

karate820: just watching 

daviddirects: watching 

sweet_rodeo_girl: we had something happen that hurt me and i want to put an end to it ok?.... looks over 

at Draz and then down at babydoll,,whispers to her points at draz  

karate820: listens 

D r a z: gotta get me some    ,,,,,,,,as i look at rodeo 



Ivan_Skavinsky: Listens. 

daviddirects: paying attention 

sweet_rodeo_girl: drops to my knees winks at baby and smiles  

babydoll81: smiles reaches around undoing her brar clasp and then grabs the straps tugging them 

free down her arms  

D r a z: we are just thunder struck  .............. as rodeo sinks t her knewws 

D r a z:  knees 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Double struck. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty baby smiles and invites each guy to come and squeeze my tits to make sure they are 

real 

karim99x: lol ivan, just like me 

babydoll81: winks at her keeping a hold of her bra twirls it around in my hand  

karim99x: i jump from my stool 

D r a z: winks ...........i know they are real rodeo  

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles at babydoll 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Accepts the offer but gently caresses them.  It's a much more relaible 

test. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Relishes the kiss.  Will do soon. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks draz just wants to see my tits no matter what reason  

D r a z: laffs 

babydoll81: who can blame him?  

karate820: i certainly don't 

sweet_rodeo_girl: hugs eachone from the stage  

D r a z: smiles looking at the two girls .............. indeed 

karate820: smiles...certainly wouldn't mind seeing babydoll's either 

shy blu eyed t bear: goes back to my chair 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *hugsssssssssssss babydoll super tight * 

babydoll81: hugs rodeo tight  

sweet_rodeo_girl: that just made my day  

karim99x: watching your breasts squeezing against each other 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *giggles dances around with my boobs covered with my arms winks at babydoll and 

bumps hips with bear as i sneak back to the dressing room * 

D r a z: smiles as i wink with a glint in my eye 

babydoll81: wooo hooo  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmm bumps hip 

babydoll81: great dance rodeo  

shy blu eyed t bear: watches her disappear 

 

 

 
 
 
 



Gabriela 
 
Gabriela92: slips off the barstool and strides over to the stage, mounting the steps.... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm gabi................smiling 

Gabriela92: reaches the top and drops my head my back, spinning twice as my hair hangs 

down behind me.... 

Gabriela92: rocks my head to the left and right.... 

Gabriela92: shuffling my feet in a slow, small circle... 

Gabriela92: stomps my feet, raising my knees high to the beat.... 

daven14578: watches gabi start her dance 

Gabriela92: swirls my head, swinging my hair around 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooohooooooooooooooo gabi !! 

daven14578: mmm enjoys watching gabi tossing her hair 

daven14578: sits at bar to get closer look 

Gabriela92: bumps my hips out left and right, hands flat on the back of my short, tattered 

blue jean cutoffs.... 

dirtyrpgirl: i do love cutoffs !!! 

Gabriela92: pulls the shirttails of my shortsleeve thin yellow blouse out... 

daven14578: likes how the blouse clings to Gabi's form 

daven14578: and how she is peeling it away 

Gabriela92: unbuttons it from the bottom up... 

daven14578: watches intently at the slow tease 

Gabriela92: sways to the song, letting the blouse hang loosely, unbuttoned.... 

Gabriela92: pulls the bottom edges of the blouse open, baring my taut, tan tummy.... 

daven14578: mmmmm nice view Gabi 

dirtyrpgirl: very hot gabi !!!!! 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips slowly up and down my stomach, from the snap of the 

shorts to the bottom of my bra.... 

Gabriela92: shrugs the blouse off my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: lets it fall to my elbows, stretch across my shoulder blades in back, and 

hanging fully open in front.... 

daven14578: claps for Gabi 

Gabriela92: the sheer nylon fabric of the matching yellow bra revealing a hint of darker 

circles in the center, where my nipples slightly protrude through the fabric... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm yellow on tanned skin !!!.....such a 

lovely contrast 

Gabriela92: bends my arms and caresses the fullness of my breasts through the sheer bra 

cups... 

daven14578: an expert taunter at work 

Gabriela92: tugs the inside edge of the cups down a little....right to the edge of my 

areolas... 

daven14578: mmmmmmmmmmmm anticipates a peek from Gabi 

dirtyrpgirl: because you camed up stewie 

Gabriela92: slides the cups back in place.... 



Gabriela92: straightens arms and lets the unbuttoned blouse slide down my arms... 

Gabriela92: rolls my abdominals from the hips upward.... 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and moves behind the bar....bending down to the cooler....i grab a 

cocksicle for gabi off of the bottom shelf....and skips to the stage and holds it high for 

gabi.................here ya go girl !!!! 

Gabriela92: takes it with a smile.... 

daven14578: smiling 

Gabriela92: turns my head sideways and slowly "Licks It Up" from bottom to tip... 

Gabriela92: then back down again.... 

dirtyrpgirl: enjoy gabi...pops mine back in my mouth 

Gabriela92: drops to my knees on the stage.... 

daven14578: very erotic 

Gabriela92: spreads my knees... 

Gabriela92: leans backwards until my hair touches the stage.... 

daven14578: damn Gabi, sure make it hard to sit still 

dirtyrpgirl: stares at gabi's crotch as she leans way back........omg !!! 

Gabriela92: pulses my hips toward the ceiling several times.... 

Gabriela92: touches my shoulder blades to the stage... 

daven14578: what a position 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles , watching dave struggle to hide himself 

daven14578: (naughty , realy naughty toughts leap to brain) 

Gabriela92: holds the cocksicle vertically, the tip pointing straight down.... 

dirtyrpgirl: so sexy gabi !!! 

Gabriela92: opens my mouth.... 

dirtyrpgirl: gasps as i see very little of the stick showing from gabi's lips 

Gabriela92: plunges it in.... 

daven14578: even the non-frozen popsicle is now hard 

daven14578: moan escapes lips 

Gabriela92: slowly pulls it out.... 

daven14578: looks around ot see if Dirty heard it, hope not 

Gabriela92: leans up onto my knees again.... 

daven14578: oh fuck 

Gabriela92: drags the cocksicle down the side of my neck.... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm gabi............so 

stickyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

Gabriela92: down the center of my sternum... 

daven14578: really strugling to be comfortable in seat 

Gabriela92: down between my bra cups.... 

Gabriela92: slips the tip slightly below the bottom of the bra.... 

dirtyrpgirl: points to the stage....oh watch this dave !!! 

daven14578: swears he feels what the popsicle feels 

daven14578: squirms in seat  

Gabriela92: then moves it back up, slipping under the front clasp and sliding the entire 

length of the cocksicle up between my heaving breasts.... 



Gabriela92: pumps it up and down several times..... 

daven14578: subconsciencely licks his lips 

daven14578: wrong word, but ya get the idea 

dirtyrpgirl: omg gabi..................wow 

daven14578: damn Gabi 

Gabriela92: tilts my chin down to my chest, extending my tongue and just licking the tip 

of the cocksicle as it reaches the high point of each vertical cycle.... 

daven14578: glad not too many folks are here 

daven14578: oh fuck gabi thats so erotic 

daven14578: must be lag here 

daven14578: just now see him 

Gabriela92: rocks my hips left and right, kneeling... 

dirtyrpgirl: yeps,dave 

daven14578: head rocks in unison with Gabi 

Gabriela92: takes the rapidly-melting cocksicle and lays it sideways on the top of the left 

bra cup.... 

Gabriela92: rolls it slowly down.... 

daven14578: smiling at Gabi and winks 

Gabriela92: letting the moisture soak through and turn the sheer fabric virtually 

transparent..... 

daven14578: licking lips at sight  

daven14578: mesmirized by Gabi's talent 

Gabriela92: repeats the same procedure on the other bra cup.... 

daven14578: oh my, beautiful Gabi 

Gabriela92: both now soaked with the melting pale blue juice.... 

daven14578: noticed nipples have hardened form coldness 

daven14578: fantasizes in his head 

Gabriela92: momentarily sets the cocksicle down on the stage floor.... 

Gabriela92: runs my hands all over the sheer wet bra cups... 

Gabriela92: leans back again to touch my head to the stage floor... 

daven14578: lusting after Gabi's body as she contorts it 

Gabriela92: rocks my hips left and right, kneeling... 

daven14578: sleep trial was complete failure 

dirtyrpgirl: aiahiaa stopped in too...............smiles 

daven14578: she sure the hell is 

D r a z:  damn and i lost  the whole script .......... 

dirtyrpgirl: awww damn....kelli danced a while back too 

D r a z: oh well 

dirtyrpgirl: got ethan so hot she had to take him upstairs......lol 

Gabriela92: takes the rapidly-melting cocksicle and lays it sideways on the top of the left 

bra cup.... 

Gabriela92: rolls it slowly down.... 

daven14578: smiling at Gabi and winks 

D r a z: hope hes got life insurance 



Gabriela92: letting the moisture soak through and turn the sheer fabric virtually 

transparent..... 

daven14578: licking lips at sight  

dirtyrpgirl: tey been up a while now....which doesnt suprise me really.....giggles 

daven14578: mesmirized by Gabi's talent 

Gabriela92: repeats the same procedure on the other bra cup.... 

daven14578: oh my, beautiful Gabi 

Gabriela92: both now soaked with the melting pale blue juice.... 

daven14578: noticed nipples have hardened form coldness 

daven14578: fantasizes in his head 

Gabriela92: momentarily sets the cocksicle down on the stage floor.... 

Gabriela92: runs my hands all over the sheer wet bra cups... 

daven14578: mmmmmmmm 

daven14578: oh crap 

Alert: arkansasman2014 reddotted by: D r a z 

Gabriela92: leans back again to touch my head to the stage floor... 

daven14578: lusting after Gabi's body as she contorts it 

Gabriela92: bucking my hips slowly into the air several times.... 

daven14578: moans, fatasizing about.... 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the front of the tattered denim Daisy Duke cutoffs... 

D r a z: smiles looks up gabris legs  

daven14578: scoots a little closer to bar using rail to hide awaking  

daven14578: watches, staring intently really, at Gabi's fingers on her shorts snap 

Gabriela92: sweeps the stage floor a little with my hair as I rock my head back and forth.. 

daven14578: clapping in appreciation 

Gabriela92: rolls quickly onto my stomach.... 

daven14578: eyes her shaoely butt 

Gabriela92: inchworms down the stage several feet until I'm right in front of Dave... 

Gabriela92: kneels facing away from him.... 

daven14578: smiling at gabi 

Gabriela92: wiggles my ass at him.... 

daven14578: leans a bit closr but no too close 

daven14578: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

daven14578: very uncomfortabel sitting now 

Gabriela92: rolls onto my back and scoots my bottom close to the edge of the stage.... 

daven14578: omg 

Gabriela92: lifts my legs high in the air and scissor-kicks over Dave's head... 

daven14578: trembles form control needed not to do anything stupid 

daven14578: enjoys Gabis legs so close 

Gabriela92: dropping my legs down and laying my smooth, supple calves right down on 

Dave's shoulders... 

daven14578: mmmmmm ty moans 

daven14578: touch feels wonderful 

Gabriela92: slides them from knee to ankle and back again, slowly, several times... 



daven14578: oh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

daven14578: view is entoxication 

daven14578: soft skin aginst me is enthralling 

Gabriela92: hooks my ankles together behind Dave's neck... 

D r a z: wipes the bar watching gabri tease like only she can  

daven14578: leans head back  

Gabriela92: resting on my shoulder blades and head on the stage, I use my thighs and 

glutes to lift my backside up off the floor.... 

daven14578: oh my gooooooooooo 

daven14578: damn damn damn 

daven14578: so hot 

dirtyrpgirl: wow........watching as gabi makes erotic movements on the stage 

Gabriela92: pulses the pelvis from relaxed to taut, over and over... 

daven14578: glad to be able to assist 

daven14578: so freakin turne don by gabi's thrusts 

Gabriela92: rocks my hips sideways in the air, like a hammock struck between the stage 

floor and Dave's shoulders.... 

daven14578: mouth dried up 

dirtyrpgirl: nice view......huh dave..............smiles 

daven14578: oh fuck yes 

daven14578: oops sorry 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

Gabriela92: I think we need a couple glasses of water here, please, Draz... 

daven14578: yes yes 

daven14578: good thing I dont have med check tomorow 

D r a z: pours a couple glasses of water and passes themto gabri 

Gabriela92: unzips the front of the daisy dukes... 

daven14578: BP will be off charts 

Gabriela92: hands a glass to Dave, set the other one on the stage next to me.... 

daven14578: reaches out think Gabi got one glass for me 

daven14578: ty Gabi, it showed that much eh? 

daven14578: sips wtaer to wet mouth and lips 

Gabriela92: keeping my hips elevated, I slowly wiggle the denim fabric down off my 

backside.... 

Gabriela92: pushing them halfway down my thighs... 

daven14578: mmm glorious gluttes 

Gabriela92: lowers my bottom to the stage and pulls in one leg, then the other, to slip off 

the shorts.... 

daven14578: straining to see if thong is just as thin as bra 

Gabriela92: matching set, Daven.... 

daven14578: figured, trying to be coy about glimpsing view of mons 

Gabriela92: scoots closer to Dave.... 

daven14578: smiling as Gabi gets closer 

Gabriela92: lets my calves drop down over his shoulders, my knees bent.... 



al_olderguy: ty no wonder he can't spell.. 

daven14578: ty all, for the support, lol 

Gabriela92: keeping my eyes locked on Dave's.... 

dirtyrpgirl: lol dave 

daven14578: throes coyness out the window 

dirtyrpgirl: hang in there !!! 

Gabriela92: a wink.... 

al_olderguy: dave can't be expected to look in your eyes... 

daven14578: eyes smiling at Gabi 

Gabriela92: a slow lick of my entire upper and lower lip... 

daven14578: then glances lower between legs 

Gabriela92: grasps the water glass that I'd set on the stage... 

Gabriela92: holds it above.... 

daven14578: what a tease, mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

al_olderguy: enjoy the view while you wait dave 

Gabriela92: starts pouring at my belly button, and slowly tilts it and moves straight down 

the center of my tummy... over the front of my panties.... down each leg a little ways, 

spilling quite a bit on Dave's lap in the process.... 

dirtyrpgirl: wow...... 

daven14578: thank god, will hide any othrer moisture stains on pants 

al_olderguy: I can tell from this far away that the panties are definately wetter than 

before 

Gabriela92: the fabric of my panty crotch turning virtually transparent, other than a little 

hit of the yellow fabric... 

Gabriela92: sets the glass down... 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips in slow, large, lazy circles on the insides of my thighs, 

from my knees to the leg openings of the panties.... 

Gabriela92: spreading the droplets of moisture smoothly.... 

dirtyrpgirl: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

al_olderguy: eyes straining to catch every sexy detail.. 

daven14578: as Gabi smooths out moisture things become very visible, so hot 

Gabriela92: sits up on the edge of the stage, my legs still draped over Dave's shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: reaches forward and puts my hand on the back of his head... 

daven14578: emnjoying her legs 

al_olderguy: But also enjoying the sight of gabi's near naked body.. 

al_olderguy: ya better I think they may be blocking your hearing soon' 

daven14578: cant get anymore naked and still have some material on body 

Gabriela92: pulls his face forward and down until his mouth can plant a kiss on my 

tummy, halfway between my navel and the top of my panties..... 

daven14578: eagerly kisses Gabi's stomach 

Gabriela92: raises his head back up, and leans forward myself to give him a soft, tender, 

wet kiss on his mouth.... 

al_olderguy: watches as gabi tries to stop him kissing lower 

daven14578: mmm enjoys Gabis kiss 



al_olderguy: takes in the soft curves of gabi's body.. 

daven14578: so tender 

daven14578: so sensual 

Gabriela92: swings my legs off Dave's shoulders, scoots off the bar into his wet lap, and 

then down to the floor, grabbing my blouse and cutoffs off the stage as I retreat to the 

dressing room to get into some dry clothes... or at least to take off the wet underwear.... 

daven14578: claps wildly for Gabi hootin an hoolerin 

daven14578: bravo 

daven14578: slappng bar top 

dirtyrpgirl: stands and applauds gabi !!!.........................woooooooooohooooooooooooooo 

well done !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! excellent !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z:  woo  hoo  gabri 

kelli-: looks at ethan .. can you talk? 

al_olderguy: applauds for gabi... 

 
 
Gabriela92: sways a little on my stool, rolling my shoulders side to side... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm nice sway 

Gabriela92: slips off the stool and pulls Lostdad out of his chair, onto the dance floor..... 

D r a z: smiles watching gabri 

Gabriela92: shuffles feet twice left, twice right.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches her walk 

shy blu eyed t bear: tapping feet on floor 

Scotlad219: lol 

Gabriela92: tilting my head, letting my hair fall longer off my left shoulder, then my right, 

to the beat.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm 

al_olderguy: watches Gabi's body sway around the floor... 

Gabriela92: swings my arms, loosely and gently, hanging down in a relaxed fashion... 

Gabriela92: picks up the pace a bit... 

Gabriela92: shrugs my shoulders up at the end of each sway... 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes following her form 

Gabriela92: arms bent at the elbows.... snapping my fingers in rhythm... 

johnp64: takes a seat watching gabi as she starts to go at it, lovely as ever 

D r a z: smiles watching  gabri dance 

reforger2002: loud whistle at miss gabri 

Gabriela92: elbows tight against my ribs.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmm...so sexy 

Gabriela92: bumps my hips out to each side, in time to the music.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: her hips.....bumping ....mmmmm 

Gabriela92: step, step, spin.... step, step, spin.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mesmerized 

Gabriela92: step, slide.... step, slide... 

Gabriela92: four small back-steps.... 



Gabriela92: spins 

Gabriela92: steps once to each bass beat... 

Gabriela92: shifting my hips exaggeratedly to each beat.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhh...eyes widen 

D r a z:  watches as gabri interprets  the music   

reforger2002: nice ms gabri 

johnp64: mmmmm, go gabi, go gabi, go 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on the back of my pelvis, fingers pointing downward.... 

reforger2002: nice 

shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip...tastes blood 

Gabriela92: swivels twice left... twice right.... repeating it... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmm 

shy blu eyed t bear: watching her ////swivels 

Gabriela92: pulses my hips forward....scooting my shoes forward a couple inches with 

each pulse... 

shy blu eyed t bear: not taking eyes off her 

Gabriela92: slides my hands slowly up the sides of my dress.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: grabs cap.....covers my....arousal 

johnp64: watching her hands closely 

reforger2002: mmmm 

Gabriela92: crosses my hands over one another, just under my bustline, then continues 

up my ribcage... 

D r a z: mmmmmm so sexy  gabri 

reforger2002: mmmmm  

johnp64: mmmmmmmmm, so very sexy gabi 

Gabriela92: grasping opposites shoulders.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmm....what a bustline 

Gabriela92: slides fingers slowly down the opposite upper arms.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: shifts in chair 

reforger2002: loud wistle and drops a 100 in the tip jar 

Gabriela92: slowly down opposite forearms... 

Gabriela92: two stomps left, two right, to each measure.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gulppppppppp* 

reforger2002: mmmmm 

al_olderguy: <heart rate quickening 

shy blu eyed t bear: grips table 

Gabriela92: lifting my shoes up three inches off the floor with each beat 

al_olderguy: hands bear his hat... 

shy blu eyed t bear: needs it 

Gabriela92: hands on hips, marching in place, then four steps forward... 

Gabriela92: four steps back.... 

Gabriela92: two slides left.... two slides right... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm....her moves 

al_olderguy: admires Gabi'segs... 



johnp64: so sweet and sexy looking gabi 

al_olderguy: legs 

shy blu eyed t bear: grasping table 

Gabriela92: leans forward, resting my hands on my knees.... 

D r a z: smiles watchig gabri as she    steps and strutts on the satge  

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhh 

shy blu eyed t bear: whew 

al_olderguy: juat as well Draz ordered in those steel tables.... 

al_olderguy: sighs as Gabi leans forward... 

Gabriela92: flexes my knees left-right-left-right.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: digging fingers into table 

al_olderguy: <watches Gabi's breasts sway as she moves 

johnp64: doing well ,thanks, watching gabi, dancing around, very sexy 

Gabriela92: throws my head forward and down to my shins, then snaps upright.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: swings my head in a quick circle, flinging my hair in a whip around 

shy blu eyed t bear: head following her moves 

johnp64: enought to give a guy whiplash 

Gabriela92: reverses the circle as soon as I feel my hair slap me in the face... 

al_olderguy: hmmm loves the twisting body 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gasps* 

Gabriela92: snaps head forward and back to fling the hair back out of my face. 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 

Gabriela92: smooths it back over my scalp with one hand while the other hand slides 

down my tummy... 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhhh her tummy....writhing 

johnp64: such a tight lil tummy 

Gabriela92: forms a little triangle around my belly button with my hands and thumbs... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmm...licks my lips 

Gabriela92: swivels my torso in a slow hula movement... 

al_olderguy: Hmmm that tummy 

johnp64: cute lil belly button 

D r a z: eyes following  gabris  fingers  

shy blu eyed t bear: shifts in chair 

Gabriela92: turns the hands horizontal, just the tips of the middle fingers touching.... 

johnp64: mmmmmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: slides them about four inches apart.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmm eyes widen more 

Gabriela92: slides both hands down the front of the dress, smoothing it downward over 

my tummy... 

Gabriela92: over my pelvis.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: what a vision 

johnp64: very nice gabi 

Gabriela92: down the front of my thighs until I hit the hem.... 



Gabriela92: pinches the hem between my thumbs and index fingers... 

shy blu eyed t bear: bites lips 

Gabriela92: slides it across the front of my legs, only about three inches below where my 

panties are... 

shy blu eyed t bear: jaw drops...rolls tongue back into my mouth 

shy blu eyed t bear: hears steel table///creak under my grasp 

Gabriela92: loosens my pinch and slips my hands along the hem to the outsides of my 

legs... 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhh...mmmmmmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: bumping my hips out to the beat... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm Gabri grinssssssssss 

johnp64: watching her hands very closely now 

shy blu eyed t bear: her hips....hypnotizing 

D r a z: watching    gabri .........as the beat invades her   and the hips shake  

Gabriela92: grasps the hem again, just a little behind my hip bones.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmmm 

mylstoknowhere: wonders what she's gonna do with the hem ? 

Gabriela92: slides the bottom edge of the skirt back and forth across the back of my 

thighs... 

shy blu eyed t bear: my oh my 

Gabriela92: slithering it slowly upward.... 

johnp64: very naughty looking gabi 

mylstoknowhere: glad to hear trish  im eh and good and ....... frazzled lol 

shy blu eyed t bear: slides closer to table 

mylstoknowhere: go Gabri go 

Gabriela92: only about two inches below where my legs meet the curve of my ass.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: watching her sexy form 

al_olderguy: hmmmm lovely legs... 

Gabriela92: then up to one inch... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm what an ass 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm growlllllllllll at her curve 

johnp64: and such a cute lil ass too 

D r a z: watches  the skirt rising  

shy blu eyed t bear: giving her a standing ovation...as seated 

Gabriela92: up to the little crease in the skin.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 

shy blu eyed t bear: table...buckling 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss and stares at the little crease 

Gabriela92: then about an inch of my buns.... 

johnp64: oh yea, those sexy lil buns 

D r a z:  watches as the bunns appear  

Gabriela92: bends slightly forward... 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes fixated 



mylstoknowhere: checks gabri out from the front as she bends 

Gabriela92: raises up on my toes, alternating feet to the beat, lifting heels off the floor an 

inch or so, tightening the tushy one cheek at a time... 

johnp64: mmmmmmm, nice 

al_olderguy: catches a glimpse of her swaying breasts 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrrrrrr's as each cheek tightens 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmm mmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmm 

shy blu eyed t bear: wipes brow 

Gabriela92: sets feet down... 

Gabriela92: holds knees together and bends them slightly... 

mylstoknowhere: tosses t bear a bandana just outa the ice water bucket   

shy blu eyed t bear: *gulppppppppppppp* 

Gabriela92: swivels knees around in a little circle.... 

Gabriela92: backside moving in the opposite direction... 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss a devilish grin at gabri 

shy blu eyed t bear: nice backside 

Gabriela92: turns my tushy directly at bear... 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder.... 

D r a z: we are  the crazzzy  ones 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 

mylstoknowhere: we are mmhmm 

shy blu eyed t bear: gripping table harder 

mylstoknowhere: hello blonde 

shy blu eyed t bear: hello blonde hugssss 

Gabriela92: grinds my hips in two circles... 

shy blu eyed t bear: nice circles 

johnp64: wow, gotta love them circles 

Gabriela92: bumps them out left and right... 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches 

al_olderguy: <see's bear's lap hat is bobbing.. 

Gabriela92: swings my head and hair around and looks back over the other shoulder.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: ^5 duke 

al_olderguy: hard to keep my eyes off Gabi'ss tush.. 

johnp64: hi harlot 

Gabriela92: tilts my head and licks my shoulder, dragging my tongue down my upper arm 

as far as I can.... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmmm Gabri 

mylstoknowhere: tasty 

Gabriela92: dances over toward John's table.... 

D r a z: watches as gabri makes herway accroos the floor 

Gabriela92: dances slowly in front of John... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmm 

Gabriela92: lifting up my hair off my shoulders.... 



johnp64: mmmmm, such a sexy young lady, with all the right moves 

Gabriela92: combing my fingers out through it... 

Gabriela92: letting it fall down free..... 

mylstoknowhere: strolls over to bar tosses some bills on bar for ms harlot Draz 

johnp64: very nice gabi 

Harlequin Harlot: thank you Myls  

Gabriela92: wraps my arms across my chest, hugging the opposite shoulders... 

mylstoknowhere: smiles a your welcome Harle  

al_olderguy: <loves Gabi's moves 

johnp64: i sit up just a bit watching closer 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm nice squeeze Gabri 

Gabriela92: slides the hands down and across to touch my collarbones... 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhh 

johnp64: mmmmmm 

Gabriela92: slides them down my chest and over the heaving curves of my breasts.... 

mylstoknowhere: they all been that way for me lately grrrrrr 

johnp64: pulls out 2 crisp hundred dollar bills, holding them out to a very sexy gabi 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm looks 

al_olderguy: <gulps.. 

Gabriela92: dances closer to John and lift the side of the dress up my hip, so he can slip 

the bills into the waistband of my thong... 

johnp64: i slip the first one in, my fingers gliding over that soft skin 

Gabriela92: rocks my hips more gently while John is putting in the money... 

johnp64: then i smile and say, turn around 

D r a z: smiles as i watch gabris  little butt in the thong  john slips in the notes 

Gabriela92: pivots 180 degrees and lifts the dress up the other hip for the other $100 bill. 

johnp64: mmmmm, oh yea, i smile as i slide the 2nd one in, agian slipping my fingers 

over gabi's soft skin 

johnp64: thinking to myself, if i wouldn't get in trouble, i'd slap that sexy lil ass 

Gabriela92: turns another 90 degrees so I'm facing away from John, and bends forward 

until my torso is horizontal... 

johnp64: omg, i'm in heaven now boys, i yell out 

Harlequin Harlot: I think John is about to let his tongue drag on the floor  

mylstoknowhere: lol mmhmm 

johnp64: lol, it already is harlot 

Gabriela92: pulls the dress hem up until nothing is covered on the back of me except the 

little fabric center strip of the thong, running up between my bare buns... 

johnp64: i lean in a lil till i'm only a few inches away 

al_olderguy: <watches Johns face at the sight before him 

Gabriela92: backs up until I feel them bump John on the shoulder, and gives them a 

quick wiggle before dancing slowly away... 

dajersyeduke: (((((kkelli))))))))) 

johnp64: now my tounge really is dragging the floor as gabi slips away 

kelli-: hope she doesn't step on it  



Gabriela92: dances over to HH and Myls.... 

dajersyeduke: well, roll it up & put it back in your pants....lol 

mylstoknowhere: so does he  

kelli-: I meant his tongue giggle 

mylstoknowhere: taps Harle on her buns look we gettin a dance from her 

dajersyeduke: so did i....lol 

Gabriela92: swivels in front of HH and Myls.... 

johnp64: i lean back in my chair, look over and smile at kelli, hi kelli, how are you this 

evening 

Harlequin Harlot: watches Gabi roll the hips and put a sway in them  

kelli-: watchin Gabi 

Gabriela92: arms folded across the top of my head, hips gyrating slowly... 

mylstoknowhere: growls rumbling throatly 

al_olderguy: <watches gabi's breasts swaying .. 

Gabriela92: reaches out and rests my open hands gently on the top of Myls' and HH's 

heads.... 

mylstoknowhere: smilesss at Gabri 

Gabriela92: bouncing my hips to the left and right to the beat... 

mylstoknowhere: eyes followin each hip  

mylstoknowhere: like a tennis match 

Gabriela92: slides my fingers slowly down to the sides of their heads, cupping their 

ears.... 

mylstoknowhere: foot tappin to the beat givin Harle a little ride 

D r a z: watchuing gabris butt switch to the beat  

Gabriela92: gently pushes their heads closer and closer, until their cheeks are touching... 

mylstoknowhere: purses lips blows Gabri a kiss 

Gabriela92: leans in.... kisses both of them with the same kiss.... 

mylstoknowhere: head bobbin to the beat and slides cheek to cheek with harle 

mylstoknowhere: smiles a thank you to gabri 

Gabriela92: slowly backs away, snapping my fingers and pointing my fingers at them in 

alternating "toy gun" motions.... 

D r a z:  sings .women on top  

mylstoknowhere: grinnssssss at toy guns as her breasts bounce away 

Gabriela92: step slides over to Bee.... 

Gabriela92: spins a few times as I circle his table... 

Bee_passionately_blue: My brown eyes admire the twirls and your seductive movements. 

kelli-: tappin toe.. watchin Gabs moves 

Gabriela92: lets my fingers slide up bee's left arm from his wrist to his shoulder.... 

Gabriela92: across his back..... 

Gabriela92: back down his other arm.... 

johnp64: lol 

Gabriela92: stands behind bee, one hand resting on each shoulder.... 

Gabriela92: flexing my buns in time to the song.... 

mylstoknowhere: shake and wake him up gabri 



Gabriela92: marching slightly in place... 

Gabriela92: slides my hands up Bee's neck to his ears... 

Gabriela92: tilts his head back until he's looking straight up at the ceiling.... 

kelli-: watching bee.. and Gabs hands 

Bee_passionately_blue: looking upwards, paying attention to the rafters and to the light 

fixtures  

blonde_genius: kiss his neck, Gabri!!!!! 

Gabriela92: leans forward and presses my boobs against the top of Bee's head.... 

Gabriela92: shakes them a little..... 

al_olderguy: <watches bees head brushing gabi's breasts 

Gabriela92: moves his head with my hands, making him nod.... 

Bee_passionately_blue: the soft caress, sending messages through my skin, and my 

thoughts flow to ideas that are carnal and brazen. 

mylstoknowhere: tc duke 

mitch_31_single_in_Mt: hello 

Gabriela92: leans further forward and gives Bee an upside down kiss... 

Gabriela92: then licks down his chin and throat.... 

kelli-: he might not be right for a while 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm thinkin how lucky bee is  

al_olderguy: hmmm his head now lost between her breasts 

Gabriela92: stands again and lets him tilt his head back to normal... 

johnp64: yea, bee is a lucky fu*ker 

Bee_passionately_blue: The kiss is teasing, and causes me to feel goosebumps rise along 

my arms. 

Gabriela92: steps across the floor toward Al, crossing one foot exaggeratedly over the 

other with each step... 

kelli-: bet goose bumps aren't the only thing rising 

mylstoknowhere: pats my lap and winks at Harle are you comin back ? 

Gabriela92: dances around Al's table, a few slow spins.... 

al_olderguy: hmmm great body... 

Gabriela92: climbs up on his table on my hands and knees... 

al_olderguy: try's to keep looking in her eyes... 

Gabriela92: crawls cat-like across toward him... 

kelli-: grrrrrr . a lil growl for Gab LOL 

al_olderguy: ,feeling weak.. 

Gabriela92: sits and swings my feet to the front... 

Gabriela92: setting my shoes down on al's chair, between his legs. 

al_olderguy: hmm those legs again... 

Gabriela92: creeps my feet in closer until my toes wiggle under Al's legs.... 

al_olderguy: takes in Gabi's lovely form... 

al_olderguy: hmmm shifts a little uncomfortably 

Gabriela92: wiggles the toes some more, moving my feet closer and closer to the 

center.... 

al_olderguy: <wonders whether it was wise to go commando tonight.. 



mitch_31_single_in_Mt: gabriela is good at what she does 

Gabriela92: reaches down and takes Al by the wrists... 

al_olderguy: see's the sparkle in Gabi's eyes as she wiggles 

Gabriela92: lifts his arms and rests his palms on my knees.... 

al_olderguy: hmm gently caresses gabi's knees.. 

Gabriela92: puts my hands on top of his.... 

Gabriela92: pushes his hands slightly to the inside of my knees.... 

al_olderguy: loves the feel of her skin 

al_olderguy: fingers extending as far as possible.. 

johnp64: there you go al, lol 

Gabriela92: pushes on the backs of his hands to push my knees about a foot apart.... 

al_olderguy: hmm those inner thighs.... 

al_olderguy: beautiful.. 

Gabriela92: puts one hand on the top of Al's head.... 

al_olderguy: feels her warm hand on my head 

Gabriela92: pushes gently downward until I can close my knees firmly against Al's ears.... 

al_olderguy: <what a wonderful way to loose my hearing... 

johnp64: lol 

Gabriela92: How about you tell the rest of the class what you see, Al? 

al_olderguy: feels the softness of Gabi's thighs on my head 

al_olderguy: But I love it 

Gabriela92: giggles and lets Al's head free, swinging my legs up and around to rest my 

heels on Al's shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: laying back until my shoulder blades hit the table.... 

al_olderguy: what a beautiful body.. 

al_olderguy: takes in all her curves.. 

johnp64: what, my thoughts exactly Al 

Gabriela92: levering myself on shoulders and heels, I pulse my hips up off the table 

several times.... 

al_olderguy: Hmmm very disturbing to an old guy... 

Gabriela92: then drop my bottom down and scissor my legs over Al's head... 

al_olderguy: glad my lap is hidden under the table.. 

Gabriela92: rolls onto my tummy and back onto my feet on the floor.... 

al_olderguy: wathes the curves as Gabi rolls 

Gabriela92: kisses Al on the cheek for being a good sport, and skips over to Kelli's 

barstool..... 

al_olderguy: <blushes slightly.. as gabi leaves 

al_olderguy: watching her as she skips to Kelli 

johnp64: i lean over and pat Al on the back, how you doing buddy, as i watch gabi skip 

over to kelli 

Gabriela92: leans forward and rocks my head side to side, letting my hair fall forward 

over my shoulders and covering my face.... 

Gabriela92: hops up on the stool next to Kelli and shoulder bumps her... your turn!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: applauds loudly and woot wootsssss gabri's dancing 



al_olderguy: Joins the applause for Gabi's dancing as my blood pressure settles.. 

Gabriela92: nods my appreciation for the applause. 

D r a z: wow        .gabri so  hot ..........thanks fior  the dance 

johnp64: i get, walk over and ask gabi if she'd care for a drink 

Gabriela92: yw, Draz. 

mylstoknowhere: yessssss gabri very hottttt thank you 

mylstoknowhere: and thx for the kiss  
Gabriela92: you bet, John... I'll take a ginger ale, please; need to rehydrate some. 

 
 
Gabriela92: slide steps over to the stage steps... 

Gabriela92: climbs up.... singing.... "dontcha wish your girlfriend was a freak like me?" 

LOL 

al_olderguy: hears gabi's opening lines.. and nods 

D r a z: winks at gabri  ................... we sure do 

bimbo morgan: watches gabriela and giggles  

Gabriela92: holds the brass pole in both hands... 

Gabriela92: bends forward at the waist and slides my hands down.... 

ratherbe: sing it gabbi sing it  

Gabriela92: sways my hips left and right in rhythm... 

al_olderguy: hmm like the look of gabi's swaying hips 

RocketManFL: but Gabri can dance  

ratherbe: sits here watching gabbi's hips sawying to the music  

Gabriela92: then stops and flexes my buns by alternatively bending my knees.... 

Gabriela92: lowers myself hand over hand until my head is about knee level... 

RocketManFL: oh perfect tune  

Gabriela92: tosses my hair left and right to the song... 

mylstoknowhere: im baaaaack  

RocketManFL: go gabri go  

D r a z: winks as i watch gabri  

mylstoknowhere: thx rocket 

D r a z:  sings .............she is  w o  m  a n  

Gabriela92: grinds my pelvis in slow, sultry circles... 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrowls at Gabri's grind 

al_olderguy: watches gabi's body.. imagining the parts i can't see.. 

Gabriela92: climbs my hands back up the pole, one over the other. 

Gabriela92: walks in real close to it... 

mylstoknowhere: is she ever !! 

Gabriela92: leans my ear against the cool metal... 

Gabriela92: presses my chest in, the pole between... 

mylstoknowhere: sing the blues child  

D r a z:  smiles as  i watch the sensational  gabri    blues  it up  

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh Gabri 0_0 as i stare  



Gabriela92: pelvis tight against its unrelenting hardness... 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh 

Gabriela92: bending knees and slowly sliding down on it.... 

Gabriela92: back up... 

Gabriela92: down again... 

Gabriela92: then all the way down until my knees touch the floor... 

mylstoknowhere: << moves to the bar gets closer to the pole action   

Gabriela92: grinding the front of my red denim short shorts into the pole.... 

RocketManFL: lucky pole  

al_olderguy: ohh  lucky pole!! 

Gabriela92: wraps my hands around the pole and slides them up over my head.... 

D r a z: watches the pole get a good polishing  

mylstoknowhere: checks out the front of her red shorts  

Gabriela92: slowly pulls myself to standing with mostly my arms.... dragging my boobs 

up it... 

ratherbe: thinks how lucky that pole is at the moument  

bimbo morgan: watches and moves a little on the barstool, runs a hand slowly on my body  

Gabriela92: turns my back to the pole and the audience... 

D r a z: smiles as my eyes dart  from gabri  to bimbo ....... man we are in heaven 

Gabriela92: leans my shoulder blades back into it.... 

mylstoknowhere: oh hello bimbo didnt see you sittin next to me   watchin Gabri wink 

Gabriela92: slides my upper back side to side across the pole... 

bimbo morgan: yeah gabriela moves really good  

mylstoknowhere: yessssss she does 

Gabriela92: then does the same with the back of my shorts... 

Gabriela92: unbuttons my pale blue blouse with my back turned... 

mylstoknowhere: watches her fingers lickin lips  

RocketManFL: watching Gabri, wondering what she is doing  

D r a z: watches as the buttons pop  open 

Gabriela92: holding it closed, I do a half turn back to the audience and the pole.... 

RocketManFL: hmmm notices Gabris undone top  

Gabriela92: stands close to the pole, gives a quick flash of my bra, then wraps the blouse 

around the pole, too.... 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh such a lucky pole  

RocketManFL: I know, right?  

Gabriela92: bends and stands several times, rubbing my bra up and down on the pole, 

but hidden inside my blouse... 

mylstoknowhere: she's soooooo teasin us now    

mylstoknowhere: luv it toooooo 

Gabriela92: steps back away and half-turns again....leans back into the pole once more... 

RocketManFL: nah she is just polishing the pole  

Gabriela92: lets the blouse fall open, but facing away from everyone... 

RocketManFL: notices, blouse is flowing freely  



Gabriela92: lifts up my hair off my shoulders, piling it on top of my head... 

ratherbe: knew i should have gone clean up back stage 

RocketManFL: wonder if Gabri is going to turn  

mylstoknowhere: oooh yeaaaaaa Gabri 

Gabriela92: then releases it and lets it fall back down... 

D r a z:  watches ........  the grand teaser   

Gabriela92: shakes my head, tossing the hair around.... 

Gabriela92: grabs the blouse lapels.... 

al_olderguy: watches Bimbo enjoying gabi's performance... her own hands wandering... 

Gabriela92: wiggles them slightly, moving the blouse down my neck.... 

al_olderguy: ooo  see's gabis blouse comming off... 

Gabriela92: sliding it just off the corners of my shoulders... 

RocketManFL: wish those wer e my lapels she was garbbing  

mylstoknowhere: staring so intently almost slippin off my stool re sits myself  

Gabriela92: buffing the collar across my back, between the shoulder blades, the straps of 

my royal blue bra showing above the collar.... 

RocketManFL: great color for you Gabri  

Gabriela92: turns my head and glances back over my shoulder, first one side, then the 

other.... 

mylstoknowhere: < luvs the color royal blue    

Gabriela92: lets the pale blue silk of the blouse collapse into a heap at my elbows as I 

slide my red shorts slowly across the pole.... 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh myyyyyy 

RocketManFL: wow, wipes brow  

trisha_29: hops up to sit on my spot on the bar and watch the beautiful gabi dancing 

Gabriela92: my hands hidden from view by the fallen fabric, I secretly unsnap the shorts 

and lower the zipper... 

mylstoknowhere: winks at trish sittin next to me whispers she is soooo lovely isnt she !!! 

trisha_29: smiles...she sure is myls 

Gabriela92: raises my arms out to the sides to lift the  open blouse back up onto my 

shoulders... 

Gabriela92: the shirttail hanging down, covering the back of my unzipped shorts... 

trisha_29: (thank god he said coe and not cock like some screw up and do lol) 

Gabriela92: looks over my shoulder at rentacop and slowly licks my peach-glossed lips... 

mylstoknowhere: wants to hop up and lift that shirttail heehee 

Gabriela92: backs the blouse into the pole and rubs my tushy sideways and up and 

down... 

mylstoknowhere: growls under my breath  

RocketManFL: best sideways tushy rub east of mississipp  

joewillie12: mmm,,the tushy slide lol 

Gabriela92: bends down and grasps my ankles, pressing my ass into the brass... 

RocketManFL: yes the ass to brass move  

RocketManFL: lol  



Gabriela92: flexes one knee, then the other, several times... 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh yeaaaaa Gabri  

gfireman: hi all 

D r a z: mmmmmmm ./nice gabri 

joewillie12: you go gab! 

Gabriela92: slides my fingers slowly up the inside of my legs... calves... knees.... thighs.... 

Gabriela92: lifts the back of the blouse and places my hands flat on the back of my 

shorts.... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmthose sweet thighs 

Gabriela92: rubs them around, slowly, on each of my buns... 

gfireman: very nice gabri 

Gabriela92: slips my fingers into each of the back pockets.... 

mylstoknowhere: oooh wishin my hands were in those back pockets 

RocketManFL: not enought room with mine there mylst  

Gabriela92: pushes down one side, then the other, about half an inch at a time... 

gfireman: are those buns toasted lol 

RocketManFL: might even be on fire gfire  

mylstoknowhere: i was wishin and if urs are there u lucky 

mylstoknowhere: dont put the fire out either fireman 

RocketManFL: no i meant I was wshing also before oyu were wishing  

Gabriela92: the blue silk blouse slipping back down, following the top edge of the shorts 

as they retreat down the smooth, round curves of my ass cheeks..... 

Gabriela92: finally, the shorts are free of my butt, hanging on only because my legs are 

far enough apart to keep them from falling further.... 

Gabriela92: slowly, I pivot heel and toe to move my feet back closer together.... 

RocketManFL: oh my my my such a gorgeous view MS sexi Grabi  

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh yesssss Gabri  

Gabriela92: shorts drop to the middle of my thighs... 

Gabriela92: then to my knees... 

mylstoknowhere: watches as the shorts drop inch by inch 

Gabriela92: finally to my ankles..... 

gfireman: very nice view 

Gabriela92: lifts one foot free, then the other.... 

RocketManFL: what a gorious journey  

mylstoknowhere: wishin she kicks them thisa way 

Gabriela92: turns and hooks the fallen shorts with one toe.... 

Gabriela92: takes aim at gfireman, the new guy... flips the tiny red shorts right across 

into his lap..... 

gfireman: wow thier on fire 

Gabriela92: holds the unbuttoned blouse tightly around me and walks sultrily toward the 

end of the stage.... 

mylstoknowhere: << luvs that sultry walk grinssssss 

Gabriela92: knees pivoting and bending together, I lower myself down in front of 

fireman... 



RocketManFL: I miss ya girllllll  

gfireman: what a beautyful girl 

Gabriela92: gets on hands and knees.... 

Gabriela92: lowers my head down to his glass of Jim Beam... 

Scotlad219: Be  well All 

RocketManFL: <<naughty thoughts running rampant in mind now  

Gabriela92: extends my tongue.... 

D r a z: shes got those  long legs all  the way up  to where they meet 

RocketManFL: omgosh  

RocketManFL: sure does Draz  

gfireman: reachs in my coat and pulls out a fresh red rose for gabri 

Gabriela92: stirs the fiery amber liquid with the tip of my tongue, then laps up a few sips 

like a friendly pet.... 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh gabri 

gfireman: my friend Jim is in love with ya gabri 

Gabriela92: crawls slowly backwards away, smiling and giving gfireman a wicked wink... 

Gabriela92: leans back onto my haunches and stands again, rolling my hips horizontally... 

RocketManFL: haunches, my new fav word  

Gabriela92: slowly grinds the air with my pelvis... 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrrowls deeply with each grind 

Gabriela92: fingers dug deeply into my long brunette hair.... 

gfireman: winks back and my eyes are now focused on Gabri, I am now in a trance 

gfireman: ty draz my theme song 

Gabriela92: eyes moving from Draz to Rocket.... Rocket to Joe... Joe to Gfireman.... 

GFireman to Myls.... 

mylstoknowhere: winks at you 

Gabriela92: winks back... 

D r a z: eyes on gabri  as she walks   

RocketManFL: <<< takes 2 fingers, pushes tounge back in my mouth  

Gabriela92: turns my back to the group again... 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssss at your wink u sexxxxxxy critter 

Gabriela92: bends slightly forward at the waist.... 

Gabriela92: gradually hikes up the back of the blouse.... 

Gabriela92: slowly exposing my bare buns and the royal blue thong running up between 

them.... 

RocketManFL: not the only thing Gabri is hiking  

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh those sweet hot bunssss 

Gabriela92: keeps lifting until the waistband shows.... 

D r a z: wow   them bunssssssssss ..uh uh  

Gabriela92: then my lower back.... 

joewillie12: nice butt gab! 

Gabriela92: bra back band... 

Gabriela92: shoulder blades and straps.... 

gfireman: wow the perfect body 



mylstoknowhere: < has to stand before he falls off bar stool  

Gabriela92: pulls the blouse all the way up and off, turngin back, slinging it around my 

head a few times, and launching it at Rocket.... 

RocketManFL: Sticks hand up catching Gabri's blouse  

RocketManFL: smiles, and devilis grn at Gbari  

Gabriela92: swivels hips and shoulders in opposite directions, hands flat on my tummy... 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssss  

Gabriela92: slides fingers down over my navel... 

D r a z:  claps hands to the beat 

Gabriela92: down the front of the thong.... 

gfireman: eyes locked on  gabri 

Gabriela92: slides across the front of my thighs to my hips... 

Gabriela92: up to the waistband.... 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs in the top of it... 

Gabriela92: looks around the room, from one set of eyes to the next..... 

gfireman: wow getting hot .. takes off tie and places on the bar in front of me 

mylstoknowhere: sees me grininng ear to ear 

RocketManFL: lordy,looks around for a Defibrillator  

Gabriela92: stretches the waistband out a few inches from my hips, one side then the 

other, out and in several times... 

D r a z:  winks at  gabrui ............knwing what  s coming 

D r a z:  mouths  the words to gabri 

Gabriela92: moves the fabric in a slow choo-choo motion around my hip bones, shuffling 

my feet like the pistons on a locomotive... 

RocketManFL: ohmy lovely pistons  

Gabriela92: my ass flexing with each shuffle, one bun and then the other.... 

mylstoknowhere: go Gabri goooooo 

Gabriela92: turns and bends over again, my nose to my knees.... 

Gabriela92: slaps both my cheeks, loud enough to be heard over the music..... 

Gabriela92: reaching my hands back and slightly parting my buns.... 

D r a z: claps  to the beat as  gabrielaa  shakes  those buns   

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips lightly up and down the freshly exposed skin.... 

Gabriela92: then presses them back together tightly... 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh kink wink um whatever u wish for  

mylstoknowhere: oooh good tuneee Draz 

Gabriela92: slides my hands slowly up my hips... waist.... 

Gabriela92: ribs.... 

gfireman: beautyful 

mylstoknowhere: licks my extra dry lips  

Gabriela92: up and over the bra cups, lifting slightly to spill a little extra flesh out the 

top... 

Gabriela92: pushes the bra straps down off one shoulder, then the other.... 

mylstoknowhere: clears my throat  



Gabriela92: holding the cups up with my hands... dancing slowly and provocatively to the 

sexy song... 

mylstoknowhere: wow o wow 0_0 

D r a z:  watching those hands the fingers moving 

Gabriela92: hoping they'll stay in place on their own, I take the chance of laying my arms 

across the top of my head, slowly swiveling my hips as I leisurely stroll up one side of the 

stage runway and back down the other... 

RocketManFL: Hoping that they wont stay, mmmmmmmmmm  

Gabriela92: stands at the end of the stage, back to the end... 

Gabriela92: bends all the way forward.... 

D r a z: woo hoo  

mylstoknowhere: stares up  

Gabriela92: slides my hands down over my ass... 

Gabriela92: down the back of my thighs.... 

Gabriela92: behind my knees.... 

RocketManFL: mezmorized by Gabri's moves  

Gabriela92: down the calves.... 

Gabriela92: grasps my ankles again... 

mylstoknowhere: oooooooh myyyyyy 

Gabriela92: swings my knees slightly left and right... 

Gabriela92: pushes the bra straps back in place, then undoes my shoes... 

Gabriela92: steps off them... 

Gabriela92: lets my feet slide slowly apart... 

Gabriela92: down into the splits until my backside hits the stage.... 

Gabriela92: leans forward until my chin is almost on the floor.... 

mylstoknowhere: watches her do the split wow !! 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh Gabssssss 

Gabriela92: puts down my hands... 

Gabriela92: swings legs behind me, and crawls around like a caged panther.... 

mylstoknowhere: soooo provacative !! 

D r a z: wink at gabri    as  she prowls the stage  

Gabriela92: kneels at the front edge of the stage.... 

Gabriela92: leans backwards, touching my hair to the stage as the music ends.... 

Gabriela92: hops to my feet and skips backstage, to find a new outfit. 

Gabriela92: brb.... 

D r a z: winks at  gabri.........................stands and applauds  

D r a z:  woo hoo  gabri 

mylstoknowhere: whew a breather if i can even bresth 

mylstoknowhere: breath* 
D r a z:  great  dance girl 

Gabriela92: peeks around the stage curtains and waves, blowing kisses to the 

appreciative audience.... 

mylstoknowhere: standin and applauding loudly !!! 



mylstoknowhere: wooHOOOOOO 

 
 
Gabriela92: skips up to the stage to a favorite song.... 

Gabriela92: leans my shoulder blades into the dance pole... 

Gabriela92: slouches... 

Gabriela92: rolls my tummy muscles and flexes my pelvis up and down.... 

Gabriela92: lifts my buns up with my hands... 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooooooo gabi 

Gabriela92: swaying hips side to side... 

Gabriela92: sliding my shoulders up and down on the pole... 

dirtyrpgirl: she groovesssssssssssssss.........to mister bones................ 

Gabriela92: rolls my tight green knit shorts around in a circle... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Too busy watching the action to type. 

dirtyrpgirl: lol Ivan 

Gabriela92: grinding my crotch in the air.... 

Gabriela92: knees bent.... 

Gabriela92: stands more upright, pushing my buns into the pole.... 

dirtyrpgirl: you feeling any better kerry? 

Gabriela92: feeling the cool hard metal creeping between my butt cheeks... 

Gabriela92: holds the pole in one hand and walks around it in a circle.... 

Gabriela92: switches hands, and walks back the other way, waggling my index finger at 

Ivan, Cent, and Ryan.... 

Centuritime: yes yes yes? coughs..... i was distracted 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gabi's actions are hypnotic. 

Gabriela92: straddles the pole, holding it in both hands overhead... 

Centuritime: Go, Gabby, go! 

Gabriela92: slides slowly down, bending my knees on either side of the pole.... 

dirtyrpgirl: such a sexy dancer you are gabi...........smiles 

Gabriela92: scoots my feet in until the front of my shorts touches the pole... 

Centuritime: whistles 

Gabriela92: grinds into the metal... 

Centuritime: tosses a few $20's up on the stage 

Gabriela92: leans forward and presses the pole between my breasts... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Throws a few million roubles which is nearly as much. 

Centuritime: shivers me timber 

Centuritime: grinds into the chair in front of me 

Gabriela92: pulls up and down on the pole, rubbing the front of my body against its 

unyielding hardness. 

Centuritime: oh gawd, hard? did she say hard? 

Gabriela92: deep knee bend... 

Gabriela92: stands slowly from the squat, dragging my tongue up the stiff, shiny, erect... 

Gabriela92: brass.... 

Gabriela92: holds the pole and leans back, swinging to and fro.... 



Gabriela92: stands and walks to the end of the stage... 

Gabriela92: pulls the tank top out of my shorts... 

Gabriela92: slips my hands into the bottom of it... 

Centuritime: mmmmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm very nice gabi!!!!!!! 

Ivan_Skavinsky: What an image, Gabi. 

Gabriela92: kneads my boobs through the bra underneath, my knuckles pushing out the 

fabric of the tank top... 

Centuritime: dry humps teh chair in front of me while riveted upon gabby 

Gabriela92: holds up the front of the tank top with one hand, running the fingers of the 

other hand all over my bare tummy... 

dirtyrpgirl: damn, such a tight tummy too!!! 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I must take lots of special exercise to maintain it like that. 

Gabriela92: slips the hand down into the front of the shorts, bulging out the fabric as it 

disappears.... 

Gabriela92: makes a few sliding and circular motions inside the shorts... 

dirtyrpgirl: pretty sure you know what i was thinking about...giggles 

Gabriela92: then back up to the tummy... 

dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggg yesss gabi 

Gabriela92: reaches for the low-cut neckline on the tanktop... 

Gabriela92: pulls hard, tearing a "V" down the front, a little ways past the bottom of the 

bra... 

dirtyrpgirl: shivers as i see the tanktop rip 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's the anticipation. 

Gabriela92: pulls the fabric to both sides, letting the bra cups erupt from inside the tank 

top. 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips over the soft flesh which is spilling from the top of the bra 

cups.. 

Gabriela92: reaches for the tank top once more, this time tearing the rest of it all the way 

open... 

Gabriela92: stretching it tightly across my back...arms extended. 

dirtyrpgirl: damn gabi !!! yessssssssssssssssssssssss 

Centuritime: tosses a couple of c-notes up on the dance floor, tips my cap, blows a kiss at 

Gabby and backs slowly out of the bar 

Gabriela92: rubs it side to side across my shoulder blades... 

Gabriela92: swings the torn top and flings it over to Ryan... 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

Gabriela92: wonders if torn clothing can cure comas.... 

ryan_io: *catches it*  

Gabriela92: oh, he's alive!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: it's a miricle !!!! 

Ivan_Skavinsky: There's your answer. 

Gabriela92: blows Ryan a kiss... 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down my torso, from hips to shoulders, tracing my 



tummy, ribs, boobs, and chest... 

Gabriela92: he was referring to his pecker, Kerry, and trying to be coy about it. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Vivid imagination. 

Gabriela92: slides hand back down... 

Gabriela92: thumbs into the waistband of my knit shorts... 

Gabriela92: grinding and gyrating my hips as I slowly turn on my 3" strappy white patent 

leather heels.... 

Gabriela92: pushes down the shorts on one hip, flashing the waistband on the white lace 

boyshorts underneath... 

Gabriela92: turns 180 degrees and pushes down the shorts off the other hip.... 

Ky Kerry: gosh shes good 

Gabriela92: slides the thumbs around the waistband to the back... 

dirtyrpgirl: isnt she !! 

Ivan_Skavinsky: She certainly is, Kerry. 

Gabriela92: turns my back to the audience... 

dirtyrpgirl: and has a hot ass too!!!! 

Gabriela92: bends until my chin is on my knees.... 

Ky Kerry: beautiful 

Ivan_Skavinsky: And artistic! 

Gabriela92: tantalizingly slowly, I slide the bright green shorts down my buns, exposing 

all of the white lace panties in the back.... 

Ky Kerry: and the tell tail shapes 

Gabriela92: pushes them down in the front, too, as I turn back to face the bar... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmm gabi 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's got me drooling in my beer. 

Ky Kerry: got me....well you know...lol 

Gabriela92: dances slowly with my knees close together, feeling the shorts begin to 

succumb to gravity and inch their way down my thighs... 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...uh huhhhhh, we do...lol 

Gabriela92: a couple of sudden, erratic slides, and they catch on my knees... 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooohooooooooooooo 

Gabriela92: must be the tequila!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhh...winks 

Gabriela92: swivels my hips one way, the knees the other, and the shorts fall to my 

ankles... 

Gabriela92: steps out with one foot... 

Ky Kerry: MMmmmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: uses the other to kick them over into Ivan's lap.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You can say that again. 

dirtyrpgirl: watching as the little shorts fly out from the stage 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Caught left-handed. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I shall treasure them for ever. 

Gabriela92: puts my hands flat on my ass cheeks, fingers pointing downward.... 

Ky Kerry: my fingers on my thigh under my table 



Gabriela92: drums my fingers into the soft curves which hang below the bottom edge of 

the boyshorts.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: That's my thigh, Kerry, but don't stop. 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmm hugssssssssssssssssss gracie, smiling 

Gabriela92: tucks my thumbs under the bottom edge of the boyshorts.... sliding them 

from my hips almost to the center of my butt cleavage... 

dirtyrpgirl: pretty good here,thanks...and you sweetie? 

Gabriela92: slightly lifting the edge with each slide back and forth.... 

Gabriela92: soon, they're almost formed into a thong... 

graciebabydoll: dayum  

dirtyrpgirl: yw's gracie.....gabi is dancing!!!...lol 

Gabriela92: leans forward 90 degrees at the waist... 

graciebabydoll: wooohooo  

graciebabydoll: gets a front row seat  

dirtyrpgirl: uh uhhhhhh 

Ivan_Skavinsky: A sight well worth watching, Gracie. 

graciebabydoll: oh i agree  

Gabriela92: shakes my hiney vigorously 

Gabriela92: slaps the cheeks sharply, then slides my hands down the back of my thighs to 

my knees, and back up again.... 

Gabriela92: around my hips to the front... 

graciebabydoll: whistles and claps hands together  

Gabriela92: slides hands down the inside of the thighs... 

dirtyrpgirl: jerks back as i see that hiney shake and the cheek slap....wow gabi !!!! 

Gabriela92: as they move downward, pushes my thighs further apart, spreading my 

knees and feet.... 

Gabriela92: all the way down... past my knees... down my calves... 

Gabriela92: grasps my ankles.... 

dirtyrpgirl: god look at her ass when she bends down like that !!! 

graciebabydoll: oh yes  

Gabriela92: leans forward, tucks my head... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: YES! 

Gabriela92: does a forward roll on the stage... 

graciebabydoll: whewwwwwwwwww  

Gabriela92: into side splits.... 

dirtyrpgirl: wow gabi !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: whisper to gracie...you seeing what i am!!!..........camletoe time!!! 

graciebabydoll: oh yes i see giggles  

graciebabydoll: hello Bee  

dirtyrpgirl: hi bee.....smiles 

Gabriela92: swings right leg in, rolls to the left onto my hands and knees, and crawls in a 

menacing way toward Ryan's chair... 

dirtyrpgirl: isnt it just sexy as hell 

Gabriela92: giving him a feral cat look.... 



graciebabydoll: wow  

Gabriela92: licking my lips as I approach... 

Gabriela92: leans out over the edge of the stage, touching my cheek to Ryan's... 

Gabriela92: runs my nose down his ear... 

Gabriela92: along his jawline.... 

Gabriela92: under his chin.... 

Gabriela92: up the other side to his other ear... 

reforger2002: loud whistle  

Gabriela92: kneels in front of Ryan... 

joewillie12: did ryan win the lottery? 

reforger2002: lucky bastid 

graciebabydoll: i wondered too  

dirtyrpgirl: hehee 

ryan_io: ooh  

Gabriela92: lifting my breasts until they almost spill out of the bra cups.... 

reforger2002: nice 

Gabriela92: turns around, gets back on my hands and knees... 

Gabriela92: backs up toward Ryan.... 

ryan_io: *breathes in deep*  

dirtyrpgirl: omg !!! 

Gabriela92: shaking my hiney just inches from his face.... 

joewillie12: i think i  need a cold one 

reforger2002: wow gabri is on fire tonight 

dirtyrpgirl: them boy shorts fit like a glove!! 

ryan_io: tries to restrain myself  

Gabriela92: crawls a few inches away... 

graciebabydoll: dayum!!!  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Ryan must have tremendous will power. 

reforger2002: bar man ICE PLEASE 

ryan_io: something like that  

Gabriela92: rolls onto my back, scissor kicking just above Ryan's head.... 

ryan_io: oouch lol  

ryan_io: close call  

Gabriela92: drops my calves down onto his shoulders and lifts my tushy up off the stage, 

supporting myself on his shoulders and my shoulder blades.... 

Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis up and down rapidly several times in the air... 

joewillie12: all i ever asked her for was one slow dance lol 

reforger2002: fit little thing ain't she 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'll never sleep now. 

Gabriela92: crosses and locks my ankles behind Ryan's back.... 

Gabriela92: bends my knees... 

dirtyrpgirl: wow..................... 

ryan_io: *grabs Gabi's ankles*  

Gabriela92: drawing his face down within a couple inches of the front of my boyshorts.... 



ryan_io: damn, my will power needs work  

ryan_io: removes hands  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles,ryan 

Gabriela92: relaxes my legs and unhooks my ankles... 

Gabriela92: pushes off Ryan's shoulders with my calves and does a back handspring onto 

my feet... 

reforger2002: wow 

reforger2002: applause 

Gabriela92: struts offstage, shaking my tushy to the closing measures of Huey Lewis... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Applause. 

graciebabydoll: wow  

reforger2002: puts a $100 in gabri's tip jar 

Gabriela92: pokes my head back out from the curtains, waving to all the sweet people in 

Lady Ann's!!!! 

reforger2002: loud whistle 

dirtyrpgirl: yayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! damn that was sooo hot !!!!......need 

to change my panties !!!!...stand and applauds the hot dance 

Ky Kerry:        

Ivan_Skavinsky: Thanks for a fantastic performance, Gabi.  Have fun everyone. 

reforger2002: offers to help DG hchnange .... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You're welcome, Gabi.  It really was exotic. 

dirtyrpgirl: actually, i enjoy wearing wet panties,ref....smiles 

Ivan_Skavinsky: TY, Dirty, see you soon. 

Gabriela92: whew... sweaty here; LOL 

dirtyrpgirl: yeps Ivan..... 

reforger2002: i wondered 

dirtyrpgirl: lol you arent the only one gabi 

reforger2002: hands gabri ice cold water bottle 

Gabriela92: ty, Reforger. 

reforger2002: ma'am 

ryan_io: im very lucky indeed  

 

Dirty 
 
 
dress............over my hips as i sway to the tune 

dirtyrpgirl: whatd ya say?.was looking the mirror, practicin..............laughs 

daven14578: watches dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmies down to that funky trumpet 

mylstoknowhere: looks in another mirror lookin at you lookin in ur mirror 

D r a z: watches as dirty shimmies .............women ..dat  a whole nutha thing 



dirtyrpgirl: my hands moving up the front of the dress.............touching my breasts...then 

just messing my hair.................knees together...swaying them left to right 

mylstoknowhere: such a sexxxxxxy shimmie 

daven14578: daum, hot moves dirty 

D r a z: i love em when they scream 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling my head side to side, in time with the trumpet 

daven14578: lol Darz 

shy blu eyed t bear: watching 

dirtyrpgirl: then slowly standing back up, rolling my hips as i slowly spin around............... 

shy blu eyed t bear: her hips...mmmmmm mmmm mmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands falling from my hair as it falls to my face.......lips pouty as i rub my 

hands back down my long body 

gundamguy: mmm breasts 

dirtyrpgirl: turning and walking through the bar...............rubbing shys head as i pass by 

................... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm i luv the blues and what it does to women  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my legs snap and stretch as i strut towards the stage............shaking my 

butt as i walk seductively 

daven14578: Holds up crisp new 5er for Dirty 

shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip..tastes blood 

dirtyrpgirl: patting daven on the head as i pass by.fluffing his hair......................... 

D r a z: watches as dirty  goes to the stage ..winks  

dirtyrpgirl: takes the bill............and just tosses it in the air over my shoulder................ 

dirtyrpgirl: tracing my long index finger to myls's shoulder as i strut by him..................... 

mylstoknowhere: want to have my wicked way with you heh heh heh  

dirtyrpgirl: stopping at the steps to the stage.................... 

mylstoknowhere: checks out the strut & grinssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: turning to blow you all a kiss as let my right foot step up................... 

dirtyrpgirl: then turning and swaying my hips as i ascend the steps to the stage.................. 

dirtyrpgirl: wb carrie............. 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes widen....jaw drops 

D r a z: watches as dirty  steps after blowiing a kiss 

mylstoknowhere: stares at that butt 0_0 

dirtyrpgirl: at the stage floor,facing the curains...my hands moving back to my pert 

ass..............my head swings left,then snaps to the right.....both hands rubbing up and 

down over the tight dress,over my ass 

shy blu eyed t bear: rolls tongue into mouth 

daven14578: eyes, dairty shapely ass 



D r a z: smiles as the hands trace the cute butt  

dirtyrpgirl: reaching up to the zipper........sliding it back down as my hips sway to the 

beat..looking over my shoulder to you all 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes following 

dirtyrpgirl: tugging the zipper down,inch by inch......my bare back and bra revealing 

D r a z: shes a naughty little girl and she knws it .......and i sure like it that way 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm & grrrrrrrowls under breath at the dirty girl 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhh dirtyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm Draz 

daven14578: <<< takes finger and shoves tounge back into mouth 

dirtyrpgirl: the right strap of the dress falling over my shoulder 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gasp* 

dirtyrpgirl: then i slowly push the left dress trap over my shoulder..............and holds the 

dress with my hands,as i spin around,facing you all 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks 

Gabriela92: Oooh, Dirty... very provocative!!!! 

shy blu eyed t bear: shyly...of course lol 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my whole body to the tune as i let the front fall down over the light 

green lace bar and down below my tummy 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm tries to remember to breathe !!!! 

D r a z: winks at dirty  watching her tease   

mylstoknowhere: breath * 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i spin around.my back facing you all............ 

dirtyrpgirl: as the music changes..............i arch and lean foward......tugging the dress down 

over the matching green lace bikini panites.............first the waistband peeking out as i 

snap my butt to the right 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm following her butt 

daven14578: whooo hooo dirty 

D r a z: mmmmmmmm that tight butt  twitching to  the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: then i stand straight ups and give a little wiggle..................feeling it fall to my 

black high heels..stepping from ther dress.........kickiing it back with my right foot 

shy blu eyed t bear: notices matching bra and panties...then back to her butt 

dirtyrpgirl: turning slowly on my right heel......my fingers in the top front of my panties 

D r a z: smiles as my eyes trace the sensual lithe body 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmm 

Gabriela92: bra? panties?  my brain isn't registering those.... 

Gabriela92: just seeing what's inside them... 



shy blu eyed t bear: lol gabriela 

mylstoknowhere: her moves are registering with me  

Gabriela92: must be my.... artistic side; yeah, that's it. 

daven14578: << wish he had Gabi vision 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips as i open my stance.....................and slowly.............shimmie 

down......letting my long legs bend as my knee's open 

mylstoknowhere: shimmying to the blues 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches her form....gyrating 

Bee_passionately_blue: or attention to detail, there daven? 

mylstoknowhere: the artistic side yup thats it Gabri 

dirtyrpgirl: my fingers stretching out and then down to my inner thighs.......................rolling 

my shoulders as i gyrate my hips......my hands on my knees 

daven14578: no, Gabi apparently can see through clothing 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm checkin out her buns while she is bent over 0_0 

dirtyrpgirl: pumping my butt up and down as i squat on the stage.my hands moving back up 

my inner thighs...........rubbing the crotch of the panty 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhh my oh my 

D r a z: mmmm can feel  the heat in dirty   

Gabriela92: Gabi can project what the eye can't physically see, that's all... LOL 

mylstoknowhere: licks the drool back in my mouth 

shy blu eyed t bear: sees steam...coming from her 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my right foot out..............as i rub my hands up my bare belly and over 

the lace bra...........bouncing up and down on my left foot 

daven14578: whatever Gabi lol, I still wish I has Gabi vision 

dirtyrpgirl: then.................just spin around......mt back to you all....as i put my hands to the 

floor.................and as my feet spread out more...lifint my ass high in the air 

shy blu eyed t bear: nice bouncing 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmm nice ass as well 

dirtyrpgirl: pumping my chest up and down as i arch back..flinging my long diry blonde over 

my shoulders........as mt ass hangs out of the back of the panties 

D r a z: eyeson  the tops of dirtys thighs as she shakes her hiney  

shy blu eyed t bear: such a .......sight 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm such a yummy ass  

mylstoknowhere: good tune Draz for this dance 

dirtyrpgirl: looking over to Draz................my eyes on fire and filled with lust....................as 

stand up slowly..........as the tune changes 

D r a z: grinsat dirty as  sh estands returning th e fire and some  



dirtyrpgirl: strutting across the front of stage........stopping in the middle after prancing 

back and forth.....my body opens and forms an X....legs and arms stretched 

out.......singing out.............i'm a woman !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: i can sang tha blues............................. 

Gabriela92: ummm.... we noticed. 

Gabriela92: hee, hee 

shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip once more 

dirtyrpgirl: then i turn and skips to the pole.................... 

D r a z: smilesas  theball offire    goes to  the   pole  

mylstoknowhere: plenty of poles in the room right now !! heh heh heh 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping and standing at it............my hands locked to the brass pole as i just 

sway my ass.............locking my long leg then the other as my ass starts to shake faster 

shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

shy blu eyed t bear: shifts in chair 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my ass to the beat.............rolling my hips and tummy 

mylstoknowhere: < stands and moves for a better view of the ploe 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding my feet out further and further......................doing the splits at the base 

of the pole as i hold my stretched arms up clampng my hands tight to it 

D r a z: watches mesmerised by the bucking hips 

shy blu eyed t bear: *thinks*...lucky pole 

dirtyrpgirl: slapping my cooter to the stage as i rub my breasts to the pole.................... 

D r a z: mmmmmyes indeed  

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh 

Gabriela92: looks at the taut tension in those thigh tendons that disappear into the front of 

the panties.... 

D r a z: hugsssss hi saph 

dirtyrpgirl: my long legs stretched out.................my hands high above my head as i let my 

body move up and down to the stage floor 

D r a z: smiles as dirty pumps it  to  the floor  

dirtyrpgirl: pulling myself up to the pole by my hands.my arms flexing as i start to rise from 

the floor.slowly closing my legs as my heels come together 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes fixated 

dirtyrpgirl: as the beat changes........here we go !!!!!!!!!!!!! 

saphire_a_blaze: doing ok here Bee 

mylstoknowhere: << moans as her legs close together 

dirtyrpgirl: i run around the pole.my right hand to it 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair flying back as i pick up speed................. 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks for hat...as watching her 



dirtyrpgirl: then.jumping out...and swining out as i spin around and around..........hands 

locking to the pole 

D r a z: throws  blu a ten gallon hat 

mylstoknowhere: no sense hidin it t bear we all stickin out a bit !! 

shy blu eyed t bear: whew ty draz 

shy blu eyed t bear: lol myls 

Gabriela92: He may need an 11-gallon hat, Draz. 

shy blu eyed t bear: shhh gabriela lol 

mylstoknowhere: idk saph  

dirtyrpgirl: holding myslef to the pole as my body stretches out.................then kicking my 

legs up and locking them to the pole as i hang upside down........ 

mylstoknowhere: mine does 

shy blu eyed t bear: waves as she hangs 

dirtyrpgirl: spinnig slowly now as i ease my body down to the floor..................my hands 

walking me from the pole as my legs lock to it 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm wonders the feelin of her lockin her legs !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: laying flat on the stage floor....my body stretched out.as i crawl to the front of 

the stage.my hair in my eyes.............. 

shy blu eyed t bear: stares 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh my she is crawling !!! 

D r a z: watches as dirty crawls with seduction in her eyes 

shy blu eyed t bear: wb 

D r a z:  smiles looks like anything  goes  

dirtyrpgirl: stopping and sitting up.............putting my hands behind me as i slide my feet 

out and then lift my body................opening my thighs as i arch my body up.................my 

butt lifting from the floor as i start to hump the air..............my breasts pointing up in the 

tight lace bra..hair hanging under me 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks at her breasts 

dirtyrpgirl: my open crotch tight in the panty fabric 

D r a z:   eyes caressing inne r thighs   

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm...sees her glistens 

daven14578: ty Gabi 

daven14578: wow, sultry Dirty 

mylstoknowhere: starin at the crotch humping air 

dirtyrpgirl: falling and turning to kneel on the stage floor....seeing carrie walk 

over....brushing the air back from my face 

dirtyrpgirl: falling to my hands and knee as i move to the edge of the stage.................. 



dirtyrpgirl: making a biting motion with my teeth and then letting my long tounge lick my 

lips 

D r a z: winks at dirty 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh's at her lickin her lips 

dirtyrpgirl: then turns...................and crawls on my hands and knees back away from the 

edge of the stage.........making sure my slinky body moves like a 

panther...............slow....graceful..........erotic 

shy blu eyed t bear: sensual 

mylstoknowhere: sooooooo graceful as she crawls  

Gabriela92: watches the sweet hemispheres of Dirty's ass undulate as she crawls away.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins...wickedly 

Gabriela92: tight, round, smooth, delicious.... mmmm 

D r a z: looks at  that whole nutha thing ,,,,,,,,right there  

mylstoknowhere: soooo yummy delicious i agree 

saphire_a_blaze: smiles at dirty and keeps looking up at the celing  

daven14578: watches intently 

mylstoknowhere: the ceiling? something gonna fall? 

saphire_a_blaze: not fall 

daven14578: mirrors? 

shy blu eyed t bear: wipes drool.....continues looking' 

dirtyrpgirl: crawling to the back curtain...............then stands up and spins around  on my 

high heels..............stepping behind the curtain...just my long right leg hanging out from 

the curtain.....................then my right hand..........holding my bra............it dangles as i 

tease............and spin it................and let it fly out to the room.........................and 

disapperas behind the curtains 

saphire_a_blaze: giggles and opens my umbrella 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 

D r a z: woo hoo.............stands and applauds 

Gabriela92: hoots and hollers with loud clapping.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: not daring to stand 

D r a z:  whistels .more more more 

Gabriela92: buy that girl a drink, on me!!!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: wooohoooooo applauds the dirty girl's dance !!! 

saphire_a_blaze: claps for dirty and puts my umbrella away 

shy blu eyed t bear: waves lighted cell phone....not starting another fire grins 

daven14578: wow,  

mylstoknowhere: << still droolin dont put it away yet!! 

 



dirtyrpgirl: hmmmmmmmmmmmmm, womder if i can still dance...been awhile 

dirtyrpgirl: falling back onto my back on the stage...lifting my legs straight up into the air 

trisha_29: grins...goooooooooooo babygirl go! 

D r a z:  smiles as i watch dirty  

gfireman: now thats something you don't see every day 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on the hem of my skirt...shaking the jean fabric showing the black 

lace panties 

reforger2002: wolf whistle 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my feet to the stage floor, knee's bent as i slide back from then edge 

trisha_29: grins and watches 

dirtyrpgirl: then......kicking my legs to the left............rolling on my side as i move to my 

knee's....shaking my shoulders as i rest my butt on my feet 

D r a z: such a  rare child  ,,,,,,,watching dirty dance and turn it up 

mylstoknowhere: << arrives just in time : ) 

dirtyrpgirl: bobbing my head left to right with the beat........................as i unbutton the 

top 3 buttons of the jean shirt i have on....................... 

RocketManFL: such a sexy dancer  

mylstoknowhere: gets me a good seat  

dirtyrpgirl: sliding my feet back as i put my hands to the stage floor.......and arching my 

body as i lift my butt in the air 

dirtyrpgirl: hanging my head down, my hair in my face as i start to wiggle and shake my 

ass as the music flows 

dirtyrpgirl: the back of my skirt riding higher and higher over my cheeks 

mylstoknowhere: mmmm ckecks out the ass ! 

D r a z:  mmmm such a sweet butt 

dirtyrpgirl: standin up quickly................throwing my arms back...............then sways my 

hips as i move my hand to my body.........rubbing the front of my skirt over my crotch as i 

snap my hips to the left 

mylstoknowhere: eyes pop as she snaps her hips  

trisha_29: wiggles around on my spot on the bar watching my babygirl...mmm mmm 

mmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around with my back to the crowd...............moving my hands to my 

hair and snaping my hips to the right....................... 

D r a z: smileswatching  the hands  and the snapping hips  

RocketManFL: perfect snapping to beat  

dirtyrpgirl: undoing 2 more buttons of the jean shirt i have on as i start to shimmey 

down..............letting my ass bounce as i do....rolling my hips to the front....then to the 

back 

trisha_29: yeaaaaaaaaa babygirl!!! work it girl! 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh my such a roll of those hipssss 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh @ work it 

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune drives the beat...i stand up and spin back to face y'all...........the 

shirt flies open and exposes my tummy and the tiny lace bra........... 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssssss and licks my lips  



D r a z: mmmmmm such a sexy  tummy ............# 

trisha_29: she is allllllllllllllll kinds a sexy! 

dirtyrpgirl: waves hi to jack ....as i lower down, swaying my hips.....squating on the 

stage.......rubbing my hands from my ankles.......slowly moving them up to my inner 

thighs as as i sway my knee's back and forth 

dirtyrpgirl: not to end up......................on the wrong side of the blues............................. 

mylstoknowhere: never end up on the wrong side  

dirtyrpgirl: spinning on my feet as i let my body fall towards the pole...........bouncing my 

ass up and down as i grind my body to the stage floor 

D r a z: watches   the thighs as dirty  strokes and   moves with  the tune  

dirtyrpgirl: getting on all fours as i let my ass sway as i crwal like a panther to the 

pole..the jean shirt hanging open 

RocketManFL: damn perfect tune for dirty' sdance  

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at her crawlin on all fours heh heh heh 

dirtyrpgirl: as i get to the pole..............sliding up on my knee's as i take the jean shirt off 

and toss it back behind me...............the black lace bra tight to my body as i use my hands 

to lift my body up 

D r a z:  such a  sultry swaying  body  ..........  as she climbs the  pole ...... eyes glued  to 

her every move  

dirtyrpgirl: leaning tight to the pole as i sway my hips widlly..............wrapping my right 

leg to the pole....................my free hand pulling the skirt up higher.....................exposing 

the blacklace panty 

mylstoknowhere: watchin the hand raisin the skirt intently 

dirtyrpgirl: then..............i tug it down quickly..letting it slide down over my panty clad ass 

as bending down to step out of it 

D r a z: mmmmm watcheing those cheeks as she bends over  

dirtyrpgirl: stepping out of the skirt with my left foot...............then kicking it behind me 

with my right foot......................... 

RocketManFL: glorious  

dirtyrpgirl: in just bra and panties as i turn and lean my back to the 

pole............................... 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh what a look that is mmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my head, letting my hair fly left to right as i slide down the 

pole...feeling it grab at the back of my panties......pull them up high into my buttcrack 

D r a z:  watching dirty as she slides on the pole   ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  mmmm such a hot sight 

dirtyrpgirl: my cheeks hanging out as i squat again...............my back pressing to the pole 

RocketManFL: damn sexy cheeks  

dirtyrpgirl: looking into the spot light as i rub my long fingernail to my inner 

thigh.........................my shoulders pressing back to the pole with my knee's open wide 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrroans rumbling up from belly to throat 

trisha_29: grins watching ....god she is gorgeous 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm trish 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my finger slide over the front of the panty material................arching 

back as the fabric slips into my moist slit 



dirtyrpgirl: seductively rubbing up and down the pole with my back as my knee's flower 

open and closed 

D r a z:  smiles watching dirty at the pole  thighs opening and closing  

dirtyrpgirl: stand up now...............t.urning to face the pole, butt cheeks hanging out of 

the panties...my long tall body stretching up to put my hand high on the pole 

RocketManFL: perfection  

dirtyrpgirl: my foot at the base of the pole as i hold my left hand high and just start to 

spin around and around the pole 

mylstoknowhere: feet tappin to the blues watchin her stretch 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning out some .................my hair hangs down my shoulders,,covering the 

bra............. 

D r a z: watches dirty spin round the pole  

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune changes i stop and just grind my crotch up and down the pole 

RocketManFL: shes a WOMAN  

mylstoknowhere: sing the blues dirty  

D r a z: all womann ,.she’ s shaken hands with the devil  

dirtyrpgirl: working my hips up and down as i feel the brass between my 

thighs....................griping the pole tight as my panties move and slip in deeper to my 

smooth mound of flesh 

D r a z: smiles as we watch the sexy dirty on the pole  

dirtyrpgirl: bedning down now......my feet apart..............my right shoulder to the pole as i 

bend at my belly.................letting my ass poke out and roll to the beat....my hair in my 

face as i feel the music in me 

dirtyrpgirl: more mof my ass hanging out of the black lace panties 

mylstoknowhere: feel those blues dirty ! 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands back to my ankles.............shaking my ass to the 

tune....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: looking between my long legs and smiles at blond as she cums in 

D r a z: grins watching  dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: waving my hand just before putting it between my thighs and rubbing my 

butt 

dirtyrpgirl: giving my butt cheeks a hard slap........................ 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh sees a hand print on her cheek 

dirtyrpgirl: standing back up now.....and slinks across the stage with exaggerated 

steps....falling to the floor on my butt...my hands out in front of me 

blonde_genius: I hope that was an intentional fall, dee gee 

RocketManFL: wow what a move  

dirtyrpgirl: curling my knee's under me.................as i lean foward and slap my fist to the 

stage to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: my shoulders moving slowly as i roll over onto my back...........lifting my right 

leg and running my hands down my leg 

Gabriela92: rolls my head to the same beat as Dirty's pounding, watching her closely 

mylstoknowhere: rollin my shoulders to the beat watchin her hand sliding down her leg 



dirtyrpgirl: then..............lifting my left leg and grabbing both ankles as i roll 

back........................the panty fabric barely covering my mound as i let my feet touch the 

stage behind my head 

D r a z: mmwhat  a sight  

mylstoknowhere: oooooh my gulps ! 

trisha_29: damn she is hot! 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my butt slowly to the slow tune as i rub my hands down the back of 

my thighs and calves 

dirtyrpgirl: then ......................rollng back and getting back on all 

fours..................crawling to the back curtain.................................... 

mylstoknowhere: << luvs her crawling 

dirtyrpgirl: slipping behnd the curtain 

italiansportster: hi ladies 

Gabriela92: watches that awesome tushy gliding away.... 

trisha_29: wooooooooooohooooooooooooooooo babygirl!!!!!!!! 

D r a z:  winks at  dirty ...........stands and applauds     ............bravo bravo ......awesome 

dance dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and walks back and takes a bending bow 

dirtyrpgirl: thank You Draz...... 

RocketManFL: hey italian  

mylstoknowhere: << stands whistles and WOOOOHOOOO'S as i applaud the dirty !!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

trisha_29: amazing as always babygirl!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z:  hot hot hot 

dirtyrpgirl: m thank you babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

Gabriela92: claps enthusiastically, and stomps my feet rapidly on the footring of the 

barstool 

blonde_genius: smiles at dee gee...sweet moves, sistah... 

dirtyrpgirl: stands back up and runs back to the curtains in my bra and panties 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you gabi !!!!!........smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: slps fromthe side of the stage wearing a black satin LAB robe 

dirtyrpgirl: pulling my hair back in a ponytail as i move to the bar 

mylstoknowhere: whatever she is drinkin Draz its on me ! 

mylstoknowhere: tosses some bills on the bar this should cover it  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles, thank you myls...just a cold bottle water Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..ohh ya wanting to get me drunk now!!....giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: thank You Draz......smiles and kisses you as i stand next to you.......great 

tunesssssssssssssssssssss...damn that was such silky music 

dirtyrpgirl: lol my babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you myls..takes the bottle and rubs it to my 

chest.....mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

D r a z: winks ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.hugssssss  ..........glad it worked out .....great dancing was 

trying anticipate what  you needed 

dirtyrpgirl: oh you did great !!!!...............loved the tunes 



mylstoknowhere: sure did Draz good tunes 

dirtyrpgirl: made me feel soo sexy up there 

trisha_29: lol awwwwwww 

D r a z: winks  you aresexy whatever yu do dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww..thank you Draz...hugssssssssssssssssss 

n kisses you 

 
Draz and Dirty 
dirtyrpgirl: this is a good .Draz and dirty ......dance song too...........smiles 

D r a z: it is too 

dirtyrpgirl: and ..........we havent done that in a while either !! 

kelli-: go ahead guys.. I wanna watch you guys dance 

D r a z: pulls  you out  to  the dance  floor with me and holds  you tight in my arms  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles............looking into your eyes as you hold me.....swaying slowly  

D r a z: sways  to  the tune and loks in your eyes as we feel the rythmn between us  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on your shoulder and chest 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the music throughout my body..............then resting my head to your 

shoulder 

D r a z:  my hand in your back as i turn round 180 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm i feel some "closer to you"coming 

dirtyrpgirl: and some sade 

dirtyrpgirl: mmomggggggggggggggggggggg rainy night in georgia 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing your cheek softly as we start dancing again...my long body pressing to 

yours 

D r a z: slides  around the floor  with dirty in my arms ....... swaying to  the tune ,,,,,,, as we 

press in tight  to each other  

dirtyrpgirl: my hips sway to the beat.............shuffleing my feet as we glide around 

dirtyrpgirl: singing softly into your ear 

D r a z: slowly turning as we hold each other  close ........ thighs touching thighs  ........ as 

we move  

dirtyrpgirl: locking my right hand into your left hand 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair starting to fall back over my soulders..............as we sway slowly 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning back to look into your eyes 

D r a z:  smiles as  we glide gently down the floor  as i brush my cheek with  yours ......... 

kelli-: smiles at the beautiful couple dancing 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm................feeling my panties getting 

moist at the first note 

D r a z:  singing  gently in her ear ,,,,,, closer to  you as we slide along the floor and my 

fingers fan out in yourback 



dirtyrpgirl: kissing your cheek after you softly rub yours to 

mine............mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm that and the 

sax.............omggggggggggggg Draz 

D r a z:  smiles as i press your gently against me as my thigh pulses gently into you as we 

take small steps around the floor 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my long legs move with yours..................the back of my dress clinging to 

my body 

dirtyrpgirl: the rythum of our bodies in unison...........spinning slowly together  

D r a z:  smiles  as i feel the lithe body in my arms every small movememnt ofe every 

muscle as we danceso close ......  

dirtyrpgirl: babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy .........................deep in the night....nibbling at 

your ear as i sing in a soft whisper to you 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly moving now.as the song ends................... 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my hips more to this tune 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping back and then closer to you ..snapping my chest to yours 

D r a z: closer  to you ......swaying and pulsing into each other as  ........ as we dance slowly   

into each other ............ sliding  yu out to finger tips and tugging  you back .......your back 

to me as i warp you in arms and swaying 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair and dress flying out as you spin me around out and back .............lifint 

my right leg and bending it behind your leg 

D r a z: pulling  you back ........ kissing  your cheek as we melt into each other’s embrace 

........ and sway to the beat  in perfect harmony 

dirtyrpgirl: grinding my thighs to yours.................. 

D r a z:  smiles as we slowly dance back to bar ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,mmmmmmmmm  ty dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmm that was a nice tune...............kissing you as you lead me 

back to the bar 

kelli-: wow... that was beautiful 

dirtyrpgirl: your so welcome Draz.thank you.you know how i love dancing with you like that 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you kelli.................smiling to you 

kelli-: smiles 

D r a z: kisses dirty as I give her one big hug  

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwww thank you too , lucy 

dirtyrpgirl: i love this song Draz !!! 

shy blu eyed t bear: nice dancing 

dirtyrpgirl: hugssssssss you soooooooooooooo tight 

dirtyrpgirl: john legend has such a great voice 

kelli-: I'm ... in a trance 

dirtyrpgirl: and the piano...omgggggggg 



dirtyrpgirl: smiles at kelli .such a cute trance too 

D r a z: its a great song  

dirtyrpgirl: the lyrics just make me melt.it is Draz 

kelli-: wow... it was sooo beautiful 

D r a z: smiles ........we just dance so  well together winks at dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: one time kelli......i was in a long green velvet dress when draz and i 

danced.......wow that was such a memorable dance too 

dirtyrpgirl: i think so Draz....winks 

dirtyrpgirl: him.loking so handsome,as always,in his tux 

kelli-: smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: makes me just quiver thinking about it 

D r a z:  winks its on the website somewhere  

 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl: dances some behind the barstool 

Harold_Rarius: watches that hiney shake to the tune..  

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: letting it bounce and jiggle 

dirtyrpgirl: arms in the air....hands clapping 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around n around............. 

dirtyrpgirl: then singing into my airbrush 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaooooooooooooooooooooooo @ Draz...runs over and jumps into your arms 

and just hugssssssssssssssss you so tight , kissing all over your nose and lips 

D r a z: lafsssssssss and swings dirty round and round .....all elated and dirtyfied at same 

time 

al_olderguy: lol.. and smothering Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: takes Draz's hand and dances back a step then back into him 

TaylorMae: *giggles*  

dirtyrpgirl: lifing his hand above my head as i spin around under his arm....shaking my 

hiney 

D r a z: does the cha cha  to the rythmn ..crossing feet at same time as spining dirty 

round  

dirtyrpgirl: laughing and having fun as we dance......my hair flying out...as i spin back to 

you 

D r a z: whistles as the dress flares out and shakes hips to the rythmn 



dirtyrpgirl: falling into your arms.....looking up as the tune stops 

Harold_Rarius: stands near the bar and moves with the music..  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm kissing you as i wiggle my butt 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

Harold_Rarius: applauds all the good dancing and tune..  

TaylorMae: *smiles clapping*  

dirtyrpgirl: puttting my finger to Draz's chest................as i strut around him.....my finger 

tracing over his shouders as i walk seductively behind him.......reaching down with my 

other hand...and gives his tight tushy as little squeeze........... 

D r a z: does a  quick bow  

TaylorMae: *giggles*  

dirtyrpgirl: mm my timming is perfect !!........squeeze his tushy as he bows !!! 

al_olderguy: smiles as Draz has to bow... 

D r a z: stands firm and eyes folow  dirtyy roundas i shake one leg slowly  

dirtyrpgirl: walking to his other side...my feet kick out as i walk.................finally getting 

in front of him.........looking into his eyes as i take his left hand and put it behind my 

waist..........a boom boom boom...................... 

Harold_Rarius: tips his hat.. great tune again..  

dirtyrpgirl: staking two steps back with Draz holding me.............. 

D r a z: swings her over my outstrteched leg ........boom boom boom as i lean over  and 

bounce her on the thigh .before pulling her round and up  

al_olderguy: watches D 7 D dance,,, 

dirtyrpgirl: does a quick little dip with a hiney as my feet land back to the floor 

dirtyrpgirl: my skirt flinging left to right............... 

D r a z: laffa as we bump  into each other holding hand by finger tips and turning dirty 

round ,...mmmmmm  boom boom boom 

dirtyrpgirl: right arm high in the air.....index finger pointing up...........as my feet shuffel 

and legs move about 

dirtyrpgirl: giggling with you....my smile infectious......................falling back into your 

arms 

Harold_Rarius: engrossed in the music, shakes his head .. moving his body slowly enjoys the great 

music..  

D r a z: smiles as i hake hips right and left as i stomp on foot  to  the ground    holding 

dirty and shaking her as i cross my arms over her 

dirtyrpgirl: giving you a dirty grind with my hips to your leg........dropping and rolling my 

butt as i grind up and down 

dirtyrpgirl: now this...is old time rock n roll.........giggles....you rock.....i roll up n down on 

your leg !!!!........laughs 



D r a z: leaning back watching  that hiney boogie woogie ,, o oh oh  as i hold the hips 

al_olderguy: thinks how wet Draz's leg wil be 

dirtyrpgirl: the cialus song !!!......lmaooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: damn john lee can make my panties !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z: i love the way  you walk ............ throwing you away from me and draging  you 

back to me  

D r a z:  you got dimples in your jaw 

dirtyrpgirl: turns and gives draz a few little wiggle with my butt as i lean back to 

him..................then struts away a few step.............and flys back into your arms as you 

spin me back 

dirtyrpgirl: not the only place !!!........giggles..and lifts my skirt to show your the dimples 

on my butt !!!!......laughin as i drop my skirt and dance with you 

al_olderguy: watches Lucy and Taylor as their eyes are glued to the dance 

D r a z:  smiles and ducks  under dirty’s torso as i pull her over  my back and   pull her up 

again ............  

al_olderguy: taking the opportunity to study their curves too 

D r a z:  watches  the dimples on the butt  ......... as she boogies her  

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooooooooohooooooooooooooooooo look !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! i am on the 

Drazacoster !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z:  elaffsssss 

TaylorMae: *giggles*  

D r a z: now theres a ride they dont have a fare for 

dirtyrpgirl: my long light body flying all over you....and then you set me back gracefully to 

the floor 

dirtyrpgirl: no they dont !!! and the tunnel of love is way better here !!!!.......... 

Harold_Rarius: taps his feet to the music and watches the dancing duo ..  

D r a z: smilesas i stomp my fet and them twist right round and spin you on the spot 

pvclucygirl: hehe, i was peeking over my champagne glass, i am not admitting to perving lol 

dirtyrpgirl: let that boy boogie woogie !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: on my tiptos.....spinning around...my panties showing as my skirt flies out 

al_olderguy: lol... I'm doing the perving! 

Harold_Rarius: I am sure no one would mind you perving Lucy  

dirtyrpgirl: stopping, facing you...my hands on the lapels of your tuxedo.........looking into 

your eyes as i sway my hips...................... 

D r a z: laffs as i twist dirty round and round aand  swinging dirty through my legs 

,.,.,.,.,.,.,. and back up again  and looks back in her eyes as she holds my lapel 

al_olderguy: shifts gaze to dirty's swaying hips... 

Harold_Rarius: smiles at Taylor noticing her move with the music as well ..  



pvclucygirl: hi wrangler 

TaylorMae: *smiles at Harold*  

D r a z:  winks at dirty as i   hold her close and  swings back to the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmyng down as my hands slide down your body.......................squating on 

the floor between your legs....looking up your tall body.................my hands on your hips 

as i snap my head to the left of your hips..............then to the right of your 

hips.......................and then swaying as i stand back up...kissing you softly on the lips 

dirtyrpgirl: strutting and shaking my hips as you escort me back to the bar 

D r a z: kisssing dirty full on the lips ............thanks babe  

dirtyrpgirl: kissing your cheek...............than You 

TaylorMae: *clapping for the dancers*  

dirtyrpgirl: i do love dancing with You......smiling as i sit on the barstool 

Harold_Rarius: stands and applauds the dancing duo....  

al_olderguy: nods appreciativly at dg and Draz as i applaud 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you taylor................smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: thank You harold 

TaylorMae: *smiles*  

dirtyrpgirl: thank you al 

D r a z:  smiling as i look at dirty  ,....... love to dance with you too .we dont  get much 

chnace these days  

dirtyrpgirl: hiya wrangler !!!........smiles 

D r a z: hi wrangler 

al_olderguy: nice dance dg... and Draz did welltoo 

Harold_Rarius: slides dirty her mimosa..  

hwywrangler: hello Dirty..nice dance 

dirtyrpgirl: i knowwwwwwwwwwwwwwww...that's why i just grabed me some 

Draz...and let it happen !!......giggles 

TaylorMae: hiya wrangler  

hwywrangler: hi Taylor.. 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwww...thankies wrangler....smiling 

Dirty and Rodeo and Gracie 

dirtyrpgirl: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney as it starts......jumping off of the barstool 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my head left to right to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips as i hold onto the back of the barstool............... 

D r a z: watches those famous hips 



sweet_rodeo_girl: *smiles slides off the bar so as not to bump into dirty as she works the men into a 

frenzy* 

dirtyrpgirl: letting Draz's silk tie swing at my hips as i dance at the barstool 

babydoll81: watches dirty  

karim99x: admiring dirty's wonderful hips as i sip my drink 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmies down............bouncing my butt inches from the bar floor...........my 

arms stretching to hold onto the barstool...............letting my knees sway 

open................my shoulder snap to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: standing back up slowly 

babydoll81: the way you make me feel 

babydoll81: nice tune 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooohooooooooooo tuneeeeeeeeeeeeee..............slides on bare feet to the 

right...............spins around quickly............... 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huuhhh doll !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z: there ya go .....one to dance to 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *whistles at dirtyyyyyy as i dance around me bed and watches her * 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my arms high in the air as i spin.....behind rodeo as she sits on her 

barstoll 

dirtyrpgirl: singing........the way ya makea me feel........................... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *rocks my hips left and right to tease babydoll as my hair brushs my back and winks 

back at dirty* 

dirtyrpgirl: popping my hips exaggeratedly............shaking my hair.............as i shake my 

hiney 

D r a z: whistles at  dirty as the hips follow the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs rodeo's hair from behind...........flipping it up over her head....laughing 

as it hangs in her face 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *giggles spins around grabs dirtys wrist..tugs and winks a smy hipos sway with hers * 

dirtyrpgirl: then........putting my hands on rodeo's shoulders........................arching 

back.letting my butt protrude out...as i wiggle and boumce it 

karim99x: admiring these sexy ladies having fun 

dirtyrpgirl: go on girl !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

karim99x: wistle at the sight of that sexy butt 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my hips as i look iinto rodeo's eyes..................my hands on her 

shoulders 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks at babydoll rockin my hip left then right and lets my top unzip some while my 

fingertips tug dirty with the new song * 

dirtyrpgirl: then i lean in and kiss her deeply 

D r a z: smiles watching the girls dance tightly 

dirtyrpgirl: and spin around..............lifting my arms back in the air......fluffing my hair as i 

lift them 

karim99x: ohhh dirty, hot kiss 

dirtyrpgirl: jumpin up and down as i twist my hips 

sweet_rodeo_girl: thrusts left and right moving my feet....kisses babydolls cheek an whispers dont be shy* 

babydoll81: smiles watches both of them dancing 



dirtyrpgirl: dancing with rodeo at the bar.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling my breasts bouncing in the tee 

dirtyrpgirl: the little pink lace panties i have on showing from under the tee as i raise my 

arms higher 

sweet_rodeo_girl: moves behind baby smiles at dirty as i dance around and pushs doll into dirtys arms as 

my hands squeze her hips  

karim99x: getting horny at the sight of these 2 sexy bodies teasing and dancing close to 

each others 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles........and holds onto doll..........shurggs...and dances with her now 

sweet_rodeo_girl: lifts my arms over my head lifting dolls smiles at  dirty and sways my hips with hers  

babydoll81: swaying my hips to the beat change of the song with dirty 

sweet_rodeo_girl: see dirty she can dance  

karim99x: ohh 3 now, what a sexy sight 

dirtyrpgirl: turning with my back to doll.......pushing my hiney back to her.........letting my 

hands fall to my knees as i look over my shoulder at doll...........bouncing my butt 

vigorishly...bumping it back to doll 

karim99x: dirty and rodeo flanking doll while all 3 rock to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhhhhhhhhhh i knew she could...giggles 

D r a z: smiles as the music drives theroughthe dancers  

babydoll81: watches as dirty turns her back to me and shakes her butt back at me puts my hand in 

the center of her back and bends myself over a bit shaking my butt out 

sweet_rodeo_girl: moans in dolls ear a smy fingers grip her hips and grinds my tummy to her butt as m 

knees push against the back of your legs to the new beat  

karim99x: oh girls that's soooo hot, sexy butts bouncing everywhere  

D r a z: smiles as i watch the girls getting turned on by the dancing 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmm doll...........smilingas i scoot back closer to you..............giving 

deep grinding rubs with my butt to you 

babydoll81: looks back at rodeo back behind me reaches over behind to her waist and holds her 

against me grinding in between both girls 

karim99x: humm i think it's time to see some clothes off girls... 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling doll's huge breasts rubbing to my back..............standing up and taking 

dolls' right hand and puts it to my tummy as we say tightly to the new tune 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ppurs anmd whispers to dirty as my hips and knees move with dolls in circles an slides 

my hands up her chest to feel how soft she is an nibbles on dolls right earlobe 

dirtyrpgirl: sway ^ 

D r a z: shaking my shoulders to the beat as i watch butts and  bodiesb  umping into each 

other  

babydoll81: slipping my hand up dirty's back grabs onto one of her shoulders pulls her back harder 

against me pushes my hips towards her butt and grips onto rodeo's hip as she dances back behind 

me 

dirtyrpgirl: screams out as i sing..........wild nights !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

babydoll81: as she moves my hand around her tummy holds it there  

D r a z: seees  them  dancin on the wild side 

sweet_rodeo_girl: swats dirtys butt and rocks with dolls movements  



babydoll81: i thought about swatting her butt earlier lol 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooooooooohoooooooooooooooooo jumps some as my buttcheeks 

clench from the slap 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..i have a very swatable butt ,doll..winks back to you 

sweet_rodeo_girl: whimpers as my tummy grinds up and back making dolls hips move against dirty while 

my hands squeeze her hips harder 

D r a z: smiles watching all 3 smackable hineys  

dirtyrpgirl: rolling my body all serpant like to doll........giving my butt a little wiggle as it 

touches the front of her thighs 

babydoll81: rocks my head around letting my hair fly about as my hips go wild  

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around and rubs my ass against dolls waves my arms over my head making my 

breasts push my smal top up more to show off my tanned tummy  

D r a z: smiles as the girls shake it out  

babydoll81: looks down to see her butt rolling back on my thighs 

babydoll81: rolls my butt back against rodeo's 

karim99x: hummm what a sexy and tight tummy u got there rodeo 

dirtyrpgirl: bending back over.....grabing my ankles as i just wiggle my ass to doll 

sweet_rodeo_girl: bumps right left and right letting my head rock sending my hair across my shoulders 

anmd squeezes my tits as i dance around behind doll 

D r a z: smiles as i tap my head and loosen my tie as i  watch dirtyy bend  over 

babydoll81: tempted to swat her smackable butt brings my hand around to do so lightly 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair hanging in my face as the music rocks us 

lonelycowboy6964_1: leaning back and so enjoying the view 

dirtyrpgirl: the bottom of my tee falling down over my lower back...all of my pink lace 

panty covered ass exposed to doll 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at dirty giggles and rolls my hips to the beat as my top comes unzipped more  

dirtyrpgirl: swat awayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

babydoll81: giggles at dirty 

D r a z: g day paul 

dirtyrpgirl: i love it doll !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.laughs loudly as i shake my ass, giving her a moving 

target to hit 

babydoll81: brushes her butt over her pink lace panties and light slaps on her cute tush 

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around removes my top and swats dolls ass with my top as i dance away to the 

bar  

dirtyrpgirl: looking up through my hair and waves to paul 

babydoll81: smiles back at rodeo  

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooohoooooooooo yessssssssssssssssssssss doll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z: winks at rodeo as she dance s over  

sweet_rodeo_girl: hops up an drops my top onto the bar winks at dirty  

babydoll81: gathers up some of dirty's hair in my hand  

babydoll81: twirls it around a bit  

karim99x: well done rodeo 

dirtyrpgirl: spreading my feet................smiling as doll grabs a handful of my hair.............. 



babydoll81: sliding my hand back around to her tummy pulling her back against me pushes my big 

breasts to her back and rocks into her butt with my hips 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty karim 

dirtyrpgirl: my butt sticking out even more as my body arches back up 

D r a z: smiles aa my thighs rock  to  the beat ..... and holding hops still shake my 

upperbody  to  the beat  

babydoll81: unwinds her hair from my hand reaches for her hand and twirls her around 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles dirty 1 me 0  

D r a z:  smiles as the hard beat drives the girl  to rock out   

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands on doll's hands..............swaying my hips as my ass rubs 

back to her...rubbing her hands up and down my tight tummy 

babydoll81: rubbing my hands over her tummy and down her hips 

D r a z:  yeah yeah yeah thunderstruck 

lonelycowboy6964_1: love watching women dance 

D r a z:  yeah 

babydoll81: swaying my butt out to the music 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around quickly....my hair flying back in my face as i look at 

doll...............as i put my hands on her rocking hips 

karim99x: their bodies rubbing at each other are amazing 

dirtyrpgirl: my eyes fall to her jiggling breasts.......................wow !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z: shaking  the knees and  shimmying the shoulders  ..........  winks at dirty and  doll  

babydoll81: giggles dancing with dirty  

D r a z:  watches as  the big breasts jiggle  ........... doing fine uis an understatement 

karim99x: all eyes are on her jiggling breasts, not just yours ... 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping foward...pushing doll...back to the pole at the end of the 

bar.........lifting my right leg...locing her to the pole as the music subsides 

babydoll81: presses back against the pole watches dirty in front of me 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ohhh yea the poleeeeeeeeee 

D r a z: smiles watching  as  the girls translate the beat  to their own sensuality ..........get  

your rocks off honey 

dirtyrpgirl: standing on my left leg as i grind my crotch to hers............my hands on her 

hips tight...squeezing them...............my right leg cocked to the pole........holding her there 

dirtyrpgirl: damn...giggles...... 

dirtyrpgirl: falls face first tothe pole...laughing 

D r a z: dang we lost her 

dirtyrpgirl: she poofed !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhh....giggles 

D r a z:  pushes  rodeo back out there 

dirtyrpgirl: shrugs.............and looks around the room..................no use wasting good 

music 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles heyyyyyyyyy 

D r a z:      winks at rodoe as i see her take up  the beat 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sorry dirty 



dirtyrpgirl: grabs rodeo...........spinning her to the pole.................her back pressing tight 

to it 

sweet_rodeo_girl: moves to the pole winks and lets my hips move with the new song 

sweet_rodeo_girl: waves my arms over my head and crosses my wrists against the pole 

D r a z: wb doll 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on rodeo's hips...........as i slowly squat down....looking up at rodeo 

with my big hazel eyes................letting my tounge stretch out to her thigh as i shake and 

bounce my butt as i squat 

dirtyrpgirl: wb doll !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks ands rolls my hips  

D r a z: grabs doll and swings her round and   spins her back to  the pole with the girls 

babydoll81: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: looking at doll as i let my tounge run up rodeo's quivering thigh 

D r a z:  winks  as i slip back to  the bar 

sweet_rodeo_girl: grabs dolls hair tugs kissses her lips and winks at dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooooooooohooooooooooooooo Drazzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

babydoll81: watches dirty and rodeo 

babydoll81: kisses rodeo back on her lips 

dirtyrpgirl: garbs doll and pushes her back to the pole next to rodeo 

D r a z:  shakes thighs and hips to th beat as i watch doll and dirty and  rodeo 

babydoll81: pressing back on the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: as they kiss..................i let my tounge alternate between both sexy sets of 

thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: licking up rodeo's thigh.......then down doll's 

babydoll81: arches my back from the pole raising both arms above me and holds the pole 

D r a z: passes ouut cold water  to the guys 

dirtyrpgirl: one hand on each of their hips 

sweet_rodeo_girl: puurss as i feel the pole between my shoulders as my ass rubs up and down making my 

thong grip my ass more  

babydoll81: shaking my blonde hair as my head rocks to the music 

dirtyrpgirl: gawd ahnighty...look at those bodies !!!!!!!!!!1 

karim99x: we need more than cold water with such hot show lol 

dirtyrpgirl: looking up at you both as the song changes...................... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at the room rocks my hips while my knees bend some making me slide up and 

down the pole  

D r a z:  smiles looking at  the girls  .........singing   gotta get me some ........  

dirtyrpgirl: the wet tounge streaks evident on you inner thighs................ 

babydoll81: looks down at the wet streaks on my thighs from dirty's tongue 

dirtyrpgirl: then just sways my hips.letting my butt shake to the tune as i stay squated at 

their feet 

D r a z: harder than a rock  ....... strums the air guitar watching the girls  

sweet_rodeo_girl: parts my thighs letting the wet line be seen smiles and whispers to doll while my hips 

bump against hers 

babydoll81: pushes my right leg out toes pointed on the floor and shakes my butt back and forth 



dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands slide froom their hips...............rubbing my long fingers to 

each of the wet trails on thier inner thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: omhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhggggggggggggggggggggg 

D r a z: laffsssss 

dirtyrpgirl: looking up at dollas she lefts my leg......my face just inches from her!!!!!!!!!! 

lonelycowboy6964_1: leaning back on my stool.....loving the show 

dirtyrpgirl: scratching her inner thigh with my nail............. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: blushs and squirms as the pole slides up and down my thong making it move while my 

hands grip the pole over my head * 

babydoll81: winks down at dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: winks...up at doll............ 

babydoll81: rocks and rolls my body between dirty's face and the pole making my big tits bounce 

around in my top 

dirtyrpgirl: wow....looking up licking my lips..........that is soooooooooooooo hot!!! 

D r a z: watching the wiggling ..........jiggling  and gyrating 3 girls  

babydoll81: looks over at rodeo working her butt on the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: trying to fight the felling 

sweet_rodeo_girl: lifts my right leg up over dirtys shoulder rocks my hip with the beat and sways my head 

side to side letting my body arch and move with the new beat  

dirtyrpgirl: two hot sexy girls !!!!!!!!!!!!!! allmineeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

babydoll81: giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands up and down as i stand up............kissing you both feeling 

your bodies rub back to the pole 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at doll turns my lips to her chest an flicks my tongue around in circles to heat 

something up some  

babydoll81: kisses dirty as she rubs our bodies 

babydoll81: smiles at rodeo watching her tongue work 

D r a z: when the girl gets hot ,.she just don’t stop 

dirtyrpgirl: steps back watching you both....................how hot is that Drazzzzzzzzzzzz !!! 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at dirty archs against the pole using my foot to keep balanced as my tongue flicks 

around dolls right nipple and thrusts against the pole  

D r a z:  whoaaaaaaaa .......  so very hot 

D r a z: winks at doll 

babydoll81: winks back 

D r a z: girls girls girls ....................long legs  .......dancing around   

dirtyrpgirl: winking at you both as i dance in front of you both 

stagforyou_1: hugs the ladies 

sweet_rodeo_girl: grabs dirtys hair im not done yet 

babydoll81: watches rodeo's tongue flicking at my hard nipple through my top 

D r a z: laffssssss rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: kissses your lips and crushs my tits against the both of yours  

dirtyrpgirl: screams as my hair is pulled...woooooooooohhoooooooooooooo 

D r a z:  smiles watching  tyhose big breasts jiggle to t beat  

dirtyrpgirl: kissing you both again............our tounges just dancing around 



babydoll81: shaking my butt on the pole  

karim99x: you missed the best part stag ... 

babydoll81: kisses both of you  

babydoll81: wooo wow 

sweet_rodeo_girl: swats each of your sexys butts as our tongues dance around eachothers  

babydoll81: giggles  

babydoll81: swats rodeo's cute tush 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm moaning from the swat.......ohhhhhhhhhhhhh 

damn......tugs at the bottom of my tee to hide a little wet spot 

sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmmm winks at doll and runs my hand up dirtys back while the beat moves my ass 

side to side 

D r a z: ssmiles as i place out  3 bottles of water  on the  bar ...........great dancing girls 

........wow thats what we mean doll it just sort of happens here   

babydoll81: damn it's hot in here lol 

dirtyrpgirl: falls back into rodeo 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..it isssssssssss doll !!! 

babydoll81: i see lol 

dirtyrpgirl: walks back to the bar....fanning myself....wow.................. 

D r a z: we love to watch  the girls strut 

dirtyrpgirl: that's how well roll here doll !!! 

lonelycowboy6964_1: yes we do 

babydoll81: smiles it's great  

stagforyou_1: we just love the girls..... 

babydoll81: ty girls for making me feel welcome 

D r a z: stands up and hollers and whistles ..........wow great girls  

sweet_rodeo_girl: doll will never leave now  

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhh...it is the best room on all of pal !!! 

stagforyou_1: struting is a bonus 

D r a z: laffsssss  we just hope not 

lonelycowboy6964_1: standing ovation 

dirtyrpgirl: nopes......rodeo !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

babydoll81: smiles 

D r a z:  ohhhhhhhhh we love to watch  you struttttt 

karim99x: great job girls, applause 

babydoll81: picks up one of the bottles opens it the cap off drinks a long one  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks swats you both again as we move back to the bar to get our water s 

babydoll81: whewwwwwww 

stagforyou_1: gives the girls a clap for the little of the dance i saw 

dirtyrpgirl: thanks............guys !!! 

babydoll81: ty guys 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty dirty and doll  

babydoll81: ty rodeo and dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: your soo welcum rodeo...and thank YOU rodeo and doll !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: your soooooooooooo soooooooooooooooo welcum 



dirtyrpgirl: wow...i feelgood now!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

karim99x: still watching the girls while they drink and recover 

D r a z: wow  you should do 

stagforyou_1: wheres good dirty...winks 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles see we can have fun and not get naked  

dirtyrpgirl: yepssssssssssssssssss 

babydoll81: holds the bottle to my cheeks on my face and down my neck and between my big tits 

lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at dolls tits  

dirtyrpgirl: watching doll...my body just shivering 

D r a z: smiles all eyes on the bottle arent they ? 

karim99x: hope it'll cool them doll lol 

babydoll81: lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: whispers to dirty she keeps that up and its upstairs we go 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs @ rodeo.....that would be hot !!!! 

 
Dirty and Black Canary 
Black Canary: not now dirty no this is what i am wearing now a purple and red skirt with 

a slit up both sides...a tight blue top that barely covers my chest shows off my tanned 

toned tummy ......knee high leather boots and my haird bradded with a blue ribbon 

interwinded in it  

Black Canary: winks at dirty as i walk on my hands high above the room on the rope 

letting my skirt show off my thighs as it slides down my legs some and my hair hangs 

down swinging left and right  

dirtyrpgirl: looking up into the rafters and lights at canary..............such grace and 

balance you have !!!.............smiles 

Black Canary: stops in the center of the room spins around and ever so slowly does the 

splits on the tight rope while i smile down at dirty and winks at D r a z  letting my legs 

balance on the rope making it sway some  

dirtyrpgirl: yeps...she has panties on !!! 

Black Canary: dances around above the room as everyone else bounces to the music  

D r a z: taylor you were looking ready fora body shot  earlioer 

Bee_passionately_blue: is she on the high wire? 

Black Canary: moves my hips left and right as i move along the tightrope feet to hands as 

my hair moves with me and lets my skirt fall up and down eachtime i do a flip or 

handstand 

Black Canary: balances on one hand my legs out to eachside of my body winks and waves 

at Taylor 



Black Canary: bends my elbow letting my body drop touching the rope with my chest 

then pushs back up letting my legs and toes point up to the celing as the rope sways 

some  

Black Canary: jumps onto my feet and starts to dance on the rope  

Black Canary: spinning around on the balls of my feet winks at dirty  as my hips and 

shoulders move with the beat  

dirtyrpgirl: dances to the tune......shaking my hiney in my little tight cutoffs 

Black Canary: smiles as i dance with dirty but high over her head 

dirtyrpgirl: hips and shoulders swaying in unison...............hair fling out as i let my hiney 

roll and bounce 

Black Canary: spins around and around on the balls of my feet as i move along the tight 

rope  

shy blu eyed t bear: watches the dancers 

dirtyrpgirl: throwing my arms high above my head..............moving my hands as i snap my 

hips................. 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping down my butt poking out.........as i let it jiggle 

Black Canary: moves to the far platforrm smiles and sits swinging my legs side to side  

daviddirects: things got lively in here while I was gone 

Black Canary: looks around and drops to the net bounces and grabs the side rolls over 

and flips onto the floor on both feet..smooths down my top tugging it back into place and 

moves back to my seat 

daviddirects: impressive dismount Canaary 

D r a z: winks at Canary .......... nicemoves 

dirtyrpgirl: tapping my right foor.................swaying my hips........................ 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds canary....holds up cards...10 

dirtyrpgirl: raising a score card.........giving canary a perfect 10 for the dismount 

Bee_passionately_blue: thank you for dancing canary, it is lovely 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to Draz as i jump up on the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney as i sing to my hairbrush 

Black Canary: claps for dirty  

shy blu eyed t bear: leans back in chair.....stretching legs under table..smiling at canary 

dirtyrpgirl: i'm all jacked up.................. 

Black Canary: dirtys getting worked up  

D r a z: she all worked up 

dirtyrpgirl: shuffeling my feet as i slide to the left........................ 

dirtyrpgirl: snapping my hips to the beat................. 

dirtyrpgirl: i guess i had it cooming........ 

dirtyrpgirl: cause i'm all jacked up................................ 



D r a z:  stomping my foot   as i watch  dirty  dance 

dirtyrpgirl: spins around then two steps and cottoneyed joe 

Black Canary: ty bear smiles and taps my right foot with the beat of this song 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my barefeet..............then spins around......... 

dirtyrpgirl: all jacked up 

dirtyrpgirl: all jacked up........ 

D r a z: woo hoo  

daviddirects: watching dirty..get all jacked up 

dirtyrpgirl: dont drive your truck ..............when your all jacked up 

shy blu eyed t bear: woooooooooo hoooooooooo dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: dont driiiiiiiiiiive your carrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr...............................when your 

allllaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaallllllllllllllllllllll jacked up 

dirtyrpgirl: all jacked up 

dirtyrpgirl: all jacked up 

Black Canary: all dirty drinks are on me D r a z  

dirtyrpgirl: damn that song does it to meeeeeeeeeeeeeeee.................laughs 

D r a z: smikes ok 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

Black Canary: i do love this songgggggggggg 

D r a z: laffs I know dirty# 

dirtyrpgirl: skips down the bar...................... 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping at the pole..........................aint cha 

babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

shy blu eyed t bear: tapping feet on floor to song 

dirtyrpgirl: spins and rubs my butt up and down it....................my hands over my head 

gripping the brass pole 

Black Canary: smiles and snaps my fingers as the room can't keep their eyes off of dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: aint cha babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: your kinda crazy................. 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping down with my hands on the bar as i grind my butt back to the pole 

D r a z: laffsssss  .......fastest girl in town  

shy blu eyed t bear: *thinks*.....lucky pole mmm mm mmm 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair hanging in my face.............................. 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my legs lift my butt up and down as the tight cutoffs rub up and down 

the pole 

D r a z: no use trying to slow dirty down ..........she’s fastest girl in town  ...aintya baby 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to Draz..............uh huhhhhhhhhhhhhh....prolly........giggles 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes....widen 



dirtyrpgirl: stands back up and leans to the pole...............pushing my hair from my face 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around to face the pole....................... 

D r a z: unlock that  honky tonk .................  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands holding it up high..............as i grind my body to the pole.....pressing 

my breasts to it nothing but the wife beater shirt between me and the pole 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi steff, how goes? 

shy blu eyed t bear: bites lip...tastes my own blood 

D r a z: smile watching  dirty unlockuing her honky tonk  

Black Canary: smiles at bear calm down now  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hiney wiggle in the tight cutoffs......................sliding my feet back 

some and widening my stance.................. 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

daviddirects: smiling..watching dirty 

Black Canary: its just a brass pole dirtys dancing against  

dirtyrpgirl: sliding my hands down the pole......sticking my backside out, more n 

more...............the little white satin bikini panties starting to show in the back 

Black Canary: whistlesssssssssssssssss 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles to canary...nods 

dirtyrpgirl: snapping my legs as i make my butt move.....left..left .left right left 

Black Canary: this is dirtys song look at her move guys 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gasps* 

dirtyrpgirl: giving my hiney a little dip as i squat facing the pole 

D r a z: watch her ass  .................so hard not to stare  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm 

Black Canary: yea how do you get those britchesssssss on dirty? 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning my head back as i grip the pole tight....................just swaying my ass 

left to right exaggeratedly 

shy blu eyed t bear: grabs my cap...covers my.......excitement 

D r a z: lord have mercy ,.,.,.,.,.that honky tonk badonkadonk 

dirtyrpgirl: working my hands one over the other as i lift my body back 

up..................pressing my breasts back to the pole as i give my hips a swirling 

motion................roll my belly to make mt ass swing more 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gulp* 

Black Canary: you can look but you can't touch  

D r a z:  look but dont touch ,,,,,,,,,,,,woo heeee  ..........that honky tonk badonkadonk 

dirtyrpgirl: then................kicking my right leg up and locking the front og my foot to the 

pole.........stretching my left leg....my long tanned leg felxing.....as i lean way 

back.............stretching my arms out reaching out behind me 



shy blu eyed t bear: jaw drops...rolls tongue back into mouth 

Black Canary: woooooo hoooooooooooooooooooo 

Black Canary: here we go dirty 

D r a z:  herewe go ............... the hillbilly bone  

Black Canary: this will get the men all worked up 

Black Canary: loves this vid 

shy blu eyed t bear: <redneck...grins 

dirtyrpgirl: then .................making a hard kick..i do a backflip.......and land on my 

feet................my knees open and my fingers stretching out to the bar 

top............................................landing in a squatting position 

dirtyrpgirl: looking out to the crowd.....blowing my hair from my eyes 

Black Canary: winks at dirty  

D r a z: phewwwwwwww 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds.....cant stand though.... 

daviddirects: fantastic dirty...wooohooo 

D r a z:   standing an hollering at dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: the white tank top and bra holding my breasts as best as they can................... 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm mmmmmmm mmmmmmmm 

D r a z: yea haw 

Black Canary: yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee hawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling my hips side to side as i yell out..............heeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

hawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

dirtyrpgirl: plopping on my butt as i swing my legs out and stops crossing my righ leg 

over my right knee....................arms in the air as i sit on the bar........................ 

Black Canary: who has a hillbilly bone in them ? 

Bee_passionately_blue: thank you dirty for dancing 

dirtyrpgirl: your hillbilly bone ba ba boneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

shy blu eyed t bear: raises hand 

dirtyrpgirl: yw's bee 

Black Canary: stands and whistlessssssssssss for dirtyyyyyyyyyy 

Black Canary: omg D r a z 

dirtyrpgirl: slipping off the bar top i kneel on a barstool......................... 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds dirty with a standing ovation...while seated grins 

dirtyrpgirl: omg tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps back up on the barstool.................................. 

D r a z: we dont give a rip 

shy blu eyed t bear: *whew* 

shy blu eyed t bear: wipes forehead 



Black Canary: takes dirtys hand spins her around and askes her to dance with me 

dirtyrpgirl: shakkng my hips.....because i'm a redneck woman...i aint no high class 

broad............... 

D r a z:  hell yeah 

dirtyrpgirl: and i know the words to every charles daniels song 

dirtyrpgirl: hell yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

Black Canary: twrils her around and lets my hips and shoulders shimmy  

dirtyrpgirl: jumpping off of the stool, smiling at canary and dances with her roght at the 

bar 

Black Canary: skips around her holding onto her right hand  

D r a z: woo hoo .............. goo you 2  

dirtyrpgirl: tossing my hair back..............holding tight to her hand 

Black Canary: winks and shakes my hips an sings to all my sisters 

D r a z:  hell yeah 

dirtyrpgirl: hell yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

dirtyrpgirl: heyyyyyyyyy y'all and heeeee hawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

Black Canary: winks as we tell the room we are rednecks  

dirtyrpgirl: swishing my hips as canary dances with me 

D r a z: helllyeah 

shy blu eyed t bear: winks 

dirtyrpgirl: hellllllll yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

Black Canary: gigggles now thats more like it 

dirtyrpgirl: another one Draz know's gets to meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee.........laughs 

D r a z: lafssssssss 

Black Canary: smiles one more? 

dirtyrpgirl: damn, you can read me like a book.....and play me like a fiddle !!!........laughs 

Black Canary: slips my arm around dirtys waist spins and moves dirty in circles on the 

dance floor  

dirtyrpgirl: and...................fuck me like a slut too !!!!........lmaooooo 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches the dancers......swingin 

D r a z: laffs ........starts playing with her gstring 

Black Canary: kicks my right foot up to her shoulder as we spin around looking into her 

eyes  

dirtyrpgirl: laughing as canary spins us around.................... 

D r a z: swing batter swing  

dirtyrpgirl: my hand on canary's calve as we swing around 

shy blu eyed t bear: schwinnnnnnnngggggggggggg....lol 



Black Canary: rocks my hips right left and right as my hand squeezes her neck letting my 

skirt move up my thighs  

dirtyrpgirl: gazing into canary's eyes as we dance....then gazing at her exposed panties 

D r a z:  smiles watching canary’s dress ride up 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling big time 

Black Canary: winks and lets my one foot move around as dirty spins and moves me 

around the floor 

Black Canary: winks rocks my hips lets keep going  

dirtyrpgirl: grabbing canary's butt as she jumps up to my body...............my hands on her 

panty clad ass under her skirt 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around and around with her in my arms...legs warpped to my waist 

now 

D r a z: smiles as i watch the girls  getting to know each other so well 

Black Canary: grips dirtys shoulder rocks my hips as my skirt shows off m y thighs while 

the two slits open and close  

D r a z: we are here  for  the party 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmm her thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: ready for the "move"?...........shaking my ass with her in my 

hands.....................legs wrapped tight to my waist 

Black Canary: winks and runs my fingertips in dirtys hair as my strong legs wrap around 

her waist as we spin around  

D r a z:  grins watching the girls  

dirtyrpgirl: using my hips...letting them thrust out as i swing canary back and 

out.......watching as her legs kick out and then close and sling to my left............then 

quickly back out and swings to my 

right..................wooooooooooohooooooooooooooooooooo....that was great 

Black Canary: mmmmmm what a move dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: spinning her down to her feet and hugs her tightly as the music subsides 

D r a z:  woo hoo dirty 

Black Canary: wiggles and spins around shaking my ass at dirty an walks back to the bar  

dirtyrpgirl: i do have some upper body strength....winks and kisses canary 

Black Canary: so the guys can cool off some 

shy blu eyed t bear: watches her shaking ass 

dirtyoldman23: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and sits with canary..........pulling my hair back into a 

ponytail............... 

 
 



 
Kelli 
 
kelli-: kicks off my shoes 

kelli-: hops up on the bar 

kelli-: winks at Gab as I pick up the beat 

kelli-: shoulds and head sway to the beat 

Gabriela92: nods in time to the music as Kelli begins to take control.... 

kelli-: hips rock back and forth 

kelli-: dance in a circle infront of Gab 

kelli-: hands on hips 

Gabriela92: matches Kelli's sways, sitting on the stool. 

kelli-: butt moving in a circle 

D r a z:  smiles watching kelli 's butt  as she circles it  

Gabriela92: eyes drift down... 

ratherbe: watches as kelli dances infront of gabbi  

kelli-: leans forward.. shirt skirt rising up my thighs 

Gabriela92: oh, those legsssssssssss.... 

Gabriela92: kissable, lickable, lovable.... 

Ralf Kramden: nice legs kell~ 

kelli-: feet apart .. butt swinging back and forth 

skirt rise as she dances  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks at Gabi 

johnp64: watching as kelli dances for gabi 

mylstoknowhere: nibbles on your ear as i breath heavily in ur ear  

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hair flying 

Gabriela92: winks at Kelli and sticks my tongue into the corner of my mouth... 

Ralf Kramden: sighs~ 

kelli-: head back 

D r a z: watches  kelli dance   her  heart out 

kelli-: end with arms out 

kelli-: 1/2 tank rising with my hands 

Gabriela92: watches Kelli's torso get even more bare.... 

kelli-: Slinky S moves as my body moves to the music 

kelli-: hands high .. leaning back 

kelli-: head swaying .. hair moving 

D r a z: watching as the rythmn takes kelli overas she snakes her body leaning back  

Ralf Kramden: waiting for Gabi~ to bare it all 

kelli-: hips sway left then right 

Gabriela92: watches the fabric glide across kelli's tummy..... 

ratherbe: hello blonde hugs  

D r a z: seductive and  sensual   she moves along  the bar  



kelli-: hands move down my body 

Ralf Kramden: yes.. very seductive and sensuality at its best 

kelli-: facing the boys 

kelli-: leaning forward .. head down 

johnp64: mmmmm, so nice kelli 

kelli-: hair moving to the beat 

kelli-: slow S moves 

Ralf Kramden: and that's not all moving to the beat...  beautiful body kell... 

kelli-: flips head back .. hair flys back  

kelli-: turns  

kelli-: profile 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips move 

kelli-: to the song 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli as she seduce with her  body  

mylstoknowhere: rock it kelli 

kelli-: moves facing the boys 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hips thrust 

Gabriela92: so sensual, Kelli.... 

kelli-: low moannnnn 

Ralf Kramden: thanks Gab..  you said it for me 

mylstoknowhere: head bounces back as she thrusts 

kelli-: smiles at you 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssss a wink at you 

kelli-: hips bounde  

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm grrrrrrrrrrrrrrr 

Ralf Kramden: is only looking at the beauty in front of my eyes 

mylstoknowhere: and WW 

kelli-: kneels at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands high 

D r a z:  smiles watching  kelli as she kneels   

mylstoknowhere: moves to the bar and looks up 

kelli-: tosses my hat to Gab 

Gabriela92: catches it and slips it on 

kelli-: giggle 

kelli-: slowly dance in a circle.. my ass swaying  

Gabriela92: probably the first time you ever had me put apparel ON, Kelli.... LOL 

mylstoknowhere: toss ur shirt skirt this was kelli wink 

kelli-: knees bent 

mylstoknowhere: way* 

kelli-: and the last 

mylstoknowhere: lol Gabri 



mylstoknowhere: better be the last heh heh heh 

kelli-: myls .. smiles...  

mylstoknowhere: grinsa a heh heh heh back at you 

kelli-: slowly peals the 1/2 tank 

ratherbe: sits here watching kelli dance for the room  

Gabriela92: keeping my eyes on Kelli, I walk across to Myls' table, seeing how he's been 

seeming abandoned.... 

mylstoknowhere: smiles at Gabri 

kelli-: hips pick up the beat 

kelli-: sway back and forth 

Ralf Kramden: kisses~ 

kelli-: need a towel RK? 

kelli-: giggles as my ass shimmies to the beat 

mylstoknowhere: needs ice i think kelli 

kelli-: leans forward.. back to the boys 

kelli-: lets the skirt rise 

D r a z: sexy as hell 

mylstoknowhere: puts feet up on table and smilesssss watchin kelli shimmy  

kelli-: leans way forward 

kelli-: pulls off the 1/2 tank ..  

kelli-: swings it around as I dance in a circle 

mylstoknowhere: whistlessssss at the pull off 

Gabriela92: wiggles backwards as I sit down... 

kelli-: copies Gabs moves  

kelli-: wiggles backwards  

kelli-: giggle 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss and places hand on ur hip and helps you back up 

Gabriela92: drapes my thighs over the tops of Myls' legs. 

D r a z: watches  kelli wiggle as she sites   

johnp64: copycat kelli, lol 

kelli-: tiny tight thin bra not hiding my pleasure 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm Gabri 

kelli-: hands high 

D r a z: winks at kelli ..............shes a naughty little girls ....she knows it ......and i like it 

that way  

kelli-: throwing my hips back and forth 

Gabriela92: leans backwards, resting my shoulder blades against Myls' chest. 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm Draz 

johnp64: mmmmmmmmmm, nice 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm seeing kelli's nipples poking through 

shy blu eyed t bear: her hips....mmmmmm 

kelli-: turning left and upper body tight .. the back the other way 

mylstoknowhere: wraps arms around Gabri and rests hands on ur belly  

mylstoknowhere: and nose nuzzles ur neck  



kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

shy blu eyed t bear: watching...smiles 

Gabriela92: sets my hands on top of Myls' hands. 

kelli-: slinky S moves 

kelli-: hips moving left left right right 

shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeeeeee moves 

mylstoknowhere: interlocks my fingers with yours  

kelli-: then thrusting 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhh 

kelli-: hips circle 

kelli-: then thrust 

mylstoknowhere: whispers in ur ear kelli is rockin it isnt she 

shy blu eyed t bear: following her circles 

kelli-: to the beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: those thrusts 

Gabriela92: leans back and turns my head to whisper back, "She certainly is..." 

kelli-: jumps up 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm 

kelli-: slowly moves to the new beat 

mylstoknowhere: nice tune Draz 

kelli-: watching each guys eyes 

Gabriela92: omg, put a napkin under me, Myls... this song gets me wet; LOL 

shy blu eyed t bear: her form...slithering 

D r a z: watches kelli as she moves  in and out and slow rising up an down  to  the  tune  

kelli-: hands move slowly down my body 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes widen 

kelli-: slowly turn sideways 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssss at Gabri and it get me ....... wink as u mite now know  

kelli-: thrust my hips out sideways 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmmmm yes...thrust 

kelli-: hand moves to my thigh 

mylstoknowhere: its ok Gabri you can get my shorts wet wink 

Gabriela92: turns and flexes my eyebrows at Myls... "I have my suspicions." 

kelli-: up the back 

kelli-: taking the short skirt with it 

D r a z: watches as the  littlebody reacts to sexy   trumpet 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm im sure you do smilessssss 

Gabriela92: waits to see those sexy buns of Kelli's as she lifts the skirt... 

shy blu eyed t bear: watching her skirt  

kelli-: pulls the skirt to the waist band 

mylstoknowhere: have ur wicked way with me baby 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm yesssssssssssssss 

kelli-: tiny thong no hiding much 

mylstoknowhere: whistles at kelli 



shy blu eyed t bear: *gulpppppppppppp* 

kelli-: drops the skirt 

Gabriela92: oh, my.... sweet heavens under that skirt of Kelli's.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: sees her thighs...glisten 

kelli-: smiles as the music stops 

Gabriela92: oh, another sexy song 

kelli-: plants feet at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: back to the men 

mylstoknowhere: smiles as Gabri wiggled on my lap as the song ended  

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

kelli-: hips sway to the beat 

kelli-: turns my upper body  

johnp64: watching that sway 

shy blu eyed t bear: following her swaying hips 

kelli-: finds the zipper 

shy blu eyed t bear: biting lip 

kelli-: watching you as my fingers pull is slowly down 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm 

johnp64: mmmmmmmmmmmm, oh yea 

mylstoknowhere: whispers to gabri u ever get thru to badgurl? 

kelli-: hips thrusting as the skirt falls to the bar 

shy blu eyed t bear: little by little 

kelli-: steps out 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooooh my kelli 

Gabriela92: takes Myls' right hand and moves it from my tummy down onto my right 

thigh, just below the hem of my minidress. 

kelli-: body explodes to the beat 

kelli-: hands high 

mylstoknowhere: follows Gabs lead and left hand does the same  

shy blu eyed t bear: hides...excitement under table top 

kelli-: hips swivel 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm soft silky skin  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm mmmm mmmmmm 

D r a z: winks at   kelli as she folows  the sensual beat   ............... and moves so sensually  

kelli-: plants feet apart at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: hands high 

johnp64: rock it kelli 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: leaning back 

Gabriela92: moves his hands slowly up and down, feeling the fingertips lightly grazing 

the inside of my thighs.... 

shy blu eyed t bear: her hair flying...hips swaying 



kelli-: hits my knees 

kelli-: hands on hips.. sway 

kelli-: leans slowly back 

shy blu eyed t bear: my oh my 

kelli-: thong .. don't fail me now 

Gabriela92: watches Kelli arch and contort that lithe, sexy body... 

shy blu eyed t bear: prays...hehehe 

kelli-: leans all the way back  

D r a z: grinsto see  the little tush sway  

kelli-: hips thrusting up 

johnp64: oh wow, loook at that 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmm 

kelli-: collapse on the bar 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 

shy blu eyed t bear: whistles 

kelli-: pulls my legs out 

D r a z: smiles as i lok at kelli as she lays falt on the bar  

kelli-: sits up 

D r a z:  applauds and  hollers   ...bravo 

Gabriela92: claps my hands overhead and shouts for Kelli.... 

kelli-: thanx 

D r a z: holds  out a  LAB  robe     for kelli   

kelli-: it was fun 

Gabriela92: you did great!!!! 

kelli-: thanx Draz 

johnp64: very fine dance kelli 

shy blu eyed t bear: whew...leans back 

kelli-: thank you 

kelli-: collects my clothes 

kelli-: brb 

 
 
kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: sways to the beat 

al_olderguy: pulls up chair close to bar.... 

kelli-: short wrap skirt flying as I spin 

Gabriela92: bounces my head to the rhythm, watching Kelli 

kelli-: 1/2 tank showing off my middle 

al_olderguy: looks up at kelli's nice legs.... 

kelli-: head back and forth 

ethan_ca_80: enjoying the dance 

kelli-: arms high 

kelli-: hips swaying 



al_olderguy: loves those swaying hips.. 

al_olderguy: without taking my eyes off kelli 

kelli-: dancing hard to the beat 

ethan_ca_80: making eye contact with kelli 

dirtyrpgirl: kelli has some hot move, ethan 

ethan_ca_80: i can see that 

kelli-: knees bent.. shakin my ass at ethan 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back 

Gabriela92: drumming hands on the bar top.... 

al_olderguy: watching kelli's curves... 

ethan_ca_80: my head shkaking with the ass 

dirtyrpgirl: okies Draz...cya laters hugsssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

Gabriela92: huggs, Draz 

ethan_ca_80: thatks draz 

kelli-: body moving in s turns 

Gabriela92: mimics Kelli's moves on my barstool 

kelli-: nice shot Gab LOL 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: legs high .. steppin to the beat 

kelli-: skirt flying 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya sanjay...smiles 

ethan_ca_80: damn thats hott 

al_olderguy: <eyes on kelli as her body sways to and fro 

dirtyrpgirl: and....b4 you try it......no pm's without asking either..........smiles 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi alchemic 

kelli-: plants feet at the edge of the bar infront of ehan and the boys 

kelli-: hands on hips.. legs apart 

kelli-: head moving  

kelli-: hair flying 

Gabriela92: looks slowly up Kelli's legs, from ankle to.... oh, yeah. 

al_olderguy: doesn't notice kelli's head moving 

ethan_ca_80: looking at kelli and smiling 

kelli-: wrap skirt opens and closes with the beat 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

al_olderguy: oooo those hands.. that body!! 

kelli-: down my legs 

kelli-: leans forward 

al_olderguy: ohhhh   .. feels lightheaded.. 

kelli-: quicky sanjay 

dirtyrpgirl: lol gabi 

ethan_ca_80: 3  

kelli-: air guitar  

ethan_ca_80: 2 



sanjaysaklani: oh sensational 

kelli-: leans back .. head moving hair flying 

kelli-: smiles at ethan 

dirtyrpgirl: sways some on my barstool to the tune as i watch kelli 

ethan_ca_80: smiles back 

al_olderguy: follows kelli's beautiful curves as she leans back 

kelli-: turns sideways.. knees bend 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: hands high 

Gabriela92: eyes on Kelli's backside, moving provocatively 

sanjaysaklani: make me feel high 

ethan_ca_80: whoa kellllllli 

kelli-: hips pick up the beat 

sanjaysaklani: lovely music tempo 

dirtyrpgirl: dont get too excited over there sanjay 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: body moves in slinky S movements 

al_olderguy: <just as well I have the sofa cushion blonde threw at me earlier.. 

kelli-: looks down a ethan 

dirtyrpgirl: lol @ al 

kelli-: swaying hips 

ethan_ca_80: lookng at kelli 

dirtyrpgirl: coming in handy now huh?....winks 

kelli-: thank you Gab 

kelli-: moving  

kelli-: around 

al_olderguy: folows Kellis swaying body.. 

kelli-: and around 

. 

dirtyrpgirl: i tried to warn ya sanjay 

kelli-: swaying .. hips moving in thrusting moves 

Gabriela92: yes, we are... so don't be masturbating in our nice bar. 

ethan_ca_80: damn kelli  

dirtyrpgirl: thank you sanjay...and we do our best to try and remain thata way....smiles 

Gabriela92: that would be the wisest thing a brand new person could do, until they 

understand better. 

kelli-: enough 

kelli-: turns my back to ethan 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks 

kelli-: as swaying 

ethan_ca_80: smiles  at kelli 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: hips swaying 

dirtyrpgirl: niceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee kelli !!! 



al_olderguy: oooo that curvy ass.... 

kelli-: dancing in a circle 

ethan_ca_80: can i climb onto to the bar? 

Gabriela92: firm, smooth, round, and delicious... 

kelli-: plants feet and thrusts 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my right foot "tap" in the air as my legs is crossed over the other 

Gabriela92: best view is where you are, Ethan 

kelli-: motions to ethan to move up close to the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: gn bee.....smiles 

ethan_ca_80: moving closer 

kelli-: points right infront of me 

kelli-: moves to the beat 

ethan_ca_80: moves to the motion of jello 

kelli-: watching the guys 

ethan_ca_80: kelli 

kelli-: giggles  

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: sideways 

Alert: Gabriela92 removed all hands 

kelli-: lets the skirt move with me 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: 1/2 tank rising 

ethan_ca_80: nice kelli 

kelli-: working my hips 

al_olderguy: hmmm Ehan is getting a nice view there.... 

ethan_ca_80: i sure am 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

ethan_ca_80: moves closer to kelli 

kelli-: knees infront of ethan 

kelli-: leans forward 

al_olderguy: loves the shape of kelli's legs... 

kelli-: hair covers you 

kelli-: shakes head to the beat 

kelli-: smiles up close 

ethan_ca_80: enjoying this 

kelli-: whispers in your ear 

kelli-: so far so good? 

ethan_ca_80: the best 

kelli-: jumps up 

kelli-: legs flying high 

kelli-: skirt flying 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: plants feet 



al_olderguy: enjoy ethan....  

ethan_ca_80: i will 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: shimmy to the beat 

kelli-: hands move over my body 

ethan_ca_80: drinks my scotch 

kelli-: dancing in a circle 

kelli-: ass shimmy .. leans forward 

kelli-: shirt rising 

ethan_ca_80: sexy as hell 

dirtyrpgirl: woot woot kelli !!!! 

kelli-: left left right right 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah she is !!! 

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

kelli-: pulls the 1/2 tank off in one move 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder at ethan 

kelli-: hits him with the 1/2 tank 

kelli-: giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

kelli-: left left right right 

dirtyrpgirl: boooooooooowahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

ethan_ca_80: nice holding the tank 

kelli-: slowly turns .. tiny thin bra .. strapless 

ethan_ca_80: oooooooooooooh ya 

kelli-: not hiding my love for ... dancing 

kelli-: sweeping gesture with my hand 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya aishiaa 

aishiaa: hiya dirty 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: shaking ass  

dirtyrpgirl: how ya been? 

kelli-: moving to the beat 

ethan_ca_80: shake it kelli 

kelli-: hands on hips..  

kelli-: plants feet apart at edge of the bar 

kelli-: boy swinging back and forth 

kelli-: left left right right 

ethan_ca_80: i look up to kelli 

kelli-: lean left lean right 

kelli-: smiles down  

kelli-: hips begin to thrust 

kelli-: then move in figure 8 

kelli-: slowly swaying  



ethan_ca_80: thankinh the heavens for my luck 

kelli-: body moving in snaklike moves 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: hands on my knees 

kelli-: slowly slip up my inner thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggggggggggg kelli...wow 

kelli-: takes the skirt with them 

ethan_ca_80: dg i am a lucky man 

kelli-: higher 

kelli-: swaying 

kelli-: watching ethan 

dirtyrpgirl: indeed ethan 

kelli-: eyes locked on you 

kelli-: serious look 

kelli-: swaying 

ethan_ca_80: come closer kelli 

kelli-: knees  

kelli-: jumps up 

kelli-: pops the button on my wrap shirt and waves it around 

kelli-: tiny pink thong doesn't hide much 

ethan_ca_80: licking my lips  

kelli-: hips sway 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: slowly turns 

aishiaa: uses dirtys finger as a mic lol 

dirtyrpgirl: lol aishiaa 

kelli-: slowly moves my ass to the music 

dirtyrpgirl: i do love this song !!! 

kelli-: slowly turns and leans forward 

aishiaa: lol l;icks dirtys finger and chuckles 

kelli-: flexing ass muscles to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: even more , now that your singing into my finger !!! 

ethan_ca_80: dan kelli 

ethan_ca_80: damn 

kelli-: dancing around  

kelli-: slowly hands high 

kelli-: drops to my knees infront of ethan 

ethan_ca_80: mesmerized by kelli 

kelli-: body swaying  

kelli-: hand high 

kelli-: leaning back 

aishiaa: swirls my tongue slowly around dirtys finger drops to my knees and snakes my 

way up along and against her 

dirtyrpgirl: told you she could dance ethan....winks 



kelli-: tiny thong stretched tight 

kelli-: swaying.. hips thrusting 

kelli-: straightens up .. smiles at ethan 

ethan_ca_80: kelli come closer 

kelli-: swaying 

kelli-: hope he read the rules 

ethan_ca_80: yup 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling at aishiaa as i look down at her.....and then...putting my hands to her 

ass....remembering all the hot times you gave me in the past 

kelli-: skips in beat to the pole 

kelli-: jumps up and swings around it twice 

kelli-: holds on with my legs and one hand 

aishiaa: wraps my hands around dirtys waist and grins jerking her up against me and 

slides slowly up and down 

dirtyrpgirl: damn, we had some times..on the steps over there...the couch...and omg the 

kissing booth !!!! 

kelli-: hair flying 

aishiaa: lool dirty ahuh sure did and the cage 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: thrusting against the pole 

kelli-: hair falling down 

dirtyrpgirl: omg yessssssssssssssss the cage too !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.pushing some of your hair 

from your face as i look into your eyes 

ethan_ca_80: damn its hott in here 

kelli-: lets go of the pole 

kelli-: leans back .. legs wrapped around the pole 

ethan_ca_80: eyes fixated on kelli 

kelli-: leans all the way back 

aishiaa: wraps my leg around dirtys waist leaning back and shimmis my shoulders using 

her as a pole chuckles and jerks myself back up 

kelli-: down on my hands and flips to my feet 

kelli-: crouches down and moves back up the bar to ethan in time to the music 

dirtyrpgirl: watching as ashiaa moves......kissing her as she gets closer 

kelli-: kneels infront of you 

aishiaa: catchs dirtys lower lip between my teeth and playing sucks on it 

ethan_ca_80: damn kelli i feel like kissing u 

kelli-: smiles... THAT is what we are all about Ethan 

kelli-: that and... leans down and kisss you deeply with tongue 

dirtyrpgirl: gripping both hands to your fine ass as i look into your eyes....feeling your 

teeth to my lower lip 

ethan_ca_80: kisses u back passionatly 

ethan_ca_80: as i help u down the bar 

kelli-: feel my tongue swirl around your tongue 

kelli-: lets you lift me down 



aishiaa: runs my hands across dirtys belly feeling her taunt muscles in her stmach inching 

my hands up  just below her breasts 

ethan_ca_80: our tongues are dancing 

ethan_ca_80: dg enjoy 

kelli-: smiles at you 

kelli-: sooo.. getting the idea? 

ethan_ca_80: ya 

ethan_ca_80: u are sexy 

ethan_ca_80: i tell u 

kelli-: pushing you back into your chair 

dirtyrpgirl: omg aishiaa..................squirmming as i feel your hand to my warm skin....my 

fingers tracing to the back waistband of your skirt 

kelli-: give you an idea of me.. I'm short .. 5'  3/4"  small .. all over 

ethan_ca_80: sitting back in the chair 

ethan_ca_80: 6 foot 5 

aishiaa: runs the tip of my tongue up along her belly leaving a slight moist trail behind 

circling her navel with my tongue 

kelli-: sheesh 

kelli-: you two need to go upstairs 

ethan_ca_80: kissing kelli passionatly 

dirtyrpgirl: ooooooooohhhhhhhhhhhh shit aishiaa......running my fingers through your 

hair as you kneel back down...... 

kelli-: easy ethan 

kelli-: smiles 

aishiaa: lol naw dirty dribble her drink im just cleaning it up so it doesnt stain her skin 

hahaha 

kelli-: any questions ethan 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles @ aishiaa.....................she has done this to me 

sooooooooooooooooooo many times kelli....................teases me till i just about cum !!! 

ethan_ca_80: no questions  

kelli-: just finished dancing 

 
 
 
kelli-: guess you guys are stuck with me 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: kicks off my shoes 

kelli-: leans forward .. swaying 

Harold_Rarius: smiles  

johnp64: watches to see what kelli is up to 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks at bar 

kelli-: swaying to the music 

kelli-: shoulders left hips right 

ethan_ca_80: eyes fixed on kelli 



Harold_Rarius: if this is being stuck.. guys won't mind it at all Kelli  

D r a z: smiles as i watch kelli on the bar  ........ her slimfigure  swaying i n the lights  

kelli-: slowly turning 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm  her moves 

Harold_Rarius: watches Kelly's curves move with the music ..  

kelli-: moving .. swaying .. hands high 

kelli-: short shirt hugging my hips and ass 

johnp64: mmmmm, looking good there kelli 

shy blu eyed t bear: her form.....hypnotic...eyes following her 

kelli-: ass moving in time to the beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhh that ass 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 

Harold_Rarius: sips his drink slowly and enjoying every move  

kelli-: head back.. hair flowing 

shy blu eyed t bear: bites my lip...tastes blood 

kelli-: head moving back and forth 

shy blu eyed t bear: thinks....damn 

kelli-: looks back over my shoulder 

kelli-: wink 

kelli-: licks lips 

johnp64: winks back 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes fixated on her sways 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: hips swaying 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gasps* 

D r a z: watches as kelli entices with her every move  

Harold_Rarius: sits quietly and enjoys the dancing  

kelli-: around and around 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: leans forward move 

shy blu eyed t bear: grips chair 

kelli-: flexing ass  

ethan_ca_80: enoying the dance 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes widen...seeing her ass 

kelli-: hands land on hips 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhh 

Harold_Rarius: eyes fixated on her ass.. then flacon over her cleavage as she bends  

kelli-: smiles 

Harold_Rarius: glancing *  

kelli-: little tank top cut short .. hips move back and forth to the beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: jaw drops 

kelli-: left left right right 

ethan_ca_80: i tell myself damn she can dance 



shy blu eyed t bear: rolls tongue back into mouth 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches Kelli  

kelli-: slowly turns sideways 

shy blu eyed t bear: head swaying with her hips 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: smiles..  

ethan_ca_80: smiles back  

kelli-: hand move up my body 

kelli-: knees bent 

johnp64: very sexy moves kelli 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles...knowing she is smiling at others 

kelli-: moving to the beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gulpppppppp* 

kelli-: hips slowly thrust to the beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: her body...writhing...shaking 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm her hips....bites lip again 

D r a z: watches the hips seduce as much as  the eyes enthrall 

kelli-: moves infront of bear 

shy blu eyed t bear: frins 

Harold_Rarius: watching the dancing with lust filled eyes.. loosens his tie a bit.. wow getting hot in 

here  

shy blu eyed t bear: cant look away 

kelli-: arching back  

shy blu eyed t bear: grins even 

kelli-: hands high 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhhh 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks up 

kelli-: thrust  

kelli-: slowly  

shy blu eyed t bear: head following her 

kelli-: hips rotate 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhhh her thrusts 

kelli-: smiles at bear 

shy blu eyed t bear: looks for cap with my hands 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 

kelli-: slowly turns sideways 

shy blu eyed t bear: covers my....arousal 

shy blu eyed t bear: *gulps* 

kelli-: moves slowly 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and sips his drink  

shy blu eyed t bear: her dancing form..has me msmerized 

kelli-: lets the music stop 

shy blu eyed t bear: whew 

kelli-: lifting legs high to the new beat 



shy blu eyed t bear: yessssssssss 

ethan_ca_80: raises my glass  

kelli-: clap the beat 

johnp64: watching closely 

kelli-: dancing down the bar 

shy blu eyed t bear: hears her clap 

shy blu eyed t bear: watching 

shy blu eyed t bear: dreaming 

D r a z: smiles looking at kelli ,...............you are sexy as hell  

Harold_Rarius: claps at the beat..  

kelli-: tears off the skirt in one quick move 

shy blu eyed t bear: shifts in chair 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmm 

shy blu eyed t bear: damnnnnnnnn sexy 

ethan_ca_80: oooh u sexy as hell kelli 

kelli-: tiny thong covering.. not much 

Harold_Rarius: sips his cold drink... wow that was a great move  

kelli-: toss the skirt to Draz 

shy blu eyed t bear: her thong....mmmmmmmmmmm 

D r a z: smiles sliding the skirt under  the bar  

johnp64: mmmmm, whohoo, nice 

shy blu eyed t bear: sees her thighs...glisten 

kelli-: plants feet at the edge of the bar 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

kelli-: legs straight feet apart 

kelli-: watching the guys 

shy blu eyed t bear: what a ....vision 

kelli-: body swaying 

Harold_Rarius: watching her closely  

kelli-: hands moving up and down my body 

shy blu eyed t bear: grips table 

johnp64: swaying in time with kelli 

ethan_ca_80: we watching u  

kelli-: hips swaying .. thrusting 

shy blu eyed t bear: digging fingers into table 

kelli-: round and round 

Harold_Rarius: watches how wonderfully the thong compliments that wonderful ass..  

shy blu eyed t bear: omg.....mmmmm 

kelli-: shoulders move to the music 

kelli-: leans back 

Harold_Rarius: very sexy Kelli  

kelli-: hair swaying 

D r a z: shes a naghty little girl and she knows I like it that way 

shy blu eyed t bear: pulse....rises 



kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: hair flying 

ethan_ca_80: she knows it 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm so naughty 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 

kelli-: lifts legs high to the slower beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: slides closer to table 

kelli-: clap clap clap clap 

kelli-: claping my hands over my head 

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes...following her sexy hips 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and enjoys every moment  

shy blu eyed t bear: licking my lips 

kelli-: plants feet and moves my body in a snake like S 

shy blu eyed t bear: seeing her....slither 

ethan_ca_80: moving my head to the beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: hiding lap....under safety of table 

kelli-: lays on the bar 

D r a z: watches as kelli 's hips are hypnotic and eyes on the   thong as she  snakes her 

body 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmm 

kelli-: rolls and back up 

shy blu eyed t bear: giving her a standing ovation...while seated 

kelli-: smiles ..  

Harold_Rarius: watches her moves closely sitting at the bar 

ethan_ca_80: woo hoo kelli 

shy blu eyed t bear: wipes brow 

Harold_Rarius: claps for her standing on my bar stool..  

kelli-: moves to the pole 

Harold_Rarius: sits back down  

shy blu eyed t bear: lucky pole 

kelli-: spins around twice 

kelli-: legs wrap 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhhhh 

kelli-: stretching up 

ethan_ca_80: so mesmerized by kelli didnt realize i am sipping on an empty glass 

shy blu eyed t bear: has wicked thoughts 

D r a z: watches the lithe body spin around the pole hanging off one handed  

kelli-: holds on with one hand 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmm 

kelli-: leaning back 

kelli-: hips thrusting the pole 

kelli-: legs wrapped tight 

Harold_Rarius: such smooth moves...  



shy blu eyed t bear: table....crunches under my grasp 

kelli-: hands let go 

Harold_Rarius: so seductive  

kelli-: leans back  

shy blu eyed t bear: so erotic...sensuous 

shy blu eyed t bear: dayummmm 

kelli-: body stretched out double 

kelli-: head down 

shy blu eyed t bear: she is so....flexible 

kelli-: 1/2 tank slipping  

shy blu eyed t bear: re-adjusts 

Harold_Rarius: imagines all the positions she can make  

kelli-: pulls it off 

D r a z: smiles as the sensual body  moves in seductive synchronisation with the tune  

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmm seeing tank removed 

Harold_Rarius: wow so nice Kelli  

kelli-: hands down to the floor 

johnp64: oh yea, nice move 

shy blu eyed t bear: wow 

kelli-: flips to my feet 

shy blu eyed t bear: nice flip 

kelli-: smiles 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 

kelli-: dancing seductively back up the bar 

shy blu eyed t bear: whew 

kelli-: crouching 

shy blu eyed t bear: niceeeeeeeeeee 

Harold_Rarius: watches ... 

kelli-: hands and knees when I get back up the bar infront of the guys 

D r a z: watches as the beat invades kelli  as she steps up the bar hips swinging to  the 

bluesy beat   

kelli-: to my knees 

shy blu eyed t bear: knucles turning white....from gripping table 

kelli-: body moving to the rhythm 

Harold_Rarius: looks at her sitting in front of her at the bar  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: knees apart 

kelli-: leaning back 

shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmm such....a sexy dancer 

kelli-: hair swaying to the beat 

shy blu eyed t bear: my oh myyyyyyyy 

Harold_Rarius: enjoying the moves  

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: thong straining 



shy blu eyed t bear: mmmmmmmmmm her thong....straining 

ethan_ca_80: wow 

kelli-: pops back up  

Harold_Rarius: claps.. wow 

D r a z: eyes drawn along the thighs to  the bulge in the thong   

shy blu eyed t bear: eyes...widen 

johnp64: looks so nice straining 

kelli-: dancing hard 

kelli-: hair flying 

shy blu eyed t bear: prays....grins 

shy blu eyed t bear: sees a glisten 

kelli-: moves to the edge 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: body swaying 

kelli-: smiles at everyone 

D r a z:  smilesas kellli moves  to  the edge and sways ...............  

shy blu eyed t bear: biting lip...tasting blood....oh well 

shy blu eyed t bear: smiles 

Harold_Rarius: smiles looking at her  

shy blu eyed t bear: she is worth it 

kelli-: if you pleaasseee 

shy blu eyed t bear: ohhhhhhh yessssssssss 

kelli-: winding down 

shy blu eyed t bear: grins 

ethan_ca_80: we all smile back 

kelli-: stands and moves down the back stairs 

D r a z:  holds out a LAB robe for  kelli   ....................  

shy blu eyed t bear: sends a flower to kelli 

kelli-: thanx Draz 

Harold_Rarius: stands up and applauds  

shy blu eyed t bear: cant stand 

ethan_ca_80: awesome kelli 

shy blu eyed t bear: applauds 

kelli-: thanks guys 

johnp64: very nice kelli, thank you 

Harold_Rarius: her drinks are on me if I may Kelli ? 

shy blu eyed t bear: whistles 

D r a z: applauds  our sexy  hot    dancer   ..............magnifcent   kelli  

kelli-: thank you Draz...  

ethan_ca_80: wooo hoo 

shy blu eyed t bear: yw and ty kelli 

kelli-: may I have some water? 

kelli-: moves and sits with the guys 

shy blu eyed t bear: leans back...waiting for pulse to get to normal 



shy blu eyed t bear: whew 

ethan_ca_80: catch your breath gentlemen 

kelli-: leans over and kissssssssssssss  Draz.. thanks  

D r a z: places out cold waater on the bar ,.,.,.,.,.  

kelli-: giggles at ethan 

Harold_Rarius: takes a couple and downs them quickly  

kelli-: takes some water 

D r a z: kisses kelli  and gives hera gentle squeeze.....perfcet 

kelli-: thank you 

Harold_Rarius: what a dance Kelli, thank you! 

shy blu eyed t bear: better than perfect....j/s 

ethan_ca_80: takes a sip of water and smiles at kelli 

kelli-: smiles.. you guys didn't have much choice .. looks around at no other girls 

kelli-: smiles at ethan.. I told you that you would like it here 

Harold_Rarius: I don't see your point Kelli.. you danced very well.. smiles 
kelli-: smiles... at HR.. yes you do .. giggles 

 
 
 
kelli-: dancing slowly across the floor 

D r a z: smiles at  kelli .....passes her a bottle ofwater ...........  

websterace3: catches my breath 

kelli-: steps forward.. one back .. two forward 

kelli-: hands high 

websterace3: watchs Kelli dance 

kelli-: twists body one way.. then the other as I dance 

kelli-: hips thrust to the side  

kelli-: slowly making my way toward the bar 

websterace3: guess I will need some ice now 

al_olderguy: enjoying watching Kellis body as it curves through the room 

kelli-: moves to the bar for some ice for web 

websterace3: ty Kelli 

kelli-: spins in time to the bluesy beat 

kelli-: takes the glass of ice 

kelli-: dancing to webs booth 

websterace3: watches Kelli move mmmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: gets up on webs table 

kelli-: air guitar 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmm help her up 

kelli-: hips gyrate to the beat 

RocketManFL: head jerks out of trance state  

websterace3: looks up at her  

kelli-: feet apart.. hands high 



websterace3: watches her skin tight jeans as she moves 

kelli-: hips slowly move to the beat 

kelli-: jean cut offs web 

RocketManFL: I guess another cinderells tonight I shall take my leave, good night all good people  

websterace3: yes daisy dukes jeans 

D r a z: night rocket  

websterace3: tc Rocket 

al_olderguy: Swears she must have made a miske when she cut them off so short... 

kelli-: guess he's got a rocket in his pocket 

kelli-: smiles at Draz 

D r a z:  winks 

kelli-: hips rock 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: smiles as my ass moves to the beat 

websterace3: peeks at Kellys top as it rides up 

kelli-: slowly turns on webs table 

al_olderguy: watches Kellis gorgeous legs... swears there are gaps appearing round the 

cutoffs as she dances... 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmm 

D r a z: watches the sweet  body writhe in dance 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: rocking hips 

websterace3: watches her hips move  

websterace3: body shakeing 

kelli-: short shallow thrusts 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

mylstoknowhere: gulps and stares  

websterace3: heart beating faster 

kelli-: over the pointy protrusions showing through my thin 1/2 tank 

al_olderguy: imagines those are my hands.... 

kelli-: pulling the material tight against me 

websterace3: sweating now as I watch her hands move down her lovely body 

D r a z:  beautiful body as she writhes to  the tunes  

kelli-: outlining my boobs plainly 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyy 

kelli-: obviously only me under the tank 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm soooo perky at the moment toooo 

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: caress my tummie as my hips move  

kelli-: lips part.. only teeth showing slightly 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: hands move down the front of my daisy dukes 

websterace3: stares up 

kelli-: hips thrust 



kelli-: love that song 

websterace3: sucks hard on a ice cube 

kelli-: jumps off the table 

websterace3: love the way you dance 

kelli-: onto the floor 

al_olderguy: <wonders where bears hat is... thinks webs might need it... 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli  

kelli-: giggles at al 

D r a z: passes webster a sombrero.will hide many things 

kelli-: dancing over toward him 

websterace3: walks over to the bar hands draz a hundred dollars for Kelis drinks 

kelli-: thanks web 

kelli-: slowly dancing around al 

websterace3: no ty you Kelli you made my night 

al_olderguy: hmm watches kelli slink towards me... 

al_olderguy: hmmm oh, so close... 

kelli-: slim body slinking around you 

al_olderguy: looking into your eyes... 

kelli-: hips thrust side to side as I move around you 

al_olderguy: but aware of your body in such close proximity 

websterace3: sits back and trys to calm down 

kelli-: tongue slowly moves around my lips as my eyes are fixed on yours 

al_olderguy: eyes move down .. taking in your swirling form... 

mylstoknowhere: heads to bar for some ice whew !!! 

kelli-: leans forward.. hands move down my body 

al_olderguy: Hmmmm beautiful kelli... 

kelli-: knees slightly bend..leaning forward..  

kelli-: hands on my knees as my hips sway  

kelli-: drop my head so my hair falls forward 

al_olderguy: watching you breasts strain against the top 

D r a z:  grins watching kelli as she senually dances 

kelli-: flips my head back .. hair flys over my shoulders 

kelli-: picks up the new beat 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: dancing hard.. lifting legs high 

kelli-: circles  

al_olderguy: catches the scent from Kelli hair as she tosses it back and forth 

kelli-: ass shimmys to the beat 

mylstoknowhere: grinss & stares at her sexxxxxy dancin 

kelli-: drops to my knees infront of al 

kelli-: leans forward .. shaking my hair over you 

al_olderguy: hmmm loves the shimmering moves of her body 

kelli-: give al a deep slow kiss as my ass shimmies to the beat 

al_olderguy: hmmm 



al_olderguy: feeing the slow wetness of the kiss 

kelli-: smiles as I pop back up to my feet 

kelli-: plants my feet apart at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands on hips 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli ............. as she dips and pops  

kelli-: hips thrusting side to side 

kelli-: head moving .. hair flying 

al_olderguy: sqirms in my seat to effect an adjustment... 

kelli-: turns around... leans forward.. legs straight and apart 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the beat 

kelli-: hands move to the inside of my knees 

kelli-: slowly rise up my inner thighs 

al_olderguy: sighs.... 

websterace3: watches Kelli ass bounce mmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: hips moving side to side 

D r a z: mmmm  sensual and  erotic wound up in one  

kelli-: hands slowly move up 

websterace3: hot hot hot 

kelli-: flex ass muscles to the beat as my hands rise 

kelli-: hands come together were my legs meet 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

websterace3: sucks on more ice 

kelli-: hips thrust hard 

kelli-: jumps straight up  

kelli-: dance 

websterace3: catches my breath 

kelli-: looking sideways at the boys and winks 

kelli-: hands on hips 

D r a z:  winks back at  kellli 

kelli-: knees band 

al_olderguy: see's us all enjoying her sexy body.. 

kelli-: smiles at Draz 

mylstoknowhere: winks back 

websterace3: winks back  

kelli-: hands alternate across my body 

mylstoknowhere: good choice of music Draz 

kelli-: hands move up over my head 

websterace3: keeps my eyes on Kelli as she moves around mmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: blows a kiss to myls 

kelli-: dancing down the bar to where myls is sitting 

kelli-: watching you watch my hips sway 

D r a z:  smiles as we enjoy kelli dance  

kelli-: hands move slowly down over my hips 

mylstoknowhere: catches kiss 



mylstoknowhere: blows one back  

kelli-: thumbs hooks my belt loops 

mylstoknowhere: pays attention to the belt loops 

kelli-: mve to the middle 

kelli-: pop the button 

mylstoknowhere: watches those hips swayin 

kelli-: hips thrust  

al_olderguy: hmmmm 

mylstoknowhere: oooh yea baby pop that button 

al_olderguy: wonders what's under there..... 

websterace3: hopes the zipper stays up 

kelli-: hands move down over my hips to the middle of my lower body 

kelli-: slowly shakes my head at web 

kelli-: as my fingers move the zipper down 

mylstoknowhere: me tooooo tsk tsk web 

mylstoknowhere: thata girl wink 

kelli-: hips rotate 

mylstoknowhere: eyes follow the rotation 

kelli-: lets my movement loosen the waist 

D r a z: eyes following  kelli   

kelli-: until they start to drop 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmm 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm wonders if they are to tight to fall on thier own? 

al_olderguy: watches the shorts loosten around Kellis hips.. 

kelli-: hands high .. legs together as the dukes fall to my ankles 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh my ! 

websterace3: wooooooooooooo hooooooooooooo 

kelli-: teenie tiny thong .. black and skin tight 

al_olderguy: as I thought... not much under there!! 

kelli-: steps out of the dukes 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyy lovely 

mylstoknowhere: licks my lips  

kelli-: hips rocking 

al_olderguy: enjoying Kellis femine curves as she dances... 

kelli-: lifts the 1/2 tank as my hand dive under it 

mylstoknowhere: starin at her movements intently 

mylstoknowhere: go girl go 

D r a z:  smiles as i see the  thong and cheeks  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

websterace3: watches closely 

kelli-: turns as the song ends 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm checks out those buns sooooo lovely 

kelli-: ass swaying to the beat 

kelli-: smiles over my shoulder at the boys 



websterace3: lovely ass 

websterace3: claps 

kelli-: one more? 

mylstoknowhere: smiling back 

mylstoknowhere: one more 

mylstoknowhere: !!!!! 

websterace3: more more 

kelli-: one more 

websterace3: wooooooooooo hoooooooooooo 

kelli-: step step left left right right 

mylstoknowhere: applauds for one more 

kelli-: hands move down my nearly nude body 

kelli-: turns slowly 

websterace3: places a hundred dollar bill in the jar foe Kelli 

websterace3: for 

kelli-: smiles at web 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmm 

websterace3: smiles back 

websterace3: as I watch her hands glide over her beautiful body 

al_olderguy: loves that the teenie thong is so brief and skintight... 

kelli-: slowly dancing up the bar 

kelli-: smiles at Al...  

al_olderguy: smiles an appreciative smile back 

kelli-: slowly dance in a circle .. letting you get a good look 

kelli-: bi bi Draz 

al_olderguy: hmmm kelli I whisper.. "you are beautiful" 

kelli-: smiles as I read your lips 

mylstoknowhere: kelli sure does have the room 

kelli-: only the four of us  

websterace3: walks to the end of the bar to get a better look 

kelli-: so I can keep going if you wish 

mylstoknowhere: i wish 

al_olderguy: but all eyes are on you... 

websterace3: go as long as you like Kelli 

kelli-: web? 

websterace3: yes 

kelli-: mmm you guys are the best 

websterace3: no you are the best Kelli 

mylstoknowhere: no you are the best wink 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: just enjoy web 

websterace3: ok I am  

kelli-: slow dancing.. snaping my fingers to the slow beat 

kelli-: arms higher 



websterace3: it is very enjoyable 

al_olderguy: Hmm loving seeing Kelli... sexy woman without much on.... 

kelli-: slowly swaying  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips moving around and around to the beat 

websterace3: watches her top ride higher 

mylstoknowhere: enjoys it when she dances and arms held high grinssssss 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: watching you watch me 

al_olderguy: that gorgeously petite body... 

mylstoknowhere: winks at you 

kelli-: close my eyes and get into the slow beat 

kelli-: slowly moving .. stops 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

mylstoknowhere: such a good slow blues beat tooooo 

kelli-: I don't know this one 

mylstoknowhere: me neither 

kelli-: body geting into the beat 

kelli-: lifting legs  

websterace3: nice beat 

kelli-: upper body moving harder 

kelli-: head swaying 

kelli-: plants feet apart .. hands on hips 

websterace3: watches her hair fly around 

kelli-: lean forward .. hair flying 

kelli-: head moving hard to the beat 

kelli-: flips my hair back as I straighten up 

mylstoknowhere: ur rockin it now kelli wooohoooo 

kelli-: shimmy my upper body 

kelli-: left lift .. plant right lift plant back and forth  

kelli-: leaning back  

websterace3: woooooooooooo hoooooooooooo 

kelli-: hips rocking 

kelli-: slowly turn 

kelli-: lean forward..  

kelli-: rock my ass to the beat 

al_olderguy: see's her breasts moving as she dances... 

websterace3: looks at her ass rock  

kelli-: nothing but thin straps 

websterace3: licks my lips 

mylstoknowhere: stares at that ass 

kelli-: virticle strap disappears then reappears higher 

websterace3: feels the heat raiseing 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyy 



websterace3: so lovely 

kelli-: dancing hard 

kelli-: hips rotate 

kelli-: moves to the beat 

kelli-: hips roll 

kelli-: upper body moving hard 

kelli-: rocking and rolling 

kelli-: hair flying  

kelli-: smiles at my guys 

websterace3: remenbers what her hips felt like when she was on my lap 

mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

al_olderguy: enjoying seeing her near naked body sway to and fro... 

websterace3: smiles back wooooo hoooo 

kelli-: hands high 

websterace3: so hot and sexyyyyyyyyyy 

kelli-: dancing at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hips rolling to the beat 

kelli-: bottom rounds flashing at the bottom of my 1/2 tank 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyy 

kelli-: as I sway back and forth 

websterace3: so nice 

kelli-: hard nipples pressing against the material dragging over them 

kelli-: dancing hard 

al_olderguy: hmmm hopes for a clothing malfunction... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmm sooo yummy 

kelli-: smiles..  

kelli-: don't know this one either 

al_olderguy: sees the bump of her nipples though the material.. 

mylstoknowhere: me neither  

kelli-: leans down and kisses al deeply  

websterace3: we sure like it in here woooo hooo 

mylstoknowhere: laptop on my lap cant keep it balanced  

kelli-: giggles 

al_olderguy: hmmmmm 

websterace3: tent city here 

kelli-: does a native dance to the hard beat 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: shakin and shimmying  

mylstoknowhere: woohooo picked the beat up now  

kelli-: shaking hair side to side 

websterace3: going over the top woooo hoooo 

kelli-: spins with my hands high 

mylstoknowhere: she walks like she talks wink 

kelli-: lands facing you 



kelli-: hips rocking hard 

kelli-: hands left hands right 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrrrrowls at those hips 

kelli-: hips rotate 

kelli-: then thrust 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: thumbs hook the waist band 

kelli-: stretch it out to the sides 

al_olderguy: watches kellis eyes scanning the tents... 

kelli-: hips rock hard 

mylstoknowhere: hopin they pop 

websterace3: moves around trying to keep cool 

kelli-: turns back to you 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhh yessssssssss 

kelli-: pulls the waist band down a little 

mylstoknowhere: stares at you 

kelli-: ass shimmy 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

kelli-: plants feet and flexes ass muscles 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh's to the shimmy 

al_olderguy: dang.. there isn't a lot of that thing... 

websterace3: catches my breath 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: giggles... one triangle of black material and two bands Al 

kelli-: claps out the beat 

websterace3: looks down the front of her tanktop 

kelli-: legs dancing  

al_olderguy: thinks it's goot thing thegussett is stuck on... 

kelli-: it's pretty tight 

kelli-: plants feel at the edge facing you 

websterace3: thats not all that is tight 

kelli-: hands follow the waist band to where it dips and attaches the the front corners of 

the triangle 

kelli-: to the 

kelli-: gives it a light tug as I thrust 

mylstoknowhere: eyes follow her hands 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

al_olderguy: sighs again... 

al_olderguy: squirms in seat... 

websterace3: licks my lips 

kelli-: smiles.. it's just a little camel toe 

kelli-: index fingers follow the bands to where they attach 

al_olderguy: but a beautiful one... 

kelli-: body swaying to the tune 



websterace3: so close 

kelli-: legs apart and planted 

kelli-: fingers slowly follow the edges of the triangle 

kelli-: obviously shaved for bikini weather 

websterace3: very lovely 

al_olderguy: eyeys drawn to kelli's crotch as she teases the guys.. 

kelli-: fingers slowly continue down the edges 

mylstoknowhere: and thong dancin weather  

kelli-: yes myls .. smiles 

websterace3: takes a deep breath 

kelli-: I love dancing for you guys 

kelli-: hips lightly rock and thrust 

websterace3: we love haveing you dance 

mylstoknowhere: we luv ur dancin for us tooooooo 

mylstoknowhere: very sexxxxy !! 

websterace3: it is eye popping 

kelli-: hands move flat onto my thighs between my legs 

kelli-: slowly down 

al_olderguy: it's so nice to see such a beautiful body almost naked.. 

websterace3: ohhhhhh yessssssss 

kelli-: leaning forward.. head moving 

al_olderguy: not leaving much to our imaginations... 

websterace3: bites my lip 

kelli-: throws my head back.. flipping my hair onto my back 

kelli-: sways  

kelli-: sooo close to my guys 

websterace3: looks up and smiles  

al_olderguy: nipples straining inside the thin material... 

mylstoknowhere: closer baby wink 

kelli-: my deep dark eyes showing you how much I appreciate all three of you 

kelli-: sooo hard al 

mylstoknowhere: as u can see our apprecation ! 

websterace3: we sure appreciate you danceing for us 

kelli-: I get excited too 

al_olderguy: I cansee.. lovely... 

websterace3: your nipples so hard 

al_olderguy: and the gussett of the thong seems damp... 

kelli-: smiles leaning down over you 

kelli-: mmaayybbeee 

kelli-: smiles 

websterace3: so much fun 

al_olderguy: smiles.... 

kelli-: upper body moving to the beat 

mylstoknowhere: shake it  



kelli-: straightening up hands move up my inner thighs 

kelli-: over my camel toe 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

mylstoknowhere: mmmm to be those hands 

kelli-: and trace the top of the material across  

websterace3: wishing there where my hands  

kelli-: then around my hips 

kelli-: to my butt 

kelli-: moves in a circle 

al_olderguy: nice firm butt.... 

kelli-: hands on the back of my hips 

kelli-: leans forward and moves my butt to the beat 

kelli-: arch my back 

kelli-: hair falls back 

kelli-: stretching my body 

kelli-: back 

kelli-: hands high 

websterace3: woooooooooooo hoooooooooo 

kelli-: swaying 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh grrrrrrowls  

kelli-: head moving to the beat 

websterace3: almost falls off my stool 

kelli-: smiles at web 

websterace3: smiles back  

kelli-: I better stop  

websterace3: why 

kelli-: before I do something I'll get into trouble for 

kelli-: giggles 

websterace3: we will never tell 

al_olderguy: lol  before we do something we'd get booted for... 

kelli-: doesn't work that way web 

al_olderguy: or slapped... 

kelli-: HAHAHAHAHA 

websterace3: I know 

websterace3: claps  very good Kelli 

kelli-: I know how it works and I'm not going to violate you gentlemen.. I mean.. the 

rules 

websterace3: yes the rules 

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar  

websterace3: you can violate me any time he he 

mylstoknowhere: woooohooooo and stands and applauds kelli loudly  

mylstoknowhere: thank you kelli wink 

kelli-: bows my head to myls 

al_olderguy: stands and applauds... 



kelli-: thank you 

websterace3: hands Kelli a cold glass of water and a towel 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

justforchat109: hmm nice slides my stool back a bit to get a good view 

Billie Sol: oh oh.......... 

kelli-: shoulders sway with the slow tune 

Billie Sol: kelli's feeling good.......... 

kelli-: feels Kelli .. mm hmm 

Gabriela92: hi, moosa 

kelli-: hands up .. hips move slowly  

moosa_UK: hi 

Billie Sol: large bug buzzes overhead............... 

Gabriela92: moosa, we're going to need a profile filled out, please. 

kelli-: moosa needa profila 

kelli-: sway side to side 

kelli-: watching the boys 

Gabriela92: we'll check it again in a few minutes, after you've had time to fill it out. 

Gabriela92: or not 

kelli-: winks a Gab 

kelli-: arms out 

kelli-: turning slowly 

kelli-: body starts to rock with the beat 

Billie Sol: rests head on hands.......watching kelli 

justforchat109: hmm <<<<<<likes the sway of them legs and that fine figgure there 

Gabriela92: hard to resist swaying on the stool myself, mirroring Kelli. 

kelli-: tight short skirt .. tank stay with me 

justforchat109: hmm looks towards Gabriela smiles aproveingly 

kelli-: hands up high.. leaning back  

justforchat109: gets comfy in my stool .. thinking i will like this place 

kelli-: dancing hard to the beat 

kelli-: head swinging side to side hair flying 

kelli-: hands on hips .. feet wide  

kelli-: upper body moving  

kelli-: hips swing  

kelli-: hair flying everywhere 

kelli-: upper body shimmying 

Gabriela92: can almost guarantee that, Just. 

kelli-: playing air drums 

kelli-: arms high  

kelli-: turning as I dance around 

kelli-: ass bounce to the drum 

kelli-: legs apart .. leaning forward 



kelli-: hands move up  

justforchat109: liking the moving curves of this woman flying around on the bar top 

there... adjusting in my seat as the enjoyment takes hold a bit 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: don't know this 

kelli-: oh well 

kelli-: dancing hard 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: knees bent 

kelli-: working my ass 

kelli-: flexing ass muscles  

justforchat109: oh yes an audible sigh of aproveal escapes my lips 

kelli-: hands on hips 

Billie Sol: transfixed 

kelli-: leans forward .. back toward you 

Gabriela92: goodness, that's a sweet sight.... 

justforchat109: hmm bloes that fine figgure a kiss 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the quick beat 

kelli-: upper body takes over 

kelli-: moves to a profile  

kelli-: finds the zipper 

kelli-: splits the zipper 

justforchat109: ohh myy i sit back a bit 

kelli-: only thing that shows is a red waist band and skin 

kelli-: hips sway 

kelli-: watching everyones eyes 

kelli-: moves the zipper down 

justforchat109: hmm hmmm love the gyrations upon the bar there looking longingly into 

Kelli's lovely eyes  

kelli-: leaves the button  

kelli-: upper body sways 

kelli-: slowly turns as my hips rotate in circles 

kelli-: pulls up at the bottom of my  tank top 

kelli-: hips thrust to the heavy beat 

Billie Sol: pushes my eyes back into their sockets..................................... 

kelli-: pulls up the hem of the short skirt 

kelli-: nothing but leg and hip 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: finger on my chin.. eyes wink 

Billie Sol: i try to look away 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

Gabriela92: but those legs and those hips aren't "nothing"!!!! 

kelli-: the skirt gets loose 



justforchat109: hmm nice i have to pull my tongue back into my mouth and push my chin  

up to close it.... whew feels the beads of sweat upon my forehead 

kelli-: hips rocking with the music 

kelli-: swivel 

kelli-: skirt starts to fall 

Billie Sol: heart skips a beat............... 

justforchat109: hmm spins my chair a bit to let the tightness move in my jeans here 

kelli-: pink waist band shows 

kelli-: looks down.. then at you 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: lets the skirt drop 

kelli-: dancing out of it 

justforchat109: ohh myy anothere gasp escapes my lips  

kelli-: skin tight pink thong  

kelli-: hands high 

Gabriela92: watches that gorgeous behind come fully into view, barely contained in the 

thong. 

justforchat109: hands brace the edge of the bar 

kelli-: rocking hips 

kelli-: or is it.. the thong barely contained in it?? 

justforchat109: as i lean closer in my mouth parts automaticly 

kelli-: dancing over infront of just 

kelli-: grabs a napkin ..  

Gabriela92: depends on the angle of viewing, I guess, Kelli!!! hee, hee. 

justforchat109: licking my lips slowly breathing is a bit haggard in anticipation 

kelli-: leans down  

kelli-: wipes justs mouth 

al_olderguy: quietly slips into a seat admiring kellis dancing 

justforchat109: hmm licks yuor fingers as you do 

kelli-: winks at Al 

kelli-: giggles  

al_olderguy: winks back and smiles 

Gabriela92: Hello, Al and Ghost. Welcome. 

kelli-: hoping for something 

ghost_rider_1976: hi 

kelli-: waits for it 

al_olderguy: hi gabi.. sorry I had to leave during you dance earlier.. 

kelli-: breaks into a dance 

justforchat109: hmm leans fwd to brush my lips against your soft skin there 

kelli-: skipping down the bar 

kelli-: to the beat 

kelli-: jumps up and spins around the pole 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole 

justforchat109: hmm looks after your fine spinning self 



kelli-: shimmy up higher 

kelli-: hugs the pole 

kelli-: my ass humping the cold metal 

kelli-: starts to lean back 

kelli-: one hand 

justforchat109: watches the skin tighten against the cold and smiles 

kelli-: arms length 

al_olderguy: watches kelli's beutiful body ... 

kelli-: hips humping the pole .. legs wrapped tightly 

kelli-: lets go of the pole 

kelli-: leans back  

al_olderguy: <makes note to come back in the next life as LAB's pole.... 

kelli-: hanging upside down .. hair flying ..  

kelli-: legs wrapped tight 

justforchat109: seeing the magnificant curves hugging that pole so well... hmmm hmm 

kelli-: hands down to the floor 

james197100: hi all 

Gabriela92: hello, James 

kelli-: hand stand .. ass against the pole 

james197100: hi gabi 

kelli-: flips to my feet 

kelli-: was that just or Al or billie 

kelli-: giggle 

kelli-: maybe GAB? 

james197100: hows everyone 

Billie Sol: smiles 

justforchat109: hmm winks at miss Kelli 

kelli-: leans against the pole 

kelli-: legs on either side 

Billie Sol: blows kiss to Kelli 

kelli-: arms up high 

kelli-: body against the cold shiney metal 

kelli-: peeks around from the other side ..  

james197100: what did i miss 

kelli-: hands wrap the pole 

al_olderguy: loves kellis curves againt the straight pole.. 

Gabriela92: lots of sexy dancing, James. 

kelli-: hips thrust against the metal 

james197100: damn 

justforchat109: sees the smooth skin against that sheer metal ... the contrast is enticing 

kelli-: watching the boys watching me as I push and thrust 

james197100: looking for a good seat 

justforchat109: pushes back from the bar a bit to see better ...  

kelli-: swings around the pole 



kelli-: gives you the opposite view 

justforchat109: hmm watching the sweet sweat upon your skin shimmer int he bar light 

kelli-: pink waist band.. pink verticle band 

justforchat109: cant help but lick my lips in desire 

kelli-: disappears about 2/3 of the way down 

Gabriela92: pink on pink.... covering... pink! 

kelli-: turns around 

kelli-: back to the pole 

kelli-: leaning back 

james197100: damn kelli 

justforchat109: hmm love that upon that sexy skin of yours Kelli.... 

kelli-: hands over my head around the pole 

kelli-: stretching my body tight 

james197100: never seen you dance before 

kelli-: hips push back 

al_olderguy: it's a wonderful sight... 

justforchat109: it is sheer delight  

james197100: im beginning to see that 

kelli-: head against the pole.. eyes close 

kelli-: hips begin to sway 

kelli-: hands move down 

kelli-: slowly down my body 

justforchat109: my hips move to match kellis movements there..  

al_olderguy: following those curves... 

kelli-: to my hips 

kelli-: across my tummie 

kelli-: crossed .. down my thighs 

Centuritime: enters for a night cap 

Centuritime: goes to the bar 

kelli-: hands move between them  

james197100: gabi? 

Centuritime: orders a double martini 

kelli-: slowly up 

Gabriela92: yes, James? 

kelli-: over my thong 

kelli-: tracing the edges 

james197100: just was admiring your pics on your profile.....beautiful 

Centuritime: GABBY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! huggles 

kelli-: up over my bare skin  

justforchat109: hmm eyes following your fingers  

Centuritime: hey hey kelli 

Gabriela92: thank you very much, James. 

Centuritime: ummmmmm, let's try this again: GABBBBBBBBBY! hugs! 

kelli-: waits for the music 



kelli-: breaks into fast dance 

james197100: you aew very welcome 

al_olderguy: eyes glued on Kellis supple body... 

kelli-:  body rocking as I dance back up the bar 

Gabriela92: hello, Cent... wb to LAB 

justforchat109: watching your breathing move that body in heaving swells  

kelli-: plants my feet infront of the boys 

kelli-: head rocking.. hair flying 

al_olderguy: gaze moves up  her body.. 

kelli-: feet apart.. legs straight 

al_olderguy: hmm 

kelli-: hands on hips 

Centuritime: ty Gabby 

justforchat109: hmm feels the wind from the flying hair there as i lean closer to you 

there 

kelli-: upper body shimmying 

kelli-: hands cross 

justforchat109: blowing aross your feet softly as i floow the form of your body upwrds 

james197100: gabi...you tending bar? 

kelli-: over my hips 

kelli-: watching the guys 

kelli-: hands moving up 

al_olderguy: watching you... smiling.. enjoying the beautiful sight.. 

kelli-: hands on my tummie 

justforchat109: hmm adjusts my legs to free the gather in my jeans again.. dayummm 

woman 

Gabriela92: not officially, James, but what can I get you? 

james197100: gin and tonic please 

kelli-: hips rock side to side 

kelli-: hands move down  

justforchat109: hmm love the sway of that hot ummie there 

kelli-: trace the bands 

Gabriela92: sure thin... 

Gabriela92: thing 

kelli-: entire body rocking side to side 

kelli-: swaying 

al_olderguy: teasing all of us.... 

Gabriela92: drops three ice cubes into a cut crystal tumbler.... 

kelli-: hands move up  

Gabriela92: pours two shots of Bombay Sapphire Gin into it.... 

kelli-: over my ribs 

justforchat109: seeing that body move my head sways to the rythym of your fine hips   

Gabriela92: tops off with tonic water, squeezes in a lime wedge and drops in a stirrer. 

kelli-: slips my hands under the tank.. smiles 



justforchat109: like a bull in the hot sun swaying 

Gabriela92: sets in front of James on an LAB coaster. 

al_olderguy: hmmmm hard nips under there I bet.... 

james197100: thanks....hands gabi a 20 

kelli-: pulls the tank high 

Gabriela92: tills the bills from James; slips him back his change. 

kelli-: slips off the tank over my head 

Billie Sol: gasps............ 

james197100: keep it gabi 

Gabriela92: ty, James. 

kelli-: small tight bandeau  

al_olderguy: adjusts in my seat.... 

justforchat109: hmm hmm a moan escapes my lips as i see your hard nips are free there 

kelli-: thin material  

kelli-: nips pressing it out 

Gabriela92: lots of smooth skin showing on the lovely dancer.... 

james197100: maybe need a cold shower  lol 

kelli-: shakes out hair as my body begins to slowly rock to the beat 

justforchat109: ohh loving the way kelli gyrates there 

kelli-: swaying .. hips moving to the beat 

justforchat109: wonders if gabriela has the remote today 

Billie Sol: looks at watch.......must leave, but cant 

justforchat109:  

kelli-: dancing in a circle.. turning 

kelli-: hands move high 

kelli-: the tiny thong barely covering 

justforchat109: eyes fixed upon that hot ass of yours 

Billie Sol: gets up slowly........backs towards exit 

al_olderguy: following every twist of kelli's beautiful body 

kelli-: ass moving  back and forth to the beat 

james197100: im never leaving  lol 

justforchat109: hell my mail is fwd' 

justforchat109: d here 

kelli-: plants my feet apart .. back to you 

al_olderguy: (the place does close james....) 

Billie Sol: backs up to door 

kelli-: hips moving in a circle 

justforchat109: hmm leans fwd toward that heavenly ass of yours 

james197100: lol al 

kelli-: watching billie 

justforchat109: whistles softly 

Gabriela92: hopes Billie doesn't stumble out into traffic. 

Billie Sol: leans against door  



al_olderguy: dunno how that thong stays in place... 

kelli-: hands move high 

kelli-: dancing .. hips moving hard 

justforchat109: < thinks it must be painted there 

Billie Sol: tries to find door handle with back to door 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands on hips 

justforchat109: hmm watches the gleaming sweet skin of yours  

kelli-: shoulders shimmy as I lean forward 

justforchat109: inhaling the fragrance of your incredible figgure 

kelli-: small boobs move freely under the thin material of the bandeau 

al_olderguy: hmm breasts shaking.. 

Billie Sol: forces eyes closed.......turns doorknow 

kelli-: soooo stiff and hard 

kelli-: looks at billie 

kelli-: stands up straight 

Billie Sol: eyes transfixed on kelli's eyes 

kelli-: hands on hips 

Gabriela92: like so many other things in the room, probably 

al_olderguy: framing that small thong 

kelli-: fingers slip under the waist bands 

kelli-: move around my hips 

al_olderguy: gulps.... 

Billie Sol: pulls door open, one leg out............. 

kelli-: slowly turn  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

al_olderguy: admires kellis ass cheeks.. 

kelli-: the band slips down in the back 

al_olderguy: ohhhhh 

kelli-: hips moving my ass in a circle 

justforchat109: hmm hmm my lips are dry  

al_olderguy: don't think Kellis are 

kelli-: mine aren't .. giggles 

justforchat109: eyes and head following that hot tight bottom of yours 

Gabriela92: watches as just a hint of the crack between her buns appears.... 

kelli-: rolls the band  

Billie Sol: forces half of my body outside, still looking in............. 

kelli-: hips swaying as I slowly dance 

justforchat109: hmm follows Gabriela's view point... sigh's loudly  

kelli-: turning slowly 

al_olderguy: "off ya go Billie.. there's a good lad.." 

Gabriela92: mmmm, a little more of that sweet, round, smooth heaven.... 



justforchat109: lol al 

kelli-: rolls the band again 

al_olderguy: and those dangerous valleys.. 

justforchat109: hmm eyes are transfixed upon that sweet shelf of the bottom of her 

sheeks there... yummmm 

kelli-: hands against my body 

Gabriela92: gosh.... nearly nothing left covered on Kelli's backside.... 

Billie Sol: takes deep breath and falls outside.............. 

justforchat109: hmm it is a backside of heaven there 

kelli-: slowly moves over the bare skin between the bands and the bandeau 

al_olderguy: yay!! bye Billie 

kelli-: hips roll to the new beat 

justforchat109: waves at billie without looking away from the amazement upon the bar 

al_olderguy: loves those small breasts and rock hard nips under the thin material 

Billie Sol: gets to feet, dizzy.........stumbles into darkness 

kelli-: slow steady roll to match the beat 

justforchat109: looks over to see Gabriela swaying to the enticing beat ... 

kelli-: moves my hands up 

Gabriela92: tries to imagine what would be visible if Kelli were to bend over with her 

thong rolled down so far... wow!!! 

justforchat109: hmm hopes to see such glorious sights  

james197100: damn its hot here  lol 

justforchat109: leans over to open the window...  

kelli-: hands move to the bandeau 

al_olderguy: <always prays for a clothing malfunction 

kelli-: slowly turn away from you 

al_olderguy: hears the door slam.. 

justforchat109: malfuntion hell  this is what clothing is for 

kelli-: hands move around me 

kelli-: twist the sides and back of the bandeau 

Centuritime: wanders back in for a night cap. heads to the bar. 

justforchat109: can hear billie sobbing int he distance as his footsteps echo slowly away 

al_olderguy: lol 

Centuritime: orders a double martini ..... gin, olives, up, very dry 

kelli-: pulls the bandeau tight from the twist 

al_olderguy: cent must have had a hard day.. or be blind... 

kelli-: slides down from the top 

justforchat109: some days it IS about a drink after all ... 

Gabriela92: two shots of chilled gin into a stemmed conical glass for Cent. 

al_olderguy: watches kelli as she moves 

Centuritime: tosses it back, burps, wipes my mouth on my sleeve, grins 

justforchat109: hmm loves the sweet skin exposed by that fine material there 

Gabriela92: skewers two olives with a toothpick and drops them in.... 

kelli-: turns as the music changes 



Centuritime: ty gabby! puts a c-note in the till 

Gabriela92: waves the vermouth in the general vicinity of the glass...... 

Centuritime: oops waits for the olives and the vermouth 

Centuritime: waits for it 

kelli-: the tube type bra became narrower 

Centuritime: waits for it 

Centuritime: waits for it 

al_olderguy: I noticed kelli 

Gabriela92: slides it across the bar to Cent 

justforchat109: hmm eyes are following kellis moves intently 

kelli-: hands high 

Centuritime: then! tosses it back, burps, wipes my mouth on my sleeve, grins, and tips 

300% 

al_olderguy: mounds visible top and bottom of the thin band 

kelli-: I almost have cleveage!! 

kelli-: giggles 

al_olderguy: woo hoo! 

justforchat109: hmm yes dear yes you do 

Gabriela92: you almost have everyone cumming, too; LOL 

kelli-: dancing harder 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: hips swaying 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: sooo much skin  

al_olderguy: <not complaining 

james197100: needs more than a dance  lol 

kelli-: bandeau begins to ride up 

Centuritime: cumming, going ....... it's all good! 

justforchat109: ohh my just enough skin sexy Kelli 

kelli-: rounds of the bottom of each mound of flesh beginning to show 

kelli-: blues??? 

kelli-: ut oh 

justforchat109: hmm so nice sexy woman 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: legs straight .. feet apart 

al_olderguy: Been showing for a while kelli 

kelli-: hands move over my body 

kelli-: upper body rocking slowly side to side 

Centuritime: sorry, gabby! and goodnight! xoxoxo 

sex_candy_boy: hi lady anns 

kelli-: nice of you to POP in cent 

Gabriela92: good evening, Candy. 

sex_candy_boy: lady anns XOXOXOOOXOXOXOXOX 

kelli-: hands high .. clapping out the bluesy beat 



al_olderguy: I think his wife was waiting in the taxi outside 

kelli-: hips swivel round and around 

Gabriela92: you need a profile, Sex candy boy. 

kelli-: poor taxi driver 

Alert: sex_candy_boy reddotted by: Gabriela92 

james197100: kelli has me all worked up....looking to see if any working girls  lol 

al_olderguy: eyes glued to Kelli's almost naked body as it sways.. 

kelli-: slowly turning 

al_olderguy: beautiful..... 

Gabriela92: eyes scanning her, up and down as she pivots.... 

kelli-: hips swaying  

Gabriela92: what a goddess of sensuality she is.... 

kelli-: head left head right 

james197100: nope     

kelli-: ass moving to the beat as my back turns 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shimmy  

kelli-: carefully moving  

kelli-: flexing ass muscles to the beat 

al_olderguy: belinda might be out the back james... 

justforchat109: hmm hmm loves the hot sensual beat as you move our hot figgure about 

kelli-: moves to the edge 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

al_olderguy: kelli is using mucles i never knew existed... 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: shaking head.. hair flying 

Gabriela92:  kelli's got me tightening muscles I never knew existed! 

justforchat109: kelli is moving muscles in me i didnt know were there 

kelli-: upper body flying  

justforchat109: lol Gabriela you too 

al_olderguy: eyes follow the cuve of her hps.. and thighs.. 

kelli-: dancing on my knees 

james197100: nice 

kelli-: thinking.. hang on thong 

al_olderguy: thinking.. give way thong.. 

kelli-: smiles as my arms fly open 

justforchat109: thinking fail thong fail 

kelli-: wipping my hair around 

Gabriela92: Thinking mass, coefficient of friction, forces.... 

justforchat109: loves the sight of them pert nipples standing tall there 

al_olderguy: and the top is welcome to fail as well... 

Gabriela92: sex_candy_boy was bounced from the room by: Gabriela92.  

kelli-: moves up straight on my knees 



al_olderguy: damn - never bought any candy,... too preoccupied by Kelli 

Gabriela92: squirms on my barstool... 

kelli-: shimmy my upper body 

kelli-: smiles...  

al_olderguy: suspects gabi might be wet.... 

justforchat109: hmm moves my legs to free the tightness here   

kelli-: thanks guys 

al_olderguy: hmmmm 

al_olderguy: stands to applaud... 

kelli-: gets up to my feet 

james197100: woohoo 

al_olderguy: thinks better of it 

al_olderguy: sits and applauds... 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: applauds you 

justforchat109: hmm loves this place claps a bit and just breathes deep in admiration 

Gabriela92: wow... amazing, Kelli... fantasic dance!!!! 

justforchat109: ty miss ty ty 

kelli-: rolls hips as I dance slowly to the back steps 

al_olderguy: How come I never tire of seeing you girls dance.... 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder when I reach the steps 

justforchat109: slides from the chair and wanting to head after kelli 

al_olderguy: watched kellis gorgeous hips dissapear 

james197100: we all want to head after kelli 

kelli-: flips the waist band down .. winks.. then back up 

al_olderguy: forms a queue... 

Gabriela92: giggles, catching a glimpse of her flash 

justforchat109: holds up a nice warm towel to wrap your shoulders in there ... well done 

kelli-: down the steps 

kelli-: grabs a LAB robe 

kelli-: thanks just 

Gabriela92: pulls out an extra-large bottled water from the cooler and twists off the cap 

for Kelli.... 

justforchat109: now that was a good first night here I think you are correct Gabriela I 

will enjoy being here often 

kelli-: moves over to Gab.. thank you .. takes a long drink 

Gabriela92: glad you enjoyed our dancing, Just. 

kelli-: told you just 

Gabriela92: it's not always like that, but often enough. 

kelli-: winks 

 
 
kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

justforchat109: hmm nice slides my stool back a bit to get a good view 



Billie Sol: oh oh.......... 

kelli-: shoulders sway with the slow tune 

Billie Sol: kelli's feeling good.......... 

kelli-: feels Kelli .. mm hmm 

Gabriela92: hi, moosa 

kelli-: hands up .. hips move slowly  

moosa_UK: hi 

Billie Sol: large bug buzzes overhead............... 

Gabriela92: moosa, we're going to need a profile filled out, please. 

kelli-: moosa needa profila 

kelli-: sway side to side 

kelli-: watching the boys 

Gabriela92: we'll check it again in a few minutes, after you've had time to fill it out. 

Gabriela92: or not 

kelli-: winks a Gab 

kelli-: arms out 

kelli-: turning slowly 

kelli-: body starts to rock with the beat 

Billie Sol: rests head on hands.......watching kelli 

justforchat109: hmm <<<<<<likes the sway of them legs and that fine figgure there 

Gabriela92: hard to resist swaying on the stool myself, mirroring Kelli. 

kelli-: tight short skirt .. tank stay with me 

justforchat109: hmm looks towards Gabriela smiles aproveingly 

kelli-: hands up high.. leaning back  

justforchat109: gets comfy in my stool .. thinking i will like this place 

kelli-: dancing hard to the beat 

kelli-: head swinging side to side hair flying 

kelli-: hands on hips .. feet wide  

kelli-: upper body moving  

kelli-: hips swing  

kelli-: hair flying everywhere 

kelli-: upper body shimmying 

Gabriela92: can almost guarantee that, Just. 

kelli-: playing air drums 

kelli-: arms high  

kelli-: turning as I dance around 

kelli-: ass bounce to the drum 

kelli-: legs apart .. leaning forward 

kelli-: hands move up  

justforchat109: liking the moving curves of this woman flying around on the bar top 

there... adjusting in my seat as the enjoyment takes hold a bit 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: don't know this 



kelli-: oh well 

kelli-: dancing hard 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: knees bent 

kelli-: working my ass 

kelli-: flexing ass muscles  

justforchat109: oh yes an audible sigh of aproveal escapes my lips 

kelli-: hands on hips 

Billie Sol: transfixed 

kelli-: leans forward .. back toward you 

Gabriela92: goodness, that's a sweet sight.... 

justforchat109: hmm bloes that fine figgure a kiss 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the quick beat 

kelli-: upper body takes over 

kelli-: moves to a profile  

kelli-: finds the zipper 

kelli-: splits the zipper 

justforchat109: ohh myy i sit back a bit 

kelli-: only thing that shows is a red waist band and skin 

kelli-: hips sway 

kelli-: watching everyones eyes 

kelli-: moves the zipper down 

justforchat109: hmm hmmm love the gyrations upon the bar there looking longingly into 

Kelli's lovely eyes  

kelli-: leaves the button  

kelli-: upper body sways 

kelli-: slowly turns as my hips rotate in circles 

kelli-: pulls up at the bottom of my  tank top 

kelli-: hips thrust to the heavy beat 

Billie Sol: pushes my eyes back into their sockets..................................... 

kelli-: pulls up the hem of the short skirt 

kelli-: nothing but leg and hip 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: finger on my chin.. eyes wink 

Billie Sol: i try to look away 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

Gabriela92: but those legs and those hips aren't "nothing"!!!! 

kelli-: the skirt gets loose 

justforchat109: hmm nice i have to pull my tongue back into my mouth and push my chin  

up to close it.... whew feels the beads of sweat upon my forehead 

kelli-: hips rocking with the music 

kelli-: swivel 

kelli-: skirt starts to fall 

Billie Sol: heart skips a beat............... 



justforchat109: hmm spins my chair a bit to let the tightness move in my jeans here 

kelli-: pink waist band shows 

kelli-: looks down.. then at you 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: lets the skirt drop 

kelli-: dancing out of it 

justforchat109: ohh myy anothere gasp escapes my lips  

kelli-: skin tight pink thong  

kelli-: hands high 

Gabriela92: watches that gorgeous behind come fully into view, barely contained in the 

thong. 

justforchat109: hands brace the edge of the bar 

kelli-: rocking hips 

kelli-: or is it.. the thong barely contained in it?? 

justforchat109: as i lean closer in my mouth parts automaticly 

kelli-: dancing over infront of just 

kelli-: grabs a napkin ..  

Gabriela92: depends on the angle of viewing, I guess, Kelli!!! hee, hee. 

justforchat109: licking my lips slowly breathing is a bit haggard in anticipation 

kelli-: leans down  

kelli-: wipes justs mouth 

al_olderguy: quietly slips into a seat admiring kellis dancing 

justforchat109: hmm licks yuor fingers as you do 

kelli-: winks at Al 

kelli-: giggles  

al_olderguy: winks back and smiles 

Gabriela92: Hello, Al and Ghost. Welcome. 

kelli-: hoping for something 

ghost_rider_1976: hi 

kelli-: waits for it 

al_olderguy: hi gabi.. sorry I had to leave during you dance earlier.. 

kelli-: breaks into a dance 

justforchat109: hmm leans fwd to brush my lips against your soft skin there 

kelli-: skipping down the bar 

kelli-: to the beat 

kelli-: jumps up and spins around the pole 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole 

justforchat109: hmm looks after your fine spinning self 

kelli-: shimmy up higher 

kelli-: hugs the pole 

kelli-: my ass humping the cold metal 

kelli-: starts to lean back 

kelli-: one hand 

justforchat109: watches the skin tighten against the cold and smiles 



kelli-: arms length 

al_olderguy: watches kelli's beutiful body ... 

kelli-: hips humping the pole .. legs wrapped tightly 

kelli-: lets go of the pole 

kelli-: leans back  

al_olderguy: <makes note to come back in the next life as LAB's pole.... 

kelli-: hanging upside down .. hair flying ..  

kelli-: legs wrapped tight 

justforchat109: seeing the magnificant curves hugging that pole so well... hmmm hmm 

kelli-: hands down to the floor 

james197100: hi all 

Gabriela92: hello, James 

kelli-: hand stand .. ass against the pole 

james197100: hi gabi 

kelli-: flips to my feet 

kelli-: was that just or Al or billie 

kelli-: giggle 

kelli-: maybe GAB? 

james197100: hows everyone 

Billie Sol: smiles 

justforchat109: hmm winks at miss Kelli 

kelli-: leans against the pole 

kelli-: legs on either side 

Billie Sol: blows kiss to Kelli 

kelli-: arms up high 

kelli-: body against the cold shiney metal 

kelli-: peeks around from the other side ..  

james197100: what did i miss 

kelli-: hands wrap the pole 

al_olderguy: loves kellis curves againt the straight pole.. 

Gabriela92: lots of sexy dancing, James. 

kelli-: hips thrust against the metal 

james197100: damn 

justforchat109: sees the smooth skin against that sheer metal ... the contrast is enticing 

kelli-: watching the boys watching me as I push and thrust 

james197100: looking for a good seat 

justforchat109: pushes back from the bar a bit to see better ...  

kelli-: swings around the pole 

kelli-: gives you the opposite view 

justforchat109: hmm watching the sweet sweat upon your skin shimmer int he bar light 

kelli-: pink waist band.. pink verticle band 

justforchat109: cant help but lick my lips in desire 

kelli-: disappears about 2/3 of the way down 

Gabriela92: pink on pink.... covering... pink! 



kelli-: turns around 

kelli-: back to the pole 

kelli-: leaning back 

james197100: damn kelli 

justforchat109: hmm love that upon that sexy skin of yours Kelli.... 

kelli-: hands over my head around the pole 

kelli-: stretching my body tight 

james197100: never seen you dance before 

kelli-: hips push back 

al_olderguy: it's a wonderful sight... 

justforchat109: it is sheer delight  

james197100: im beginning to see that 

kelli-: head against the pole.. eyes close 

kelli-: hips begin to sway 

kelli-: hands move down 

kelli-: slowly down my body 

justforchat109: my hips move to match kellis movements there..  

al_olderguy: following those curves... 

kelli-: to my hips 

kelli-: across my tummie 

kelli-: crossed .. down my thighs 

kelli-: hands move between them  

Centuritime: orders a double martini 

kelli-: slowly up 

kelli-: over my thong 

kelli-: tracing the edges 

kelli-: up over my bare skin  

kelli-: waits for the music 

kelli-: breaks into fast dance 

al_olderguy: eyes glued on Kellis supple body... 

kelli-:  body rocking as I dance back up the bar 

justforchat109: watching your breathing move that body in heaving swells  

kelli-: plants my feet infront of the boys 

kelli-: head rocking.. hair flying 

al_olderguy: gaze moves up  her body.. 

kelli-: feet apart.. legs straight 

al_olderguy: hmm 

kelli-: hands on hips 

justforchat109: hmm feels the wind from the flying hair there as i lean closer to you 

there 

kelli-: upper body shimmying 

kelli-: hands cross 

justforchat109: blowing aross your feet softly as i floow the form of your body upwrds 

kelli-: over my hips 



kelli-: watching the guys 

kelli-: hands moving up 

al_olderguy: watching you... smiling.. enjoying the beautiful sight.. 

kelli-: hands on my tummie 

justforchat109: hmm adjusts my legs to free the gather in my jeans again.. dayummm 

woman 

kelli-: hips rock side to side 

kelli-: hands move down  

justforchat109: hmm love the sway of that hot tummie there 

kelli-: trace the bands 

Gabriela92: sure thin... 

Gabriela92: thing 

kelli-: entire body rocking side to side 

kelli-: swaying 

al_olderguy: teasing all of us.... 

Gabriela92: drops three ice cubes into a cut crystal tumbler.... 

kelli-: hands move up  

Gabriela92: pours two shots of Bombay Sapphire Gin into it.... 

kelli-: over my ribs 

justforchat109: seeing that body move my head sways to the rythym of your fine hips   

Gabriela92: tops off with tonic water, squeezes in a lime wedge and drops in a stirrer. 

kelli-: slips my hands under the tank.. smiles 

justforchat109: like a bull in the hot sun swaying 

Gabriela92: sets in front of James on an LAB coaster. 

al_olderguy: hmmmm hard nips under there I bet.... 

james197100: thanks....hands gabi a 20 

kelli-: pulls the tank high 

Gabriela92: tills the bills from James; slips him back his change. 

kelli-: slips off the tank over my head 

Billie Sol: gasps............ 

james197100: keep it gabi 

Gabriela92: ty, James. 

kelli-: small tight bandeau  

al_olderguy: adjusts in my seat.... 

justforchat109: hmm hmm a moan escapes my lips as i see your hard nips are free there 

kelli-: thin material  

kelli-: nips pressing it out 

Gabriela92: lots of smooth skin showing on the lovely dancer.... 

james197100: maybe need a cold shower  lol 

kelli-: shakes out hair as my body begins to slowly rock to the beat 

justforchat109: ohh loving the way kelli gyrates there 

kelli-: swaying .. hips moving to the beat 

justforchat109: wonders if gabriela has the remote today 



justforchat109:  

kelli-: dancing in a circle.. turning 

kelli-: hands move high 

kelli-: the tiny thong barely covering 

justforchat109: eyes fixed upon that hot ass 

al_olderguy: following every twist of kelli's beautiful body 

kelli-: ass moving  back and forth to the beat 

james197100: im never leaving  lol 

justforchat109: hell my mail is fwd' 

justforchat109: d here 

kelli-: plants my feet apart .. back to you 

kelli-: hips moving in a circle 

justforchat109: hmm leans fwd toward that heavenly ass of yours 

james197100: lol al 

kelli-: watching billie 

justforchat109: whistles softly 

al_olderguy: dunno how that thong stays in place... 

kelli-: hands move high 

kelli-: dancing .. hips moving hard 

justforchat109: < thinks it must be painted there 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands on hips 

justforchat109: hmm watches the gleaming sweet skin of yours  

kelli-: shoulders shimmy as I lean forward 

justforchat109: inhaling the fragrance of your incredible figgure 

kelli-: small boobs move freely under the thin material of the bandeau 

al_olderguy: hmm breasts shaking.. 

kelli-: soooo stiff and hard 

kelli-: looks at billie 

kelli-: stands up straight 

Billie Sol: eyes transfixed on kelli's eyes 

kelli-: hands on hips 

Gabriela92: like so many other things in the room, probably 

al_olderguy: framing that small thong 

kelli-: fingers slip under the waist bands 

kelli-: move around my hips 

al_olderguy: gulps.... 

kelli-: slowly turn  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

al_olderguy: admires kellis ass cheeks.. 

kelli-: the band slips down in the back 



al_olderguy: ohhhhh 

kelli-: hips moving my ass in a circle 

justforchat109: hmm hmm my lips are dry  

al_olderguy: don't think Kellis are 

kelli-: mine aren't .. giggles 

justforchat109: eyes and head following that hot tight bottom of yours 

Gabriela92: watches as just a hint of the crack between her buns appears.... 

kelli-: rolls the band  

kelli-: hips swaying as I slowly dance 

justforchat109: hmm follows Gabriela's view point... sigh's loudly  

kelli-: turning slowly 

al_olderguy: "off ya go Billie.. there's a good lad.." 

Gabriela92: mmmm, a little more of that sweet, round, smooth heaven.... 

justforchat109: lol al 

kelli-: rolls the band again 

al_olderguy: and those dangerous valleys.. 

justforchat109: hmm eyes are transfixed upon that sweet shelf of the bottom of her 

sheeks there... yummmm 

kelli-: hands against my body 

Gabriela92: gosh.... nearly nothing left covered on Kelli's backside.... 

justforchat109: hmm it is a backside of heaven there 

kelli-: slowly moves over the bare skin between the bands and the bandeau 

al_olderguy: yay!! bye Billie 

kelli-: hips roll to the new beat 

justforchat109: waves at billie without looking away from the amazement upon the bar 

al_olderguy: loves those small breasts and rock hard nips under the thin material 

kelli-: slow steady roll to match the beat 

justforchat109: looks over to see Gabriela swaying to the enticing beat ... 

kelli-: moves my hands up 

Gabriela92: tries to imagine what would be visible if Kelli were to bend over with her 

thong rolled down so far... wow!!! 

justforchat109: hmm hopes to see such glorious sights  

james197100: damn its hot here  lol 

justforchat109: leans over to open the window...  

kelli-: hands move to the bandeau 

al_olderguy: <always prays for a clothing malfunction 

kelli-: slowly turn away from you 

al_olderguy: hears the door slam.. 

justforchat109: malfuntion hell  this is what clothing is for 

kelli-: hands move around me 

kelli-: twist the sides and back of the bandeau 

justforchat109: can hear billie sobbing int he distance as his footsteps echo slowly away 

al_olderguy: lol 

kelli-: pulls the bandeau tight from the twist 



al_olderguy: cent must have had a hard day.. or be blind... 

kelli-: slides down from the top 

al_olderguy: watches kelli as she moves 

justforchat109: hmm loves the sweet skin exposed by that fine material there 

Gabriela92: skewers two olives with a toothpick and drops them in.... 

kelli-: turns as the music changes 

kelli-: the tube type bra became narrower 

al_olderguy: I noticed kelli 

Gabriela92: slides it across the bar to Cent 

justforchat109: hmm eyes are following kellis moves intently 

kelli-: hands high 

al_olderguy: mounds visible top and bottom of the thin band 

kelli-: I almost have cleveage!! 

kelli-: giggles 

al_olderguy: woo hoo! 

justforchat109: hmm yes dear yes you do 

Gabriela92: you almost have everyone cumming, too; LOL 

kelli-: dancing harder 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: hips swaying 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: sooo much skin  

al_olderguy: <not complaining 

james197100: needs more than a dance  lol 

kelli-: bandeau begins to ride up 

justforchat109: ohh my just enough skin sexy Kelli 

kelli-: rounds of the bottom of each mound of flesh beginning to show 

kelli-: blues??? 

kelli-: ut oh 

justforchat109: hmm so nice sexy woman 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: legs straight .. feet apart 

al_olderguy: Been showing for a while kelli 

kelli-: hands move over my body 

kelli-: upper body rocking slowly side to side 

Centuritime: sorry, gabby! and goodnight! xoxoxo 

sex_candy_boy: hi lady anns 

kelli-: nice of you to POP in cent 

kelli-: hands high .. clapping out the bluesy beat 

al_olderguy: I think his wife was waiting in the taxi outside 

kelli-: hips swivel round and around 

Alert: sex_candy_boy reddotted by: Gabriela92 

james197100: kelli has me all worked up....looking to see if any working girls  lol 

al_olderguy: eyes glued to Kelli's almost naked body as it sways.. 



kelli-: slowly turning 

al_olderguy: beautiful..... 

Gabriela92: eyes scanning her, up and down as she pivots.... 

kelli-: hips swaying  

Gabriela92: what a goddess of sensuality she is.... 

kelli-: head left head right 

james197100: nope     

kelli-: ass moving to the beat as my back turns 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shimmy  

kelli-: carefully moving  

kelli-: flexing ass muscles to the beat 

al_olderguy: belinda might be out the back james... 

justforchat109: hmm hmm loves the hot sensual beat as you move our hot figgure about 

kelli-: moves to the edge 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

al_olderguy: kelli is using mucles i never knew existed... 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: shaking head.. hair flying 

Gabriela92:  kelli's got me tightening muscles I never knew existed! 

justforchat109: kelli is moving muscles in me i didnt know were there 

kelli-: upper body flying  

justforchat109: lol Gabriela you too 

al_olderguy: eyes follow the cuve of her hps.. and thighs.. 

kelli-: dancing on my knees 

james197100: nice 

kelli-: thinking.. hang on thong 

al_olderguy: thinking.. give way thong.. 

kelli-: smiles as my arms fly open 

justforchat109: thinking fail thong fail 

kelli-: wipping my hair around 

Gabriela92: Thinking mass, coefficient of friction, forces.... 

justforchat109: loves the sight of them pert nipples standing tall there 

al_olderguy: and the top is welcome to fail as well... 

Gabriela92: sex_candy_boy was bounced from the room by: Gabriela92.  

kelli-: moves up straight on my knees 

al_olderguy: damn - never bought any candy,... too preoccupied by Kelli 

Gabriela92: squirms on my barstool... 

kelli-: shimmy my upper body 

kelli-: smiles...  

al_olderguy: suspects gabi might be wet.... 

justforchat109: hmm moves my legs to free the tightness here   

kelli-: thanks guys 



al_olderguy: hmmmm 

al_olderguy: stands to applaud... 

kelli-: gets up to my feet 

james197100: woohoo 

al_olderguy: thinks better of it 

al_olderguy: sits and applauds... 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: applauds you 

justforchat109: hmm loves this place claps a bit and just breathes deep in admiration 

Gabriela92: wow... amazing, Kelli... fantasic dance!!!! 

justforchat109: ty miss ty ty 

kelli-: rolls hips as I dance slowly to the back steps 

al_olderguy: How come I never tire of seeing you girls dance.... 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder when I reach the steps 

justforchat109: slides from the chair and wanting to head after kelli 

al_olderguy: watched kellis gorgeous hips dissapear 

james197100: we all want to head after kelli 

kelli-: flips the waist band down .. winks.. then back up 

al_olderguy: forms a queue... 

Gabriela92: giggles, catching a glimpse of her flash 

justforchat109: holds up a nice warm towel to wrap your shoulders in there ... well done 

kelli-: down the steps 

kelli-: grabs a LAB robe 

kelli-: thanks just 

Gabriela92: pulls out an extra-large bottled water from the cooler and twists off the cap 

for Kelli.... 

justforchat109: now that was a good first night here I think you are correct Gabriela I 

will enjoy being here often 

kelli-: moves over to Gab.. thank you .. takes a long drink 

Gabriela92: glad you enjoyed our dancing, Just. 

kelli-: told you just 

Gabriela92: it's not always like that, but often enough. 

kelli-: winks 

 

 


